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The research investigated the problem of behavior vari-
ability associated with environmental change. Specifi-
cally, the examination centered upon patterns of
differential response behavior and "experience" which
are presumed to be related to various configurations
of planned spatial change. It was hypothesized that
an individual's range of activity in the local area
varies directly with the introduction of new elements,
that representation efficiency is adversely affected by
ambiguous and intense form change, and that ambiguous
environment created by discontinuous form development
generates psychological stress among resident popula-
tions,particularly those of lower class and the elderly.
A field experiment was undertaken in which spatial form
change distributions in central Boston over a several
year period were mapped and evaluated. Three areas
exhibiting different change characteristics were iden-
tified and twenty female subjects in each were inter-
viewed. Responses were made verbally to both open and
structured questions, and graphically, on overlay maps
of the central city and local areas.
Range of activity was shown to increase with the intro-
duction of new building, however, form change transition
in these sample areas tended to reduce exploration and
behavioral activity. Widespread concern was voiced
about a deterioration of environmental quality and
about increased crime. Representation knowledge and
accuracy were little affected in ambiguous and intense
areas, yet event predictability was generally very
limited. A significant fraction of the total sample,
and especially those of lower class, experienced psychol-
ogical stress, particularly in ambiguous situations.
These findings indicate that "environmental transition
policy" and design programming may ameliorate problems
and exploit opportunities inherent in the urban
development process.
Thesis Supervisor: Kevin Lynch
Title: Professor of City Planning
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PREFACE
This investigation of a set of relationships between
urban form and selected social and psychological
characteristics with an emphasis upon change is
clearly exploratory. Most generally, it is an explo-
ration of the behavioral significance of planned
environmental change at the urban scale and consequent
implications for both human welfare and environmental
design. Specifically, the examination centers upon
presumed patterns of differential response behavior
and "experience" associated with particular distribu-
tions of spatial change over a several year period in
central city and neighborhood.
This focus upon "environment in transition" and its
significance for resident populations stems from a
small array of personal concerns and interests and
an expectation about the eventual emergence of an
environmental development science.
Diverse evidence indicates that individuals and social
sub-systems are obliged in the interests of survival
and health to attain a measure of competence in both
"adaptation" and "adaptability" that is, the capacity
to model and sufficiently "manage" a relevant environ-
mental universe and to accommodate and cope with
environmental discontinuity, crisis and change, whether
apparent or real.
currently, broad challenges of adaptation and adaptabil-
ity (in addition to those of social change and crisis,
environmental pollution, etc.) are evident with respect
to the rapid urbanization and transformation of whole
regions, the renewal of inner cities, the razing of
valued landmarks, and so forth. Further, urban spatial
change is becoming more pervasive in response to
accerlerating technological, social and economic change
in the social system as a whole and in virtually all of
its sub-systems. correspondingly, means of control and
influence through public policy and design are also
increasing, offering at least the potential of a more
sensitive management of change with respect to the
problems, needs and aspirations of diverse groups.
Of major interest here, then, is the exploration of
problems which may characterize environmental transition
as well as the potentials or opportunities, such as the
stimulation of innovation or the enrichment of communal
experience.
What are the stimulus properties of a changing environ-
ment at the urban scale and accompanying welfare
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considerations, if any? The modest attempt in the
following is to formulate an issue or problem of some
apparent significance in terms of a scientific one ---
framing an experimental test and tracing some implica-
tions for professional action and extended research.
Expectations are that, as with most explorations, more
questions than answers are likely to be generated. And
glowingly implicit is the rationalization that a first
attempt, however crude, may be a worthwhile investment.
In any event, it is an attempt to grapple directly with
issues central to the job which environmental designers
do or purport to do; shape and manipulate physical form
to serve human ends.
Recent stimulations are gratefully acknowledged. The
MIT and Cambridge exposure has been unusually rich and
the locus of much revelation has been in the Institute's
Department of City and Regional Planning. Particularly
valuable have been the work and counsel of Professor
Kevin Lynch. Additionally, much stimulation has been
found in the work of Jerome Bruner, Marc Fried,
John Friedmann, Donald Appleyard and Stephen Carr7 in
the collective activities and programs of the Boston
Redevelopment Authority under the leadership of
Edward Logue and in exchanges with colleagues and
students.
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Critical comment and assistance regarding interviewing
strategies were generously provided by Dr.Morris Axelrod
and Dr.John Fowler of the Combined Jewish Philanthropies
of Greater Boston. The generosity and cooperation of
interested citizens and particularly the respondents
have been remarkable, and their wisdom and insight
(read data), which have shaped much of this investiga-
tion and which have provided so much stimulation, deserve
the fullest recognition.
Special thanks are extended to Professor John T.Howard,
Chairman of the Department of City and Regional
Planning, and to Mr.J.S.Jones of MIT for their sustained
generosity and understanding regarding financial
affairs --- virtually making possible continued
studies and research over a three year period.
The tolerance, support and endurance of parents and
family are incalculable.
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CHAPTER 1 : THE PROBLEM
ISSUES
consider three brief sets of responses of residents
in a one block area of Boston regarding the personal
significance of surrounding urban changel
A
I'm glad to see the tearing down. Wonderful to
see. Beautiful buildings. I worry once in a
while about changes taking place. I wonder what
will happen, what kind of people will be living
here, how it will look.
B
The changes haven't had much effect on me. In
the immediate area it is less interesting, where
all the buildings have been torn down. But in
town with the new buildings and the Prudential
Center it is more interesting. Here it's hard
to adjust to the broken up homes and empty lots.
C
They all gone. It ain't no neighborhood. The
good whites and the good niggers are gone. They
steal from you. That's how these changes affect
me. They tear down houses. It ain't no place
to live at all. It aint never going to be no
good anymore.
1 These quotations are selected fran three protocols
obtained in this study and reflect the diversity of
responses recorded in central Boston by other in-
vestigators. See, e.g., Marc Fried, "Grieving For
a Lost Home," The Urban Condition: People and Policy
in the Metroylis, ed. L.J.Duhl (New York: Basic Books,
1963), pp.151-1717 and K.D.Nordin, "Renewal Complaints
Pile Up," Christian Science Monitor, (March 25, 1966),
pp. 1 and 7.
The diverse response is intriguing. Citizen A is
generally pleased, hopeful and stimulated but is also
concerned about who will be living in the area and
what it will look like. B is apparently indifferent
yet is sensitive to different qualities of change in
the neighborhood and city and is conscious of a
challenge of adjustment. C is emphatically negative,
expressing concern about crime, people, buildings and
actions of an undefined uthey". A judgement of some
finality is made about a gloomy future. They live in
the same area.
What is the form and character of change which
presumably elicits such a range of responses? Has
social control in fact weakened or is C's intense
concern about stealing based on a vivid personal
encounter such as a purse-snatching? And the context,
is the particular area ancient or a ghetto of some sort,
relative to the rest of central city? Is the personal
experience of form change the most significant, or
the signs and symbols that the community is improving
or deteriorating? Is the area less interesting or
confusing because the magnitude of change is great, or
because it is scattered or that valued elements are
affected? Is it more stressful or felt to be more
stressful, because changes are taking place too
rapidly or too slowly, affecting too much of the area
or too little? Have reasonable expectations been
contradicted by change events or were they "unrealistic"
in the first place, perhaps based on insufficient or
ambiguous or incorrect information and signs? Is a
neutral response regarding form change processes
expressive of passive acceptance, indifference or
helplessness in the face of a course of events per-
ceived to be inevitable or irreversible? Who are these
people? Are they old or young, male or female- of what
social rank? What distribution of such perceptions and
views? Other questions may easily multiply the list.
How to explain such diversity of response and fathom
the complexity of variables --- particularly those
having to do with form change?
Evidence and speculation from a variety of disciplines
appear to be relevant yet emphases vary widely, and
empirical work is very modest. In extreme situations,
such as military combat, individual adaptive responses
have been observed to vary widely from trauma and
psychotic disorder through neutral or passive acceptance
to active support and elation2,
2 S.A.Stouffer et al., The American Soldier: Combat and
Its Aftermath (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1949), Vol.3.
This is markedly similar to widely differing perceptions,
communication flows and actions noted in community
disasters 3 A developed sense of spatial identity in
neighborhood (as well as social and group identity) has
been observed to be associated with a high incidence of
grief response in urban renewal relocation cases,yet
elation is also observable, and the relative signifi-
cance of spatial identity is not clear0
In other cases, the potent influence of reference groups
and the totality of environmental circumstances are
emphasized in relatively institutionalized settings5
and in situations characterized by potentially dis-
criminatory behavior6. Obviously, one who perceives a
situation (and the world) differently will behave
differently as will one whose coping strategies and
resources may differ and who may employ them "function-
ally" or dysfunctionally in particular circumstances.
3 George W. Baker and Dwight W.Chapman (eds), Man and
Society in Disaster (New York: Basic Books, 1962).
4 Fried, op.cit.
5 R. Barker and P. Gump, Big School, Small School
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1964).
6 Robin M. Williams Jr., Strangers Next Door: Ethnic
Relations in American Communities (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964).
5Further, notions concerning the importance of "optimal"
stimulation or stress for effective individual and
system functioning may embrace conditions influenced by
environmental form and form change events . Questions
regarding the stimulus value of contemporary urban
scale forms whether, for example, stimulus overload
prevails or whether disparities coexist to produce
widespread confusion, anxiety and boredom, usually
refer to static form distributions rather than
changing ones and, in any case, remain largely un-
structured and untested. Similarly, hypotheses
regarding problems of environmental security and
insecurity such as in the slum and urban village8 , and
concerning environmental continuity9 are provocative
and are generally plausible, but physical form and
form change variables are rarely differentiated ex-
plicitly.
7 Harry Fowler, Curiosity and Exploratory Behavior
(New-York: The Macmillan Co., 1966), pp. 63-7.
8 Alvin L. Schorr, Slums and Social Insecurity,
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Division of Research and Statistics, Research
Report No.1 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1963).
Herbert J. Gans, The Urban Villagers (Glencoe:
Free Press, 1962).
9 Harold F. Searles, The Non-Human Environment
(New York: International Universities Press, 1960).
Thus, even though considerable evidence and speculation
appear to bear on the questions at hand, at least
tangentially, perceptual and behavioral consequences
of urban form change events seem to be inadequately
treated, A disproportionately large amount of avail-
able research deals with extreme or pathological
conditions rather than that of the everyday urban world
and with systems of interpersonal relations, pre-
dominantly. The diversity and fragmentation of
evidence on the one hand, and the silence or spectac-
ular generalization on the other, underline the poverty
of knowledge with regard to urban environments in
transition andin particular, the role of environmental
form variables.
Also, it is evident that the issue of apparent differ-
ential response to change in urban form and the ex-
perience of environmental transition relate to larger
and more general issues. How much environmental
stability and continuity is needed to develop a service-
able and reliable cognitive model of the urban environ-
ment with which to evaluate environmental probabilities
and to guide purposeful behavior? Is there a minimum
and an optimum of apparent environmental order and
continuity at the urban scale for individuals and
groups with respect to age, life style, plans, etc.?
Correspondingly, how much environmental variety, change
and discontinuity spatially and temporally is tolerable
and is functional in both the short and long term, with
reference to perception and behavior for both individuals
and different population groups? Are there thresholds
or optima related to the stimulation of curiosity,
encouragement of exploratory behavior and problem
solving, for example?
In turn, these questions reflect the most general and
intriguing problem of man's adaptation to his envelop-
ing environment and his adaptability or resiliency
with respect to alterations in that environment;
relationships which are relevant to individuals and to
societies10
Yet, it is also appropriate to question the formulation
of the problem in terms of transition in a society
presumably acculturated to rapid change. Is it not
reasonable to assume that in a society where change is
generally valued and where it is so pervasive in both
social and technological terms that environmental change
may be readily accepted and managed? Indications are
10 Rend Dubos, Man Adapting (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1965).
Kenneth Boulding, The Meaning of the Twentieth
Century: The Great Transition (New York: Harper
and Row, 1965).
that such generalizations must be highly qualified in
order to encompass the variety of responses and reper-
cussions generated by shifts in ownership, authority,
power and status resulting from patterns of planned
actions, crises, and the like, in both social and
physical environments.
On the other hand, it may be asserted that change in
urban form is exceedingly slow, if not glacial, and
therefore, may be readily monitored and easily adapted
to. Even though relatively slow and seemingly unambi-
guous in comparison with styles of art and fashion, or
the introduction and use of technological systems, for
example, predictability may not be great. Even if
predictable, form changes may not be appropriate to
the expectations, purposes, life styles and values of
citizens.
Also, it may be argued that Man's apparently remark-
able capability for adaptation renders such investiga-
tion of limited interest. Yet, if adaptation is con-
ceived of as requiring an allocation of resources and
energy, that is, incurring cost, despite the sub-
stantial problems having to do with measurement and
evaluation, it is useful theoretically and in practice
to know, at least approximately, the magnitude and
9significance of such costs or "income" with respect to
the environmental situation and the population group.
Finally, it may be argued that, despite the pervasive-
ness of change, effective control of environmental
forms and their manipulation at the urban scale is
limited at best, constrained by a universe of decision
systems, only partially comprehended and influenced by
city planners and designers. Recognizing that environ-
mental design control may generally decrease with an
increase in scale (house construction to regional
growth) legislative means provide numerous areawide,
institutional and special-purpose arrangements for
public regulation, inducement and direct action.
Additionally, strategic opportunities abound, such
as in the design or modification of urban routes and
spaces, construction of governmental and educational
facilities, the mass production of housing and the
establishment of new communities and recreation areas.
Even where control and design influence may be weak
or limited, knowledge is useful in order to predict
and evaluate outcames and to suggest alternatives at
design or policy levels or both.
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FOCUS
The task is to seek a clearer understanding of how
people interpret change in urban form, how they struc-
ture and restructure their conceptions or images of
environmental "reality" in the face of certain spatial
and temporal distributions of form change, and how their
behavior may be affected.
Change, the universal constant, is selected as the
independent dynamic for two reasons. First, particular
configurations will presumably stimulate adaptive
responses, consciously or unconsciously, more or less
stressful and, if measurable, may yield information
about the "value" of portions of the physical environ-
ment including those "given up" and those "acquired"
in the process of form development. Second, an
opportunity is afforded to investigate the experience
of the change process itself.
It is recognized that environmental situations,conceived
of as totalities or hierarchies of "behavior settings"
and characterized by subtle yet potent ecological
"programs" for behavior 1,cannot be simply or arbi-
trarily dichotomized as being social or physical. Yet,
11 Roger G. Barker, "Explorations in Ecological Psychol-
ogy", American Psychologist, XX, No.1 (January, 1965),
pp. 1-14.
in general terms at least, it is valuable to define the
equivalent terms of urban form, spatial form, environ-
mental form (and simply form) as being essentially
physical elements. And spatial form here includes the
physical presence and shape of activity flows, includ-
ing human ones, as well as constructed and natural
elements12 . Note also that general urban perceptual
form or that "reality" which individuals may fashion
of physical form and its change and infuse with special
meaning or symbolism is not necessarily fully congruent
with that perceived by other citizens 1 3 . No implication
is made that crucial systems of social and interpersonal
relations are unimportant, less important or all
important.
Fundamentally, interest here centers upon the assessment
of the influence upon perception and behavior (if any)
of changing physical systems and stimuli defined in
both variable and situational terms. However, change
inurban spatial form is magnificently varied, ranging
from regular qualitative variation during daily and
seasonal cycles or aging to the construction of a
Brazilia or catastrophe resulting from earthquake,
12 Kevin Lynch and Lloyd Rodwin, "A Theory of Urban Form",
Journal of the American Institute of Planners,
Vol.24, No. 4 (1958), pp. 201-214.
13 Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge:
Technology Press and Harvard University Press,
1960).
fire or bombing. Urbanization may stimulate peripheral
growth and extension, greater structural densities in
districts, vertical construction, renewal or rehabilita-
tion of deteriorating districts, and so forth, singly
or in combination. These may be rigorously planned
and programmed or unplanned, and under public or
private auspices or various combinations. Form changes
may be typed functionally and be characterized by
particular styles or symbolism which may signal new
political or cultural eras (Government Center and the
New Boston) or which may express individual status
and distinctiveness (blue shutters, townhouse), group
identity (street festival, corporate temple) or
rebellion (Watts).
Temporal distributions of form change events may be
catalysmic, evenly paced, rapid, rythmic, and so forth.
And the duration may be of decades or generations as
in the building of a new community or fortification,
and short as the planting of a tree or the coupling
of a mobile classroom.
of special interest is that type of form change which
may be presently or in the future representative of
changes in urban regions, and about which current
theory or practice may not be adequate or appropriate.
If the area of consideration is confined to that
generally known as central city, an examination of form
change consequences at the neighborhood scale will be
feasible, but excluded will be metropolitan and
regional phenomena. By arbitrarily assuming a
temporal scale of approximately ten years, dating
from the present, and a location in a city such as
Boston, a variety of urban transformations are
observable whichat the same time, exclude the con-
sideration of historic periods and catastrophic events
such as disasters. Research manageability, however, is
also facilitated. In any case, relatively definable
distributions of form change events, such as those in
urban renewal areas, termed "transition environments",
may be considered, at least to some extent, to be
representative of form change in the larger urban
system of which they are a part and of those in
other urban areas.
Even at this, portions of the social structure affected
and varieties of response may be extensive and the
effect profound, or not. In a relatively densely
settled urban area, a variety of minorities and
majorities, classified by age, social class, sex,
ethnicity, and so forth, may be affected by any given
form change process. Also, environmental attachment,
identification and dependence may vary among residents,
visitors and recent inmigrants. Influenced may be
14
those institutions or individuals displaced or relocated
as well as opportunists of one sort or another, such as
missionaries or speculative investors. Further,
experience in handling or coping with distributions
of urban form change may vary widely. Preferences and
expectations may be as diverse as effective capabilities
or resources in dealing with change events, in terms of
physical or mental health, knowledge and comprehension,
and influence and participation.
Since form changes such as natural catastrophe are
relatively unique and receive treatment in disaster and
crisis theory literature, and those dealing with forced
relocation and migration are amply documented, they
shall be excluded from consideration, recognizing, at
the same time, their crucial contemporary importance
in political, professional and human terms.
Of central concern here are resident populations
normally associated with urban areas and neighborhoods
and those kinds of contemporary form change events and
distributions which may in various respects be
characterized as spatial environments of transition
or in transition, exemplified currently in public
urban and community renewal programs.
Given the general proposition that various distributions
of urban environmental change in space and time may
produce differential responses in individuals and
groups, requiring adaptive resources and which may
affect both perception and behavior, three questions
may guide the exploration:
1. What particular configurations of form change are
most likely to induce in a population particular
perceptual and behavioral responses and
adaptations?
2. In the event that certain classes of responses
and adaptations are observable in a population,
who or what aspects of social structure are
affected differentially?
3. What are the most critical form change and
social variables?
Three general classes or clusters of variables emerge7
those having to do with spatial form (such as intensity
and rate of change), psychological behavior (learning,
exploration and adaptation, etc.), and subject
characteristics (such as intelligence and personality,
age, social class, etc.).
Pertinent questions which may guide the exploration
are the following:
What are the behavioral consequences, when spatial form
changes to one more or less complex or ambiguous, or
when shifts in a neighborhood environment are extensive
and pervasive as in the case of nearby urban renewal
clearance?
Is a fine "grain" of change both spatially and temporally
more difficult to structure than relatively discrete
and visible concentrations?
Are temporal ambiguities or discontinuities in the
development process disruptive with respect to
structuring and adaptation or may they be important
stimulus events and challenges?
What function does the expectation of change serve
regarding adaptive and innovative behavior, including
relative communication modes, information redundancy
and accuracy?
Which subject variables such as age, social class,
experience with change, environmental attachment, etc.
are most strongly related to distributions of form
changes in both space and time?
Which variable combinations, patterns or situational
configurations are most significant generally? May
such be characterized by additive or branching models
and have predictive or explanatory reliability?
Aside from the toleration of change, how much change
will individuals or groups support or induce? What is
the potential demand for change?
How may policies regarding the progression of environ-
mental transformation be formulated with respect to
the future need states of individuals and groups?
Clearly, such a range of questions are potentially
relevant to theory, public policy and design. They
also may relate to and inform the larger and more
general problem of adaptability versus adaptation, or
in other terms, stability versus change7 continuity
versus discontinuity in both physical and human
systems. An essential objective of this investigation
is the scrutiny of the problem area itself, including
a review of pertinent theory and evidence, and important-
ly, the establishment of some facts which may later
contribute to the effective modelling of transition
processes.
In any case, it is hoped that certain generalizable
findings may shed light on the appropriateness of urban
plans and designs conceived of not only as quantitative
and qualitative "elements" and spatial configurations,
but as events and processes in the life history of a
city and its population groups.
CHAPTER 2: CONCEPT
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES
Both theory and reliable evidence are sparse, if
existent at all, with respect to the experience of
environmental transition by resident urban populations.
Deficiencies relate commonly to the appropriateness of
the scale, an emphasis upon socio-cultural environment
rather than upon form, and a focus upon either relative-
ly static situations or upon turbulent change as
opposed to relatively slow, intentional types of
transition. However, considerable attention is given
to various aspects of the behavioral significance of
environment, in a variety of fields, disciplines and
investigations.
Briefly, sociological studies concerning migration,
neighboring, stratification and social functions of
urban sub-communities14 are relevant. Anthropogical
perspectives provide useful insights regarding the
diffusion of innovations and the acceptance of
14 Marc Fried and Peggy Gleicher, "Some Sources of
Residential Satisfaction in an Urban Slum",
Journal of the American Institute of Planners,
Vol. 24, No. 4 (November 1961), pp. 305-315.
19
change 5, variations in value orientations among
cultures, and so forth. Explicit and implicit treat-
ment of environmental change is evident in social
psychological work dealing with crisis and disaster
theory 6, situational modelling of discriminatory
17 18behavior , and organizational behavior
similarly, the considerable and relatively recent
developments in psychology concerning cognitive
processes 9, growth and development, the emergence of
psychological ecology as a field of study2 0 and research
15 H.G.Barnett, Innovation: The Basis of Culture Change
(New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1953).
Everett M.Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations
(New York: Free Press, 1962).
16 Kent Miller, "The Concept of Crisis: Current Status
and Mental Health Implications," Human organization,
XXII (Fall, 1963), pp.1 95-2 01 .
F.C.Anthony Wallace, Human Behavior in Extreme Situa-
tions: A Survey of the Literature and Suggestions for
Further Research (Washington: National Academy of
Sciences, National Research Council Publication, 1953),
No. 390.
17 Robin Williams, op.cit., pp. 312-391.
18 W.G.Bennis, "A New Role for the Behavioral Sciences:
Effecting organizational Change, " Admin. Science
Quarterly, Vol. 8 (1963), pp. 125-165.
19 Jerome Bruner, Jacquelline Goodnow, and George Austin,
A Study of Thinking (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1956).
20 Roger G.Barker, "Explorations in Ecological Psychol-
ogy", American Psychologist, Vol.20, No. 1,(January,
1965), pp. 1-14).
in experimental aesthetics, among others, indicate the
relevance of psychological insight and experimental
methods. Health considerations, particularly those
relating to mental health, are obviously relevant in
extreme environmental change situations, and have been
shown to be increasingly pertinent involving more
subtle and pervasive conditions such as environmental
21
stress2. Studies in social and community psychiatry
increasingly focus upon ecological models, personality,
and life cycle processes and in general upon preventa-
tive strategies rather than upon corrective, individual
22
treatment2. Additionally, useful perspectives are
supplied in the literature of economic development,
education, history and philosophy.
Despite the enormous diversity of perspectives, numerous
concerns are shared and certain issues are formulated
in parallel or approximately similar fashion with respect
21 H.B.M. Murphy, "Social Change and Mental Health,"
The Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, Vol.39 (1961),
pp.385-445.
D.H.Carson and B.L.Driver, "An Ecological Approach to
Stress," American Behavioral Scientist, Vol.10, No.1
(September 1966),pp.8-il.
22 Leonard J.Duhl, "The Changing Face of Mental Health,"
The Urban Condition, ed.Leonard J. Duhl ((New York:
Basic Books, 1963), pp.5 9-75 .
A.H.Leighton, J.A.Clausen and R.N.Wilson (eds.),
Explorations in Social Psychiatry (New York: Basic
Books, 1957).
to environmental change. Primarily, although not ex-
clusively or separately, such formulations involve
behavioral changes in personal and social systems,
variations in perception or cognition and adaptations
or adjustments in health behavior. These are generally
congruent with the thrust of the several orienting
questions derived from the brief interview responses
noted in Chapter 1. More specifically, and judged at
least initially, to be most promising and relevant to
both theory and design, are exploratory types of behavior
change, the structuring or representation of spatial
terriotyr and the communication of environmental
meaning during transition, and psychological stress
which may be associated with behavioral and perceptual
responses and adaptation.
Behavior variability and exploration
Contemporary studies have shown that animals respond to
novel stimuli or,more broadly, to a change in the
23
complex of stimuli impinging upon them . A response
to novelty and change has also been noted with respect
to "activity" measures of exploratory behavior, that is,
the number of maze units traversed by an animal in a
23 P.N.Kivy, R.W. Earl and E.L. Walker, "Stimulus
Context and Satiation", Journal of Comparative
Physiological Psychology, Vol.49 (1956), pp.90-92 .
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given period of time . Further, the importance of
the degree of novelty and complexity or the magnitude
of the change in stimulation confronting an animal has
been demonstrated to vary directly with exploratory
25behavior25 A decrement in exploration resulted from
extended exposure and a recovery of exploration followed
non-exposure to a novel situation over repeated, daily
test sessions 26. However, some findings also indicate
that a change in stimulation that is "too" novel, in
the sense of being strange, bizarre, or unexpected,
may elicit fear and thereby reduce or even preclude
27
exploration, at least as long as the fear persists
Findings which reveal a positive relationship between
24 D.E.Berlyne and J.Slater, "Perceptual Curiosity,
Exploratory Behavior and Maze Learning," Journal
of Comparative Physiological Psychology, Vol.8
(1954), pp. 70-76.
25 W.N.Dember and Barbara A. Millbrook, "Free Choice
by the Rat of the Greater of Two Brightness Changes, "
Psychol.Rep., Vol. 2 (1956), pp. 465-467.
26 D.E. Berlyne, "Novelty and Curiosity as Determinants
of Exploratory Behavior," British Journal of Psychology,
Vol. 41 (L950), pp. 68-80.
27 D.O. Hebb, "Drives and the C.N.s. (Conceptual Nervous
System)", Psychological Review, Vol. 62 (1955),
pp. 243-254.
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the length of an animal's exposure to a particular
stimulus condition and the strength of its instrumental
response suggest the possibly greater appropriateness
of the concept of "drive for stimulus change" in
comparison with those of novelty and curiosity.
Specifically, drive motivation (boredom) may be
definedin terms of the animal's length of exposure
to or "familiarity" with a relatively unchanging
stimulus condition, or conversely, in terms of the
animal's length of deprivation of a change in
stimulation. Incentive motivation (curiosity), on
the other hand, may be defined in terms of the
magnitude of the exploratory incentive --- that is,
the magnitude of the change in stimulation that the
animal experiences upon performing some instrumental
response for stimuli that are novel, unfamiliar and
so on. 28
Most recently, Berlyne and Fiske and Maddi have con-
tributed to a theory of optimal stimulation or
"arousal" in which the concepts of boredom and
curiosity are viewed as an animal's drives to
terminate or reduce conditions of high arousal
potential, such as very monotonous or perceptually
ambiguous ones. Based essentially on views of Hebb29
and Leuba30 that both decreases and increases in
drive or arousal could be reinforcing depending upon
28 Fowler, op.cit., pp. 42-43.
29 Hebb, op.cit.
30 Clarence Leuba, "Toward Some Integration of Learn-
ing Theories: The Concept of optimal Stimulation,"
Psychological Reports, Vol.1 (1955), pp.2 7-3 3
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a particular level of total stimulation of an organism,
both formulations describe an organism's general behavior
as maintaining some intermediate or optimal level of
arousal and stimulation. Fiske and Maddi suggest that
an animal seeks to maintain (through increments and
decrements) an intermediate or optimal level of
arousal 31, while Berlyne argues that an animal
32
operates in the environment so as to reduce arousal
Thus,arousal is considered to be high not only under
stimulus conditions that are very novel or unfamiliar,
but also under those conditions in which stimuli are
extremely familiar or monotonous. The basis for this
assumption of high arousal with the exposure of an
animal to familiar or monotonous stimulation is pro-
vided by human subject studies under conditions of
sensory deprivation (extended periods of minimal
stimulus variation) where an increase is observed in
physiological measures, such as muscular, circulatory,
and EEG activity, which are considered to be adequate
indices of arousal33
31 Fiske, D.W. and S.R. Maddi, "A Conceptual Framework,"
Functions of Varied Experience, eds. D.W. Fiske and
S.R. Maddi (Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey Press, 1961),
pp. 11-56.
32 D.E. Berlyne, Conflict, Arousal and Curiosity
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1960), p.194 .
33 Fowler, op.cit., p.68.
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Recently, a supplementary conceptualization utilizing
information theoretic concepts contributes the notion
of information as the reduction in the organism of
entropy or uncertainty. Purportedly, the organism
gains considerable information when it experiences a
sequence of events of which it is uncertain7 for
example, events that are varying, disorganized or
random, or changing and unfamiliar. Thus, when the
animal explores a novel environment or unfamiliar
pattern or object, it reduces its uncertainty of the
sequence of stimulus events that it experiences, and
gains information. The more change or variation
provided, the more information is gained.
Although theoretical formulations and interpretations
differ, when an organism whether through high drive or
high arousal, is motivated by exposure to homogenous,
simple or redundant stimulation, it will respond to and
learn to work for stimulation that reduces its drive or
arousal, that is, stimulation that is novel, unfamiliar,
34
complex or changing.
34 Ibid., p.73 .
Berlyne's conceptualization of curiosity and exploratory
behavior is most explicit regarding the role of environ-
mental stimuli. Fundamental stimulus properties which
influence arousal are classed according to three types
of variables: intensive (size, color, sound),affective
(anxiety, pain, pleasure)35 and collative (novelty and
change complexity, surprisingness and uncertainty) 36,
the latter pertaining to conflict inherent in incoming
information and consequent inducement of stimulus
selection processes. Of these, novelty (between a
present stimulus and stimuli that have been experienced
previously) has generally been shown in a variety of
animal experiments to be most significantly related to
exploration, with complexity (between one element of a
pattern and other elements that accompany it) second,
in terms of orienting, locomotor and investigatory
37
responses
However, although confirming Berlyne's hypotheses
generally, the context of the majority of experiments
has been the laboratory, and utilizing relatively
static, short-term stimuli patterns. Some behavioral
effects of temporal exposures to novelty have been
35 Berlyne, Conflict, Arousal and Curiosity, pp.171-174.
36 Ibid., p. 44.
37 Ibid., p.111.
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investigated, indicating, for example, that exploration
diminishes with exposure to novel stimuli, but will
exploratory behavior progressively increase or be
maintained, when distributions of novel stimuli are
presented intermittently? In other words, does
environmental experience influence exploratory behavior?
We know that an individual animal's previous
experience will affect exploration, at least to the
extent of determining how novel particular stimulus
patterns are. But apart from this, the broad
characteristics of the environment will surely leave
an effect on the strength of exploratory behavior in
general, or of the exploratory behavior attracted by
specific types of situation. 38
Although evidence is meager and in some cases conflict-
ing, stimulus deprivation and overload studies with
animals and humans indicate that severe difficulties
in perception and problem-solving often result which
39
may adversely affect normal human activity3. Do less
extreme and more subtle environmental conditions, as in
the case of a changing residential environment in which
people spend much of their time, cause an increase in
exploratory activity when new elements are continually
encountered, or a reduction in activity given a
progressive decline in the rate of building or
rebuilding?
38 Ibid, p. 116.
39 Dubos, op.cit., p. 22.
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Hypothesis 1: Range of activity in the local area
varies directly with the introduction of
new building and environmental facilities.
The working hypothesis is essentially an approximation
of Berlyne's conceptualization of novelty and explora-
tory behavior, considered to be most appropriate for
field investigation. Range of activity, embracing a
broad spectrum of individual local area environmental
activity and movement (including planful behavior) is
substituted for the more specific exploratory behavior.
Novelty, the most powerful of the collative variables
observed in laboratory situations, is defined here in
essentially stimulus terms --- the presence and incidence
of new construction, buildings or elements. It is
expected that the individual's total range of neigh-
borhood activity including investigatory behavior will
increase during a form change process in which new
form elements are introduced and which is characterized
40
by stimulus events such as construction processes.
Both spatial and temporal distributions of new environ-
mental elements are largely controllable and to the
extent that an individual's activity or that of a
ccmunity may be influenced, so may the interaction
40 Measurement techniques and predictions are
elaborated in Chapter 3.
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with the environment. Potentially, an awareness of
choices and learning may be influenced by the judicious
scheduling of new form elements over time.
Representation
Recently, insights into the strategies individuals use
to efficiently organize, retain and utilize knowledge
at the urban scale both spatially and temporally, have
been increasing, although coherent theory, particularly
with respect to the behavioral significance of environ-
mental transformation remains to be forged. It is evident
that individual environmental transactions and the
development of appropriate and accurate conceptions of
environmental "reality" are influenced profoundly by
the nature and purposes of the individual and by
characteristics of environmental form. Common is the
employment of strategies of perceptual selection and
attentiveness to particular environmental features
with respect to both spatial configurations and
event-structures.
Perceptual readiness refers to the relative
accessibility of categories to afferent stimulus
inputs. The more accessible a category, the less
the stimulus input required for it to be sorted
in terms of the category, given a degree of match
between the characteristics of the input and the
specifications of the category. In rough form,
there appear to be two general determinants of
category accessibility. one of them is the likeli-
hood of occurrence of events learned by the person
in the course of dealing with the world of objects
30
and events and the redundant sequences in which
these are imbedded. If you will, the person builds
a model of the likelihood of events, a form of
probability learning only now beginning to be
understood. 41
And since information handling capability is inherently
limited, economical transformations of such selections
or "samplings" are made which permit the identification
of recurrent regularity and consequent predicticn42
Much occurs below the level of awareness.
Thus environmental form may enhance or inhibit the
acquisition of relevant information as well as its
retention, whether strategies or modes of representa-
43
tion are predominantly action oriented or symbolic .
Bruner's investigations, focussed on the efficiency of
learning and cognitive growth, emphasize the employment
of representation modes which indicate a progression
toward synthesis, economy and abstraction in the
modelling of environmental "reality".
41 J.S. Bruner, "On Perceptual Readiness", Psychological
Review, Vol.64, No. 2 (1957), pp.123-1527 reprinted
in J.C. Robert Harper et al. (eds.), The Cognitive
Processes: Readings (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1964), pp.251-252,
42 J.S.Bruner, M.A. Wallach and E.H.Galanter, "The
Identification of Recurrent Regularity", American
Journal of Psychology, Vol.72 (1959), p.2 08 .
43 Stephen Carr, "The City of the Mind," Environment
For Man: The Next Fifty Years, ed. W.R. Ewald, Jr.
(Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1967),
p. 209.
At first the child's world is known to him princip-
ally by the habitual actions he uses for coping with
it. In time there is added a technique of representa-
tion through imagery that is relatively free of action.
Gradually, there is added a new and powerful method
of translating action and image into language,
providing still a third system of representation.
Each of the three modes of representation ---
enactive, ikonic and symbolic --- has its unique way
of representing events. Each places a powerful
impress on the mental life of human beings at
different ages, and their interplay persists as one
of the major features of adult intellectual life. 44
In what way may changing environmental form facilitate
or impair the acquisition of environmental information
and the progressive synthesis of representation modes?
Hypothesis 2a: An individual's representation effi-
ciency (knowledge comprehensiveness,
accuracy and predictability) of form
change information varies indirectly
with the ambiguity of the form change
process.
When surrounding environmental change occurs, which is
legible and comprehendible and consistent with expec-
tations, the structuring and restructuring of environ-
mental information are likely to be smooth and relatively
continuous (subject to familiarity, certain variation
in subjective interpretation, etc.). Uncertainty,
however, is likely to occur, when environmental signs
and cues are strange or novel, insufficient or
44 J.S.Bruner et al., Studies in Cognitive Growth
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966), p. 1.
ambiguous. The adequacy and efficiency of restructuring
and "coping" will be a function of an individual's
readiness to provide accessible categorization of the
stimuli events and the quality of the environmental
stimuli themselves.
Identification of recurrent regularity is the recog-
nition of pattern complicated by one of two possible
factors. Either the recurrent regularity is of a
complexity that exceeds the limited cognitive span
of the individual or there are sources of inter-
ference either in the stimulus-input, in the required
pattern of responding, or in the organism that in
effect mask the recurrent regularity to be recog-
nized. Learning, given these interferers, consists,
in part, in separating the recurrent regularity to be
identified from these interferers. The greater the
number of interferers - the more noise there is in
the stimulus, the more masking are the responses,
the more difficult will identification of regularity
be. Essentially, as in the case of concept-attain-
ment, the first steps in identifying a recurrent
regularity require the development of strategies
for utilizing potential information from the
environment. 45
In laboratory situations differential cognitive
strategies are employed by subjects faced with a
changing environment.
The narrow categorizer handles change by shifting,
by reacting to contrast; the broad categorizer
shifts much less and later. In sum, reaction to
change appears to be a strategy of dealing with the
consequences of error. The narrow categorizer
4 r
Bruner, Wallach, Galanter, op.cit., pp. 208-209.
appears to prefer the risk of reacting and possibly
being wrong. The broad categorizer prefers the risk
of not reacting to change and possibly being wrong. 46
And in generally ambiguous situations, suggestibility
is often high.
During the period of perceptual conflict, cues
which would otherwise be extraneous are often seized
upon and utilized as a means of resolving the con-
flict, and ordinarily the conflict will not be
tolerated for long, if there is any means of avoiding
it. As noted before, once a dominant percept and
action pattern is established, there is a tendency
to suppress inharmonious cues and to enhance
harmonious cues. 47
Ambiguity, as defined here, refers to form properties
which are relatively indeterminant with respect to
future occurrences such as an environmental state or
form process, and where observable signs are unclear
regarding development (reconstruction or completion)
in terms of either content or timing. Form ambiguity
created or intensified by change in environmental form
will hamper efficient categorization and representa-
tion in terms of extensiveness of familiarity, accuracy
and predictability of events.
46 J.S.Bruner and Henry Tajfel, "Cognitive Risk and
Environmental Change," Journal of Abnormal Social
Psychology, Vol.62 (1961), pp.2 3-4 07 reprinted in
J.C. Robert Harper et al. (eds.), The Cognitive
Processes: Readings (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1964), p. 485.
47 F.P. Kilpatrick, "Problems of Perception in Extreme
situations," Human Organization, Vol.16, No.2
(Summer 1957), p. 2 1 .
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Change areas in Boston are characterized by varying
amounts of form ambiguity resulting from process dis-
continuity, notably vacant territory in urban renewal
areas, where explicit signs are non-existent or in-
accurate and where apparently few cues and little
information are provided about future events. To the
extent that such areas are created during form change
and are significantly extensive areally or over time
in relation to clearly signed development events, such
as new building, individual structuring of a local
area spatially and with respect to sequences of develop-
ment events over time is likely to be adversely affected.
hypothesis 2b: Representation efficiency varies
indirectly with form change intensity.
iypothetically, an extreme environment, continuously in
flux, might provide excessive information producing
stress or disorientation and, conceivably, may be
disruptive of behavior, threatening safety or normal
functioning. Normal adaptive functions or strategies
of the individual may be overwhelmed where the disparity
is great between present input from a disorganized
48
environment and normal reference input4. Although
48 H.B. Williams, "Some Functions of Communication In
Crisis Behavior," Human organization, Vol. 16, No.2
(Summer 1957), p. 18.
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such extreme environmental changes are not likely to
characterize urban situations over lengthy periods,
representation lags or the slow up-dating of individual
images have been noted with respect to relatively dis-
crete urban changes such as the insertion of a new
49
route or element . Wallace's generalizations from
anthropological investigations are pertinent regarding
conditions associated with required change in an
individual's "maze" (his subjective representation of
external reality) occasioned by environmental change.
In the case of the individual faced by a changing
maze, there is first of all a considerable reluctance
("drag") to changing the old way, because of its
symbolic satisfying value. As the old way, however,
leads to less and less reward, and as frustrations
and disappointments accumulate, there are set in
motion various regressive tendencies, which conflict
with the established way and are inappropriate to
the existing maze. The individual can act to reduce
his discomfort by several means: by learning a new
way to derive satisfaction from the new maze; by
encapsulating the regressive strivings in a fantasy
system. and by reifying to himself his current way
and maze, regarding a major portion of it as dead,
and selecting (from either traditional or foreign
regions (or both) part of the existing maze-way as
vital, meanwhile mourning the abandoned (or abandon-
ing) portion. 50
49 Lynch, op. cit., p. 45.
Svenson, E.A, "Central Boston Interview Study"
(typewritten paper. MIT. December 4, 1964).
50 Anthony F.C. Wallace, "Mazeway Disintegration: The
Individualts Perception of Socio-Cultural Dis-
organization," Human organization, Vol.16, No. 2
(Summer 1957), p. 2 6 .
Suggestive is the magnitude or intensity effect of
environmental change upon structuring. Presumably,
the greater the extensiveness in space and time, the
greater the challenge of adjustment.
Stress/adaptation
Terms such as stress, strain and adaptation, although
widely used, are rarely defined explicitly or con-
sistently. Regarding stress, three general orientations,
however, are prevalent. These are definitions
emphasizing stimulus conditions to which the
individual may be subjected, response or reaction
characteristics and definitions based upon both
stimuli and responses. When stimulus conditions are
emphasized, the individual is conceptualized as being
responsive to changes in the environment so as to
maintain a system of equilibrium relationships with
that environment. The individual is stressed, when
some aspect of the relationship is threatened or altered,
such as a threat to his integrity 51 ; to the attainment
of some goal 527 to a balance between needs and
51 H.Basowitz$.Persky, S.J. Korchin and R.R. Grinker,
Anxiety and stress (New Work: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1955).
52 R.S. Lazarus and C.W. Eriksen, "Effects of Failure
stress Upon Skilled Performance," Journal of
Experimental Psychology, Vol. 43 (1952), pp.10 0-105 .
satisfactions 53; in the loss of valued persons 54 or
threat to survival and welfare in confinement 55 or
56in disaster . Common in this conceptualization and
most evident in extreme situations is that important
goals or values of individuals are endangered and
behavior is disrupted. There is great uncertainty
about physical survival, the maintenance of identity,
the avoidance of pain, or in the capability of
controlling one's environment.
Alternatively, aspects of response behavior are
prominent in stress conceptualization, generally in
terms of physiological change, subjective reports,
and defense responses or changes in the adequacy of
cognitive functioning. The most widely used indicators
of stress reaction are those physiological changes,
usually of the autonomic nervous system (respiratory,
53 H.M. Fox, "Effect of Psychophysiological Research on
Transference," Journal of the American Psychoanalytic
Association, Vol. 6 (1958), p. 413.
54 Erich Lindemann, "Symptanatology and Management of
Acute Grief," American Journal of Psychiatry, Vol.101
(1944), pp. 141-148.
55 B.Bettelheim, The Informed Heart (New York: Free
Press of GlencoC, 196ou.
56 Baker and Chapman, op.cit.
heart activity) and adrenal activity (such as the
secretion of hormones)57 and are selected as indicators
of the functioning of homeostatic mechanisms or
emotional states. Subjective report or observation
of disturbed effects which often reveal distressful,
emotional experience of the subject represent a sig-
nificant category of stress responses and have been
used extensively in studies of fear 58, grief 59, and
aggression 60, and in cases where approximate estimates
are sufficient. Defense responses are used primarily
by clinicians and psychiatrists who conceptualize the
individual as responding to stress-inducing threats by
means of defense mechanisms such as withdrawal and
aggressive behaviors 61. Finally, changes in cognitive
functioning such as the effect of stress upon perception,
57 Richard S. Lazarus, Psychological Stress and the
Coping Process (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1966), p. 8.
58 I.L. Janis, Psychological Stress (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1958).
59 Lindemann, op.cit.
60 L. Berkowitz, Aggression (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1962).
61 F.E. Horvath, "Psychological Stress: A Review of
Definitions and Experimental Research," General
Systems, ed. L. von Bertalanffy and A. Rapaport
(Ann Arbor, Mich.: Society for General Systems
Research, 1959), IV, p. 206.
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judgement, problem-solving, perceptual and motor skills
and social adaptation are often utilized as indicators
62
of stress response . Further, considerable experimental
evidence suggests that varieties of stress may facilitate
as well as impair task performance and cognitive
activity.63
Additionally, efforts have been made to define stress
in terms of both stimuli and responses, emphasizing
experimental conditions likely to induce stress and
the behavior which reflects the particular state.
Such conceptualizations emphasize threat to the
integrity of the total organism which produces
physiological measures of arousal 64, threat which induces
behavioral oscillations of varying magnitude with
respect to a mean 65, or the inability of an organism
to make an appropriate adaptive response in relation
to an environmental disruption66
62 Ibid., pp. 210-225.
63 R.S. Lazarus, J. Deese and S.F. Osler, "The Effects
of Psychological Stress Upon Performance," Psycholo-
gical Bulletin, Vol. 49 (1952), pp. 293-317.
64 R.A. Patton, "Introduction", Current Trends in
Psychology and the Behavioral Sciences ed. R.A.Patton
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1955),
pp. xi-xvi.
65 G.T.Pascal, "Psychological Deficit as a Function of
Stress and Constitution", Journal of Personality,
Vol.20 (1951), pp. 175-187.
66 H.R.Schaffer, "Behavior Under Stress", Psychological
Review, Vol.61 (1954), pp. 323-333.
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An attempt to define stress in both economical and
general terms is offered by Horvath.
It is that psychological stress is a state which
occurs when an individual is usbjected to condi-
tions which disturb or threaten to disturb crucial
psychological variables from within their normal
limits. These variables are of two general types:
1. those variables whose displacement from normal
constitute a threat to the continued existence of
the individual, thereby arousing high levels of
biological drives or fear7 2. those variables
whose displacement from normal constitute a threat
to some aspect of his personality structure or ego,
thereby arousing anxiety, failure, frustration.
When either of these conditions occurs, the
individual is in a state of psychological stress,
the stimulus conditions arousing this state are
psychological stressors, and the responses
characteristic of this state are stress responses. 67
Further, Lazarus and others identify psychological
processes which intervene between the stress stimulus.
Such a formulation allows the consideration of
expectation, threat appraisal, awareness, environmental
resources and coping strategies, as aspects of inter-
vening processes which also aid in the clarification
of psychological-physiological interactions in stress
.68
situations .
Briefly, diverse experimental evidence appears to
confirm threat as a key intervening variable in
psychological stress analysis and is characterized
67 horvath, op.cit.,p. 208.
68 Lazarus, Psychological Stress and the Coping Process,
p. 403.
by an anticipatory function, involving expectations of
harm and a cognitive function involving an appraisal
or judgement of the stimulus --- its meaning and
future potential significance to the individual. In
turn, such judgement and discrimination is a function
of an individual's needs, motivation, life experiences
and so on, in short, personality organization, as well
as social and cultural influences6 9 . Threat "produc-
tion" and consequent stress may be generated largely
during anticipatory appraisal, with respect to expecta-
tion and prior to any confrontation, in direct and
vicarious situations, and at varying levels of
awareness. Further, threat interpretation may relate
to stimuli of essentially symbolic value as well as
ambiguous configurations, and regarding present and
future orientations.
If some future anticipated state or condition is
irrelevant to the individual's goals or values, it
will not lead to threat appraisal, since the future
condition will not harm the individual. If the
future condition involves the realization of goals
without the thwarting of others, the cue indicating
it will result in a positively toned emotion. If
the cue stimulus portends the thwarting of a motive,
it is likely to be appraised as threatening. The
stronger the motive that is endangered, the greater
is the potential threat. 70
69 Ibid., p. 45.
70 Ibid., p. 56.
With respect to the influence of stimulus configura-
tions, threat is increased, when a potential confronta-
tion is more imminent, when a "balance of power" is
judged to be in favor of a threat stimulus as opposed
to personal and environmental resources and supports,
and in ambiguous situations, where cues are less
consistent and a wider range of interpretation is
possible.71
Also, general systems of belief or dispositions
regarding the environment may influence threat
significantly, as in the case, where a prevalent
attitude regarding one's inability to adequately deal
with interpersonal relations may intensify threat and
stress. Further, a lack of intellectual resources
evidently increases the prospect that incorrect
appraisals and evaluations of a situation may be
72
made
Presently, however, approaches to the modelling of
such processes are disparate and partial, as in the
case of physical and homeostatic models, and little
evidence may yet be marshalled to support generaliza-
tions as to whether combinations of stressful stimuli
71 Ibid., 119.
72 Ibid., 149.
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are additive, subtractive or multiplicative73 The
situation is particularly serious with regard to large
scale environmental situations owing to the multiplicity
of potentially significant variables and with respect
to long term temporal experience. Dubos argues that
"success" in short term coping and adaptation for
individuals and societies may in fact create serious
delayed and long term stress and adaptive difficulty,
yet in certain instances indications are that success-
fully managed stress encounters, particularly early
in life, may enhance one's coping resources, capability
and subsequent development 4.
To what extent do changing environmental stimuli,
created by form change process, induce or increase
anxiety, stress or threat?
Hypothesis 3a: Psychological stress (self-report index)
varies directly with ambiguity of the
form change process.
Mere exposure to a stimulus situation, where meaning
75
is unclear, may be a source of threat for many .
73 Carson and Driver, op.cit., p. 10.
74 ibid., p. 9.
75 Else Frenkel-Brunswik, "Intolerance of Ambiguity As
an Emotional and Perceptual Personality Variable,"
journal of Personality, Vol.18 (1949), pp. 108-14 3 .
A person who is intolerant of ambiguity is made
anxious by ambiguous situations and has a strong
motive to produce cognitive closure in every
situation. Consequently, he tends to think in
terms of black and white alternatives.
Ambiguity concerning the significance of a stimulus
configuration will usually intensify threat because
it limits the individual's sense of control or
increases his sense of helplessness over the danger.
But this occurs only when there are other grounds,
either situational or characterological, for being
threatened. In a positively toned situation,
ambiguity will not in itself produce threat. If
the tone is ominous, even though the nature of the
threat is unclear, ambiguity will enhance the threat.
The individual assumes the worst. 76
Such is clear with respect to relatively abrupt disaster
situations, but less obvious regarding relatively long
term transitions. Is a "positively toned" development
situation maintained (by communication media, etc.)
throughout the transition process or is observable
environmental signing most significant? Considerable
evidence from personality research (projective testing
such as Rorschach, TAT) indicates that ambiguous stimuli
also allow a wide latitude for ideo syncratic inter-
pretation. Correspondingly, general beliefs about the
environment and one's capacity to deal with it guide
specific judgements.
The environment, whether seen as powerful and un-
manageable or readily subject to control, may be
regarded as supportive or hostile and dangerous. 77
76 Lazarus, Psychological Stress and the Coping Process,
p. 117.
77 Ibid., p. 133.
And environmental encounters early in life may play an
important role in later interpretation 78 .
Early specific experiences producing attitudes of
trust or distrust may generalize to all later trans-
actions and dispose the individual to expect con-
sistent support or treachery.
The more ambiguous are the stimulus cues concerning
the nature of the anticipated confrontation, the
more important are general belief systems in determin-
ing the appraisal process. Since almost all threat
stimuli have some degree of ambiguity connected with
them (since the harmful event has not yet happened),
these general beliefs will always play some role in
determining threat appraisal, however small. 79
Further, new information is likely to be assimilated
into a pre-existing disposition of the individual80
Unambiguous information about impending dangers will
evoke marked changes in the level of fear and there
will be little or no assimilation; but the more
ambiguous the cues the more likely that they will
be assimilated into the pre-existing psychological
set. 81
78 Erik H. Erikson, Childhood and Society
(New York: W.W.Norton and Co., 1950), p. 241.
79 Lazarus, Psychological Stress and the Coping Process,
p. 133.
80 Stephen B. Withey, "Reaction to Uncertain Threat",
Man and Society in Disaster, ed. G.W. Baker and
D.W. Chapman (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1962),
pp. 93-123.
81 1.L. Janis, "Psychological Effects of Warnings",
Man and Society in Disaster, ed. G.W. Baker and
D.W. Chapman (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1962),
pp. 55-92.
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In positive terms, the importance of a sense of environ-
82 83
mental competence and mastery are emphasized with
respect to mental health.
Presumably, form change may inhibit both a sense of
competence and mastery in perceived threat situations
or provide opportunities and challenges to both
intellectual and physical accomplishment. Perhaps the
most pertinent observations regarding resident popula-
tions experiencing form change are provided by Hudson
regarding the incidence of change in relation to one's
perception of the total surrounding environment in
terms of familiarity.
...it has been observed in rats and human subjects
that a strange stimulus capable of arousing avoid-
ance behavior or anxiety in a familiar environment
may not elicit even mild curiosity if presented in
an unfamiliar setting ... The possibility exists
that the impact of disaster is in part related to
the problem under discussion, in the sense that
destruction, creating theunfamiliar, if experienced
in the context of a familiar environment is a con-
tributing factor to the arousal of anxiety and to
other disorganization of behavior. 84
It is expected that form change processes, which are
discontinuous, producing extensive, ambiguous areas,
will generally be disturbing and stressful.
82 R.W.White, "Motivation Reconsidered", Psychological
Review, Vol. 66 (1959), pp. 297-333.
83 Marie Jahoda, Current Concepts of Positive Mental
Health (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1958), pp.2 2 -53 .
84 B.B.Hudson, "Anxiety in Response to the Unfamiliar,"
Journal of Social Issues, Vol.10, No. 3 (1954) p.59.
Hypothesis 3b: Psychological stress varies directly with
the form change intensity.
Implicit in studies of relatively stable, urban sub-
communities, particularly ethnic-working class concen-
trations, is that considerable individual and group
'security' is obtained fran a relatively steady
association with one's neighborhood environment,
85including peer group structures, etc.85 Presumably,
form stability enhances individual and group security
by providing a reliable spatial framework for habitual
behavior patterns 86 The profound significance of
spatial familiarity (as well as group identity) is
revealed in Fried's study of grief response associated
with the loss (through forced relocation) of both home
and neighborhood fo several hundred families. And
some evidence from disaster research indicates the
positive psychological value of relatively stable,
familiar elements in stressful situations.
Any stability in the present environment and one's
place in it, whether it be narrow to include only a
limited area of activity, or broad to include a
clear perception of the total situation, aids in
reducing anxiety. 87
85 Gans, op.cit., pp. 221-225.
M.Young and P. Willmott, Family and Kinship in East
London (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,Ltd., 1957).
86 Fried, op.cit., p. 157.
87 Hudson, op.cit., p. 58.
Searles argues further that valued possessions such as
toys, etc. as well as one's exposure to neighborhood
living environment during a lifetime, play a role in
the relative emotional security provided by the
environment which in turn influence self-identity88
In any case, it appears evident that the "loss" of
an environment or portion of environment which is valued
(consciously or unconsciously) may indeed be stressful
and that the greater one's attachment to a neighborhood
area (at least among working class populations) the
greater the severity of stress or, in other terms, the
richer array of coping response which may be required.8 9
However, such evidence pertains to instances of
environmental separation through relocation. It is
not clear that consequences in terms of grief or stress
will be evident (or measurable) when only a portion of
one's known world of neighborhood and local area
shifts character through demolition, rebuilding or
rehabilitation. Yet, it is expected that in relatively
intense form change situations, similar responses to
that noted by Fried will be apparent, although less
dramatic in nature.
88 Searles, op.cit., pp. 388-389.
89 Fried, op.cit., p. 167.
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Hypotheses 3c - 3f: Psychological stress varies
c. directly with attachment to the
area,,
d. directly with the extent of areal
familiarity with the area7
e. indirectly with (previous) ex-
perience of form change process.
f. Generally, stress and adaptation
requirements will be greater the
higher the age, the lower the
class and the longer the period
of residence.
Diverse evidence indicates that various subject variables
are associated with sensitivity to stress and differ-
ential coping and adaptive behavior. Attachment and
the extensiveness of areal familiarity have been
positively related to grief response90 and are included
here, in addition to length of residence, to ascertain
whether these variables are also significant in
relatively less dramatic but longer term environmental
change involving resident populations. Considerable
evidence with respect to dramatic environmental change
indicates that the greater the temporal exposure to
ambiguous, conflicting stimuli, the greater the inci-
dence of emotional depression 91, stress and social
92disorganization
90 Ibid., pp. 155-156.
91 Kilpatrick, op.cit., p. 22.
92 Nicholas J. Demerath, "Some General Propositions:
An Interpretative Summary", Human Organization,
Vol.16, No. 2 (Summer 1957), pp. 28-29.
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Previous experience in coping with relatively short-
lived emergency situations tends to reduce threat and
anxiety93 and it is expected that the greater one's
experience with form change, the more reliable the
expectations regarding imminent events and the more
appropriate is one's behavior (such as avoiding dis-
ruption, etc.). The generally higher incidence of
stress experienced by individuals of higher age and
lower class has been found to be characteristic in
numerous investigations concerning disease, problems
inter-personal relations regarding cumulative life
94 95
stresses, etc. . Yet exceptions are also evident
Again, Fried's study, which provides data pertaining to
planned form change (but with respect to forced reloca-
tion and grief) suggests that psychological stress may
be generated among resident populations and that social
class differences are probable.
93 Ibid., p. 29.
94 T.S.Langner and S.T. Michael, Life Stress and Mental
Health (Glencoe, Ill: The Free Press, 1963).
Frank Riessman, Jerane Cohen and Arthur Pearl (eds.),
Mental Health of the Poor (Glencoe, Ill: The Free
Press, 1964).
H.Rotondo, "Psychological and Mental Health Problems
of Urbanization Based on Case Studies in Peru,"
Urbanization in Latin America ed. Philip Hauser
(New York: International Documents Service, 1961)
pp. 249-257.
95 Thomas Rennie and Leo Srole, "Social Class Prevalence
and Distribution of Psychosomatic Conditions in an
Urban Population", Psychosomatic Medicine, Vol.18
(1956), p. 455.
Generally speaking, an integrated sense of spatial
identity in the middle class is not as contingent
on the external stability of place or as dependent
on the localization of social patterns, interper-
sonal relationships and daily routines. In these
data, in fact, there is a marked relationship between
class status and depth of grief; the higher the
status, by any of several indices, the smaller the
proportions of severe grief. It is primarily in the
working class, and largely because of the importance
of external stability that dislocation from a familiar
residential area has so great an effect on fragment-
ing the sense of spatial identity. 96
Some evidence regarding families experiencing natural
disaster also indicates that stress may vary between
higher and lower class with respect to type rather
than severity.
Although the lower classes have fewer resources,
middle class families are more prone to over-
estimate their hardships, as they imagine threats
to their statuses and aspirations. 97
In any case, of interest here is whether any differential
response behavior involving psychological stress is
observable during planned environmental transition,
and if so, what subject variables may be particularly
sensitive. Implications for the programming of form
change events may be profound.
96 Fried, op.cit., p. 157.
97 Reuben Hill and Donald A. Hansen, "Families in
Disaster", Man and Society in Disaster, ed. G.W.
Baker and D.W. Chapman (New York: Basic Books,
1962), p. 193.
SUMMARY
A constellation of variables may be expected to
decisively influence an individual's experience of
form change transition. Few have been investigated
with respect to temporally extensive and planned
environmental change at the urban scale, involving
resident populations. Conceptually, temporal and
spatial distributions are presumed to create in a
population differential patterns of response behavior
and "adaptation" with respect to range of activity,
representation and psychological stress. In analytical
terms, the independent form variables selected for
investigation are the incidence of new building,
form change ambiguity and form change intensity. The
dependent variables and psychological functions of
particular interest are range of behavior, represent-
ation, and stress. The subject variables selected
are attachment to the local area, extent of areal
familiarity, previous experience of form change, age,
social class, and length of residence. In order, the
hypothese are as follows.
HYPOTHESES
Range of Activity
1. Range of activity in the local area varies directly
with the introduction of new building and environ-
mental facilities.
Representation
2. a. An individual's representation efficiency
(knowledge comprehensiveness, accuracy and
predictability of form change information)
varies indirectly with the ambiguity of the
form change process.
b. Representation efficiency varies indirectly
with form change intensity.
6tress/Adaptation
3. a. Psychological stress (self-report index) varies
directly with ambiguity of the form change
process; and
(b) directly with form change intensity;
c. directly with attachment to the area;
d. directly with the extent of areal familiarity
with the area?
e. indirectly with (previous) experience of form
change process.
f. Generally, stress and adaptation requirements
will be greater, the higher the age, the lower
the class and the longer the period of residence.
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CHAPTER 3: FIELD EXPERIMENT
RESEARCH STRATEGY AND DESIGN
Generally, the task is to seek a clearer understanding
of how people interpret change in perceptual form, how
they restructure their conceptions of environmental
"reality" and how behavioral responses or adaptations
may affect local area activity and health behavior.
The problem is to ascertain the nature and significance
of presumed differentials in response behavior at both
city and neighborhood scales with respect to form
change variables (new building, ambiguity and
intensity), psychological variables or processes (range
of activity, representation efficiency and stress) and
subject variables (age, social class, length of
residence, attachment and areal familiarity). of the
variety of research alternatives which are relevant
in the investigation of response to temporal
phenomena, such as controlled or longitudinal experi-
ments, the utilization of intensive descriptive studies,
etc., an exploratory "natural" field experiment is
considered to be the most appropriate, taking into
account issues of resource availability (time, data,
funding), manageability, and the research objectives.
(See Appendix F for a discussion of research constraints
and problems).
Given the general proposition that various distribu-
tions of urban environmental change in space and time
produce differential conflict, uncertainty and stress
in individuals and groups requiring adaptive resources
and strategies affecting both perception and behavior,
the research objectives in question form are as follows:
1. What particular configurations of form change or
situations are most likely to induce in a popula-
tion particular perceptual and behavioral
responses and adaptations?
2. In the event that certain classes of responses
and adaptations are observable in a population,
what are the most critical form change and social
variables?
Basic elements of the program of investigation are
social and environmental analyses of central Boston,
the identification of different form change distribu-
tions, the selection of sample areas and populations,
interviewing of the sample including both map and
verbal response to open and structured questions, and
the evaluation and comparison of "objective" analyses
and that of the interviews with respect to the
hypotheses.
Limitations and exclusions may be usefully borne in
mind. The study is focussed essentially upon the
non-social component of environmental change, however,
including insofar as possible activity settings and
flows. The spatial scale embraces approximately
neighborhood entities and portions of central Boston.
This excludes (except where relevant) architectural
scale activity such as the construction or demolition
of a single building and metropolitan form change such
as peripheral growth and extensions or district
in-filling.
The temporal scale deals with time spans from several
months to several years. This excludes purely cyclical
phenomena such as day-night and seasonal rythms, and
long term structural change related to social and
political generations and historic periods.
And the study does not address itself to the broad
patterning of individual and group environmental
exposures in space and in time, as in migration or
during the life cycle, or with decision-making
structures and systems of behavior which cause and
create changes in the urban environment except insome
cases where sources of stimuli may bear on the problem
of perceptual representation and adaptation. Nor is this
investigation presently concerned with types of individual
and group responses which may be termed organized
political behavior such as the formation of local
organizations (protest movements, neighborhood corpora-
tions, etc.). If warranted, these aspects and others
may be dealt with in subsequent research utilizing
alternate designs such as longitudinal and controlled
experiments in both laboratory and field. Long range
research objectives may properly seek to explain as
well as to predict differential adaptation responses
and to identify in a relatively precise manner patterns
or thresholds of psychological costs and "income" in
space and time among individuals, groups andthe
community system.
CLASSIFICATION AND MEASUREMENT STRATEGIES
Definitions and criteria for the measurement of vari-
ables by group are described briefly in the following.
Assumptions and indications of interview testing are
noted where relevant. Owing to the substantial data
collection problems (relating to availability in
time series and quantification) the simplest measures
and means are generally favored.
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New building
This is defined as the incidence of new construction
in a given local area over time. Recorded is the
quantity of new residential and commercial construc-
tion by number of units and in acreage. The economic
value of new construction (in estimated or completed
cost) is distinguished as well as ownership or
auspices (public vs. private). Alterations and street
and area construction and improvements are included
where data is sufficient. An alternative to acreage
of new building, and which may be calculated from
such data, is the "environmental sign exposure" of
new building (assuming a visible construction period
per unit of six months) in "event years."
Intensity
The percentage of the built up acreage affected by
change events (new building plus demolition, but
excluding alterations, and under both public and
private auspices) represent the magnitude or intensity
of spatial form change in a given area.
Ambiguity
This is generally defined in terms of the number of
alternative interpretations possible with respect to
a given stimulus, that is, the greater the number of
alternative possibilities of development, for example,
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the greater the ambiguity. Here, judged essentially
in stimulus terms, it relates specifically to the
territory produced by form change which over extended
periods (over a year) remain vacant and unsigned.
(Considerable acreage of vacant land is characteristic
of many central city transition areas for periods
extending from several months to several years).
implicitly, such area may be judged as being a part
or a stage of a development process, yet, invariably,
where no explicit signing is provided on site, little
indication is given regarding what might occur or when.
Adjacent context, then, and particularly form change
context, is potentially important in providing cues
as to the nature of both current and imminent develop-
ment. It is assumed that the greater the density and
the wider the distribution of such signs over time,
the lower the form process ambiguity. Operationally,
the more the (unsigned) vacant territory in an area
in relation to new building, in acreage or event years,
the greater the ambiguity. Calculation is made of
the flow of vacant acres over time in relation to
acres of new building, that is, vacant acreage
divided by acreage of new building, over a three
year period, yielding an index of ambiguity.
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These form variables are supplemented by others which
may be relevant and which can be derived from the same
data, yet clear separation from the foregoing and
control may not always be possible.
Grain is the density and character of the spatial
pattern of form change over time, and indicates the
relative distribution in space of form change events.
This is derived from a graphic analysis of both
demolition and new building events in units or
acreage, cumulated over one and several year periods.
The rate of development represents the amount of new
building and demolition which occurs during a given
period of time, here calculated on a yearly basis
indicating the general speed of form change process
in a given area.
Spatial form complexity during and after transition
relative to the "pre-change state" may decline or
increase, fluctuate erratically, and so forth.
Although the measurement of action or behavior
settings may appropriately accompany indices of
spatial complexity such as structural density
(including the quantity and dissimilarity of elements)
an approximate estimate of reduction in form complexity
is judged here to be sufficient. Measurement is
derived from new building and demolition data.
The complexity reduction in a given area over time is
measured by the percentage (in acreage) of the built
area demolished or rendered vacant minus new building
acreage.
Duration of form change or transition refers to the
number of years which a given area is subject to
deliberate form change action or "development", in
contrast to relatively common or standard form
maintenance, deterioration or selected replacement.
Change in range of activity increase or decrease is
that type of response behavior derived from verbal
interviews (destinations, routes, inclinations)
and map drawing responses (behavioral maps).
Evaluations of changes in representation efficiency
are made by comparing both verbal and map responses
(areal familiarity, accuracy and event predictability)
and form change analyses in local areas and that of
central city.
Stress evaluations are made on the basis of a series of
interview questions (see Chapter 4 and Appendix D).
Pertinent social and subject variables and corresponding
control strategies are summarized in Table 3-1. The
variables of specific interest in the present investiga-
tion are marked with an asterisk.
TABLE 3-1 SUMMARY OF RELEVANT SOCIAL AND SUBJECT
VARIABLES AND ACCOMPANYING CONTROL STRATEGY
Variable Control strategy
*social class
*length of residence
*age
race
sex
home owner vs. renter
size of city
location re: changes
social mobility (direction)
personality type or
disposition
physical health
mental health
physical mobility
ethnic group
religion
intelligence
political affiliation
prejudice & discrimination
family resources
general attitude toward
community:
"local vs.cosmopolitan"
"public regarding" vs.
"private regarding
*previous experience with
form change
culture
*attachment
*areal familiarity
pre-select
screening question & inter-
view (3 yr. min.)
pre-select
interview
pre-select (female)
interview
control
control
self estimate and interviewer
evaluation
interview
interview
interview
control
interview
interview
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CHANGE ANALYSIS AND SAMPLE AREA CHARACTERISTlCS
Data and sources from which change analyses were made
are summarized in Table 3-2.
TABLE 3-2 ANALYSES OF SOCIAL AND FORM CHARACTERISTICS
IN CENTRAL CITY AND SAMPLE AREAS
CENTRAL CITY, ZONES AND SAMPLE AREAS
1. Social ecology 1960a
Ethnicity - foreign born
Ethnicity - non-white
Single family dwellings
Home ownership
Urbanism/familism
Residential stability
Residential migration - intra SMSA
Residential migration - into SMSA
Median family income
Social rank
2. Patterns of change in social ecology 1950 -1960 a
*Housing-quality
Median income
*Social rank
Relative change in home ownership
*Absolute change - Negro population
3. Form change 1 9 5 0 - 1 9 6 0 a
Housing - construction 1950-1960
Housing - prewar construction
Housing - room crowding
Housing - quality
**Demolitions 1960 to September 19 66b
**New buildings and alterations 1964 to September 1966c
Urban Renewal actions and plansd
Streets and sidewalkse
Recreation and maintenance
1NTERVIEW AREAS
Short term change in environmental qualityg
a Frank L. Sweetser, Patterns of Change in the Social
Ecology of Metropolitan Boston 1950-1960, for:
Mass. Department of Mental Health, Div. of Mental
Hygiene, 1962.
U.S., Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce,
(1960).
b Record of Demolitions, Building Department, City
of Boston.
c Record of Building Permits, Building Department,
City of Boston
d Boston Redevelopment Authority, Urban Renewal
Project Maps.
e Boston Department of Public Works, Annual Reports.
f Boston Department of Recreation, Annual Reports.
g Field inspections (day and night) in January, viarch,
August and September, 1966.
NOTE: single asterisks indicate mapped data and double
asterisks indicate mapped data shown in Appendix A.
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Pertinent social data was mapped for the entire south
central portion of Boston (approximately 7.5 square
miles) in order to determine general patterns of
social change and stability (1950-1960) and areas of
characteristic racial and ethnic distributions.
Correspondingly, form change information provided by
Census data (1950-1960) was mapped and evaluated with
respect to housing age and structural quality. A
first round analysis utilizing these data yielded an
approximate estimation and delimitation of "high" and
"low" change areas (social and physical)and areas of
similar or dissimilar change rate and intensity.
Specific and recent form change data was provided by
two independent fact-gathering and presentation
operations, permitting a second round of change
evaluation in central city and the delimitation of
representative change areas. Within an urban band,
approximately .9 mile wide, and extending from the
Boston Common to Franklin Park, several markedly
different distributions of predominantly residential
form change which had occurred during the past three
to five years were clearly recognizable with respect
to intensity and ambiguity. Three specific interview
sample areas, within the band of relatively dense
residential structures and generally lower socio-eco-
nomic character, were selected, each exhibiting a
different form change character yet also representative
of the larger context (termed zones) spatially and
socially. Both zones and interview sample areas are
of approximately equal size and each is more or less
centered upon an urban park: Union, Madison and Washing-
ton. They are initialled A, B, and C, respectively,
indicating their relative position within the band and
their relationship to the core (see pp. 63-65, and
Appendices A and B.) The areal characteristics of each
of the interview sample areas and zones are shown in
Table 3-3.
TABLE 3-3 AREAL CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULATION SAMPLE
AREAS AND ZONES, IN ACRES
A B C
1. Interview sample area acreage
(total) 101 112 230
2. Parks and streets 30.5 25 64
3. Structures/parcels
(built-up acreage) 70 87 166
4. Estimated number of units or
parcels in sample area 711 813 609
5. Zone area incl. interview
sample area total 620 572 705
6. Zone net, excl. interview
sample area 519 460 475
7. Built-up area of interview
sample area & zone cambined 438 533 683
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Summary evaluations of form change characteristics in
each sample area (interview sample area and zone
ccmbined) are indicated in Table 3-4.
SUMMARY EVALUATIONS AND INDICES OF FORM
CHANGE CHARACTERISTICS BY SAMPLE AREAa
New building
Percentage of built up area
over 3 years
(New bldg.signing over 3 yrs.)
yr.per residential unit in
event years
Summary index
A
*
5.28 .71 5.67
129.5 15.5 173.5
Intensity
Percentage of built up area affected by change events
(public and private)
Demolition acreage minus new bldg.
acreage over 3 yrs. by % of
built up area .2 2.9 19
Summary index 1 14.5 95
Ambicguity
Flow of vacant acreage over time (cumulative vacant
acreage divided by acreage of new building).
Ambiguity index
Summary index
3.28 9.43 8.20
2.9 2.5
Grain
Spatial distribution of form change actions over 3yr.
period.
Summary index: focussed
(concentrated)
scattered
(fine)
clustered
TABLE 3-4
-- ---------
Rate of development
(form change actions)
Acreage per year over a 3yr. period
demolition
Summary index
of new building and
2 18
Degree of reduction of spatial complexity
(Rduiction in number of form elements and presumably
behavior settings)
Rough indication: demolition minus new building over a
3yr. period by percentage of built-up
area:
.18 2.91 19
Summary index
Duration
Years of demolition
Years of new building
Summary index: years
-. 2 -3 -19
3- 0
a Source: Building permit data mapped by address 1960
to September 1966 for demolitions7 1964 to September
1966 for new buildings (See Appendices A and B).
NOTE: Final indices are all based upon interview
sample area and zone summations over a 3yr.
period.
A capsule summary of form change variables by sample
area is given in Table 3-5.
TABLE 3-5 CAPSULE SUMMARY OF
BY SAMPLE AREA
FORM CHANGE VARIABLES,
New elements, facilities
(percentage of built-up
area- 3 yrs.)
Ambiguity
Intensity
Grain
Rate of development
Form complexity reduction
Duration of major change
in years
General environmental quality:
decrease during transition
(lighting, blocked streets,
vacant structures, unkempt
vacant land)
medium
low
low
focussed
medium
little
low
low
high
medium
fine
low
moderate
high
high
moderately
high
high
clustered
high
great
4
moderate
During the last three years, sample area A (Union Park)
has changed the least despite the relatively dramatic
development of Castle Square and at the periphery,
Prudential Center.. With the exception of rehabilita-
tion, little form change has taken place in the
interview sample area nor has any been planned.
.1 ;I
Area B (Madison Park) has been declining physically for
several years due in part to uncertainty and controversy
regarding future development, particularly the scope
and nature of the projected Campus High School. The
issue was essentially settled with the approval of a
compromise program in December 1966, shortly before
interviewing began. Vacant land created by razed
buildings is distributed widely over the area and
little new building, rehabilitation or planned
development has yet occurred.
Area C (centered on Washington Park) has been under-
going intensive demolition, construction and rehabili-
tation under Urban Renewal for approximately four
98
years.
Explicit signing (billboards, posters, etc.) of form
changes or imminent form changes has been most des-
criptive and accurate in area A (Castle Square,
Prudential Center). Virtually no explanatory signing
exists in B. In area C, generalized signing (Urban
Renewal Project) exists at the periphery of the
Washington Park Project and at some locations, yet
several (both private and public) (both public and
private) proclaim events which did not occur as specified.
98 For a detailed description of these areas and the co-
lorful game of Urban Renewal played by local residents
and public agencies, see Langley Keyes, Jr., The Re-
habilitation Planning Game: A Studyin the Diversity
of Neighborhood (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Dept. of City & Regional Planning, MIT, 1967).
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
The population sample was drawn entirely from police
lists 9 9 and selection criteria were as follows:
a. All female.
b. one half lower, one half "higher" social class
indicated by occupation classification.
c. one half between ages of 20 to 357 one half
over 45.
d. Random selection across each sample area
yielding several groups of names and
potential R's.
Each sample area was divided into four quadrants and a
system of address selection rules was established in
order to assure the adequate pre-selection of variables
and randomization (see Appendix C).
Three separate rounds of pretests were made with two
interviews in each round given by different people.
Special attention was directed to the map questions
and to total interview take time.
In addition to the 110 question interview schedule, the
final instrument consisted of a map board with plastic
overlays upon which the respondent marked areas of
99 City of Boston, List of Persons, 1966.
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familiarity, habitual patterns, change areas, etc.,
supplementing verbal responses. Basically, the
questionnaire content (see Appendix C) dealt with the
following:
a. Extent of familiarity, action area (behavioral
map) and perceived form change.
b. Expectations and predictions.
c. Communication and signs.
d. Influence on behavior.
e. Affective response and adaptation.
f. Personal questions.
g. Interviewer's notes.
A day long interviewer training session was conducted
and a total of sixty one interviews in the three
sample areas (20 in A, 20 in B., 21 in C) were taken
between January 6 and January 30, 1967, by a total of
eight trained interviewers. Take time, designed for
55 minutes, ranged from forty minutes to two hours
and ten minutes. Coding was done manually.
Respondent cooperativeness during the interviews was
generally excellent. A majority was eager and
enthusiastic. Map drawing ability was,in general,
very good and the experience of drawing, although
arduous for a few, was regarded by the majority as an
enjoyable challenge. Three respondents did not draw
maps, one a refusal and two due to physical handicap
(arthritis, poor eyesight). Ten persons (16% of the
total sample) requested a report of the outcome of
the study, returning by mail a reply card which was
furnished to all respondents.
POPULATION SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
The outcome of the pre-selection and interview
processes with respect to subject characteristics
was reasonably consistent with that charted by the
study design. The over sampling of the "higher"
social class group did not quite equal that of the
lower class group in B, due largely to their sparse
representation in the area and difficulties in
reaching family members even after several repeated
visits. In areas A and B, and also in the total
population sample, age groups proved impossible to
equalize. With these exceptions, however, outcome
distributions, as indicated in Table 3-6, were satis-
factory and workable.
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TABLE 3-6 INTERVIEW POPULATION SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS,
BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T
Length of residence: 3-10 yrs. 7 9 8 24
11-20 5 2 3 10
21+ 8 9 10 27
Social class
Age
"lower " 10
"higher " 10
20-35 yrs.
36-44
45+
Race/ethnicity
Rent/own
white 17
Chinese 2
Puerto R. 1
Negro 0
rent
own
14
6
6 2
1 0
13 18
4
0
0
16
11 10
9 10
Length of residence
neighborhood
least : 3 years
longest :45 years
Average
in same dwelling or immediate
(screening question)
18.7 15.5 19.2
youngest: 23
oldest : 94
Average : 50.5 56.8 42.3
Education
Average no.of years of public
schooling (12 yr.standard)
No.of college degrees in
household
Income under $3000/yr.
$3-5000
$5-7000
$7-9000
over $9000
8.5 8.4 11.1
5 11 10
10
11
10
4
7
2
0
0
19
12
9
18
5
38
23
2
1
35
33
28
17.8
49.8
9.3
26
19
15
14
4
9
PREDICTIONS
With specific regard to the three selected sample
areas, it is expected that any increases in individual
range of activity will be most pronounced in area C,
where new building is most extensive and least in B.
Conversely, a greater decrease may be expected in B,
where little new construction has occurred and to a
certain extent in C, where general form complexity
has declined most during the transition period of
recent years.
Representation difficulty or "challenge" is expected
to be greater in areas B and C where both ambiguity
and intensity exceed that in A. Further,form change
knowledge is likely to be most extensive, detailed and
accurate in A, since change events to date have been
relatively focussed spatially (Castle Square,
Prudential Center), visible, and continuous temporally.
It is expected that psychological stresses associated
with form change transition (to the extent that they
may be judged utilizing simple self report measures)
will be most evident in area B, where demolition is
greatest in relation to new building, where a fine
grain and extensive distribution of demolition and
vacant territory exists, and where the duration of
area form change has been greatest. Considerable
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stress is likely to be evident in area C, owingto the
intensity of form change activity and the general area
disruption of routes, construction activity, and so
forth. Least stress, due to form change actions, is
expected in area A, where both ambiguity and intensity
are relatively low, where the rate of demolition and
construction are highest, and where "closure"
(demolition-construction continuity in time) has been
to date relatively rapid and smooth.
subject variables of primary importance are likely
to be social class, age, attachment to the local area,
and length of residence. The extent of areal
familiarity and experience with form change processes
are also expected to account for differential response
behavior among individuals.
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CHAPTER 4: EVALUATION AND FINDINGS
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Range of Activity
Hypothesis 1: Range of activity varies directly with new
construction.
New elements and facilities, most greatly needed in
these generally deteriorating areas, understandably
receive much attention and use. The correlation
between range of activity and new building is .51,
increasing to .67, when concern regarding perceived
crime increase is controlled.
Broken pavements resulting from construction, unkempt
properties, and vacant lots are generally avoided,
while new facilities, improved walking surfaces and
recreation areas, and dramatic construction processes
invite attention and investigation, on the other hand,
in general, form change transition tends to diminish
exploration and behavioral activity in these neighborhood
areas, most where new elements are fewest and where
environmental quality is lowest. Perceptions of
increased crime and reduced social control are
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prominent in all of the three sample areas in transition
and unquestionably affect the range of activity of this
(all female) population, particularly regarding outdoor
activity at night and relating to vacant construction
sites and vacuous areas. These latter areas, which
abound in B and C, are invariably stereotyped negatively
and avoided.
In consequence, and evident in the protocols, is a
tendency toward a decrease in knowledge of environmental
choices and a reduced participation in community
affairs. Those who increase their range of activity
during transition tend to be younger, long term
residents, property owners, those expressing strong
positive attachment to the area, and those who have
relatively little form change experience. Contrary
to predictions, no relationship exists between range
of activity and change in form complexity and intensity,
although the variables merit investigation where the
degree of form change may be of larger scope and where
a greater control may be achieved.
The hypothesis is substantiated, yet additional
variables relating to perceptions of change in social
control and of general environmental quality are strongly
associated with change in individual range of activity
in the local area during transition.
Representation
Hypothesis 2a: Representation efficiency varies indirect-
ly with form process ambiguity.
Verbal judgements regarding relative increases or
decreases in area and city legibility indicate con-
siderable confusion where ambiguity is high, the
correlation between ambiguity and verbal expression of
confusion being .45. Reasons given for an increase in
comprehendibility emphasize (mostly concerning the
city) improved signs and, to a lesser extent, new
routes and landmarks, while those who are more confused
note the spatial unfamiliarity and temporal uncertainty
associated with vacuous and changing areas and routes
which have been blocked or altered.
Despite the relatively planned framework of events
(urban renewal program in A and C and programmed
actions of the Inner Belt and Campus High School in B)
expectations are generally very diffuse. Yet form change
is felt to be pervasive even in relatively less intense
change areas, a majority judging change to be occurring
"all over" and "in the heart of the area". Verbal
categorization of form change events tends to be
simplistic, lacking in comprehensiveness and detail
and limited largely to the neighborhood area.
However, map responses, which are consistently more
explicit and detailed, reveal an approximate nesting
of general areal familiarity, behavioral pattern, and
change pattern familiarity in that order, general areal
familiarity being largest in all cases, in both the
central city and neighborhood area. Form change tends
to be more rather than less detailed than the map
representation of behavioral or areal familiarity and
is most evident in the areas of highest ambiguity,
contrary to the hypothesis. Further, lowest accuracy
regarding area form change was expected in B, where
ambiguity is greatest, and highest in A, where ambiguity
is least. The reverse is true in these selected data.
Generally, predictability is remarkably low and judge-
ments of future actions are invariably made on the
basis of observed events in the immediate residence
area (radius of approximately four to six blocks).
Widespread uncertainty pertains to both the content
and timing of change events, particularly where form
ambiguity is high. The correlation between ambiguity
and the predictability of area form change events
is -.41.
Greater areal familiarity in both neighborhood area and
central city is exhibited by those in the younger age
group and those of "higher" class, while those whose
knowledge of city and area form change is least tend to
be lower class, in the higher age group, and Negro.
The hypothesis is only partially substantiated, that is,
regarding the negative effect of form change ambiguity
upon predictability but not with respect to ambiguity
and representation extensiveness or accuracy of form
change representation.
Hypothesis 2b: Representation efficiency varies indi-
rectly with form change intensity and
rate of form change.
In terms of accuracy, form change knowledge is
relatively high in the most intense form change sample
areas, and the amount of detail regarding the present
form change state furnished in the map responses, is
highest in C, where intensity is greatest. Further,
in area C, relatively fewer individuals reported
spatial change distributions as being "all over" or
"in the heart of the area". Interestingly, where form
change is more extensive a relatively greater number of
persons report that it is possible to escape or avoid
its influence in the neighborhood behaviorally and
perceptually.
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Contrary to that predicted, the intensity of form
change in terms of areal magnitude of development
appears not to impair representation efficiency. A
more intensive investigation of this relationship is
justified. Correlations between intensity and accuracy
of form change representation and predictability of
area form change events are .21 and -. 27, respectively,
indicating the indirect relationship between intensity
and predictability which is, however, considerably less
significant compared to that of ambiguity and predict-
ability. The hypothesis, with some qualification, is
not confirmed.
Additionally, regarding communication, membership in
neighborhood development organizations is not high and
knowledge of urban renewal plans and procedures is
generally minimal. Form change information is
received primarily through meetings (including church
and formal social gatherings), from newspapers and
from friends, with considerable variation among the
sample areas. official announcements receive mixed
reactions and their accuracy is often questioned.
66% of the total population sample wishes to know more
about form change actions in terms of both content
and timing.
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Stress/adaptation
Hypothesis 3a: Stress varies directly with ambiguity
High stress responses represent a significant fraction
in each sample area and of the total (43%), and clear
differentials are revealed among the sample areas, the
highest in B and the lowest in C. Unequivocal reports
of adaptive difficulty are made by 18% of the total
sample population; the largest number in sample area B,
where ambiguity is highest. The correlation between
ambiguity and stress is .76 and .51 when crime threat
is controlled. Protocols reveal the salience of
apprehension and uncertainty particularly regarding
vacant areas.
Hypothesis 3b: Stress varies directly with form change
intensity and rate.
Contrary to that predicted, the relationship between
intensity and stress, though negative, is very modest
in comparison with ambiguity and stress. There is some
indication that rate of form change results in certain
confusion and consequent stress, but findings with
respect to the hypothesis must remain inconclusive.
Hypotheses 3c, 3d, 3e: Stress varies directly with
attachment, areal familiarity
and previous experience of
form change process.
The correlation between stress and these subject variables
are uniformly low (attachment .12, areal familiarity
-.13 and form change experience -.28) and, consequently,
with the exception of form change experience, the hypo-
thesis is not substantiated.
Hypothesis 3f: Stress will be greater the higher the
age, the lower the class and the longer
the period of residence.
Again, with the exception of social class, correlations
are uniformly low (age -.12, and length of residence
.09). Additionally, there are indications that the
high stress group includes a slightly larger proportion
of Negroes than whites, owners more than renters and
that social class (with a correlation between stress
of -.68) emerges as the only subject variable of clear
significance in these data, confirming the hypothesis
partially. Extent of area form change familiarity and
neighborhood organization membership yield significant
but low correlations. The remainder of the subject
variables, with the exception of form change experience,
bear no significant relationship to form change stress,
largely contrary to that predicted.
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Certain variable combinations, such as high age and
lower class may be associated with greater stress,
when combined, and thus suggest the possible
appropriateness of an additive model for predictive
purposes, yet the data are not sufficiently refined
nor ample to allow definitive determinations.
Additionally, regarding dimensions of adaptation,
although a present-orientation is widely apparent (and
psychologically functional), considerable interest
centers upon the continuity of the transition process
and generally anticipated actions. Dominant is the
feeling that little can be done to influence or shape
environmental form events. Observation of area
"improvement" and hope for improvement dominate the
positive responses regarding form change, and
apprehension and uncertainty associated with vacant
territory and crime dominate the negative responses.
Preferences regarding the scope and rate of a hypo-
thetical area form change favor small areas and a
faster rate of development. Significantly, only a
slight majority of the total sample looks forward to
change being over and a majority feels that no change
in the area for an extended period would be dull and
uninteresting.
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TABLE 3-7
SUMMARY TABLE OF CORRELATIONS IN ORDER OF SIGNIFICANCE
(*not significant)
stress and ambiguity .76
stress and social class -.68
range of activity and new building
(controlled for crime threat) .67
stress & verbal expression of confusion (area) .64
stress & ambiguity (controlled for crime threat) .51
range of activity and new building .51
ambiguity & verbal expression of confusion (area) .45
ambiguity & predictability of area change events -.41
stress and extent of area change familiarity -.33
stress and neighborhood organization membership -.28
stress and form change experience -.28
intensity and predictability of form change events -.27
*stress and intensity -.23
*ambiguity & accuracy of area change representation .21
*intensity & accuracy of area change representation .21
*stress and form change accuracy .20
*stress and predictability of form change events -.14
*stress and extent of areal familiarity -.13
*stress and attachment .12
*stress and age -.12
*stress and knowledge of urban renewal -.11
*range of activity and complexity .10
*stress and length of residence .09
*range of activity and intensity -.02
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TABLE 3-8
SUMMARY TABLE OF CORRELATIONS BY HYPOTHESIS GROUP
(*not significant)
Range of activity
range of activity and new building
(controlled for crime threat) .67
range of activity and new building .51
*range of activity and complexity .10
*range of activity and intensity -.02
Representation
ambiguity & verbal expression of confusion (area) .45
ambiguity & predictability of area change events -.41
intensity & predictability of area change events -.27
*ambiguity & accuracy of area change representation .21
*intensity & accuracy of area change representation .21
Stress
stress and ambiguity .76
stress & ambiguity (controlled for crime threat) .51
stress and social class -.68
stress & verbal expression of confusion (area) .64
stress and extent of area change familiarity .33
stress and neighborhood organization membership -.28
stress and form change experience -.28
*stress and intensity -.23
*stress and form change accuracy .20
*stress and predictability of form change events -.14
*stress and extent of areal familiarity -.13
*stress and attachment .12
*stress and age -.12
*stress and knowledge of urban renewal -.11
*stress and length of residence .09
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE AND RANGE OF ACTIVITY
Hypothesis 1: Range of activity in the local area
varies directly with the introduction of
new building and environmental facilities.
Reports of increases and decreases in individual
activity in terms of movement about the neighborhood
area and number and types of destinations during the
transition process reveal clear differentials among the
sample areas.
The distribution of range of activity increases during
the immediately preceeding three years of area transi-
tion and reasons for such behavioral change are given
in Table 4-1.
TABLE 4-1 DISTRIBUTION AND REASONS WHY STREETS AND
PLACES ARE FREQUENTED MORE DURING LAST THREE
YEARS OF AREA FORM CHANGE, BY SAMPLE AREA
Distribution: A B C T %
Places frequented more 6 3 10 19 31
No place frequented more 14 17 11 42 69
Reasons
Better general quality
(for walking) 1 2 3 6
New facilities 2 0 3 5
New short route or one-
way street 0 2 1 3
More happening, things
to watch 1 0 2 3
Changed family require-
ments 1 0 1 2
Better lighting 1 0 0 1
More people on street 1 0 0 1
Greater feeling of safety 0 1 0 1
Total items 7 5 10 22
In spite of the fact that a majority of individuals in
each sample area and consequently of the total report
no significant extension of habitual behavioral routine
or pattern, 31% of the total and slightly less than half
of those in sample area C, use or visit more places in
their neighborhood area during the change process. In
accordance with the letter of the question, responses
tend to emphasize the use of particular streets and
facilities. Excluding the two respondents whose changed
family requirements necessitated new journeys into
neighborhood territory (both to bring young children
to elementary school) the attraction of a better
quality environment, usually for walking, ranks
highest, slightly above the appeal of new facilities,
most often shopping.
obviously, the preference for an improved walking
environment results in an attraction toward form change
areas when a shorter route, new sidewalk or new
facility is provided, and an aversion of change areas,
when facilities and customary destinations are removed
or relocated, when routes are physically blocked, and
when noise or apprehension about vacant houses and
territory effectively reduces or redirects an
individual's neighborhood activity. Commonly, when
quality deterioration is felt to characterize change
areas, unchanged sections and streets increase in
relative attractiveness, particularly when alternative
routes to old or new destinations are available.
"Because it is much better walking. You feel
safer there."
"Washington Boulevard is more convenient7 not
under construction,- not bumpy."
"You have to go with the one-way streets."
"Streets in better condition, the pavement that is.
The others are full of holes."
Fascination with the bustle of on-going construction is
mentioned explicitly in three cases as being the major
reason for an increase in movement about the neighbor-
hood (which may be termed exploratory behavior), and
is noted repeatedly in other contexts, particularly
regarding demolition operations and the presence of
construction machinery.
"I have a degree in landscape architecture and
enjoy watching the progress of new building and
areas."
"I walk around to see what's going on."
Correspondingly, findings with respect to the observa-
tion of new area elements and experiences of special
interest are consistent and revealing.
TABLE 4-2 DISTRIBUTION AND CONTENT OF NEW VIEWS OR
ELEMENTS OF SPECIAL INTEREST IN THE AREA,
BY SAMPLE AREA
Distribution A B C T %
new elements of interest 15 3 16 34 56
nothing of interest 4 14 5 23 38
don't know 1 3 0 4 6
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TABLE 4-2 - Continued
Content A B C T
New housing 9 0 10 19
New facilities, schools 2 0 13 15
Recreation improvements 2 0 7 9
Rehabilitation 2 0 0 2
Clean-up 0 1 1 2
View of skyline 1 1 0 2
Employment program 1 0 1 2
Area council meetings 0 1 0 1
New street 0 0 1 1
Total items 17 3 33 53
In areas A and C, where new building and change
actions are most numerous, a large majority expresses
special interest in form construction and refurbishing,
and a minority reports no new element of special inter-
est. The reverse is the case in B, where despite an
intermediate intensity of form change, new elements
are sparse and ambiguity is high. of outstanding
interest are housing developments and the provision or
improvement of public facilities, presumably elements
most needed and valued. Strongly evident also is the
symbolic nature of these elements as "development
events" and symbols of action, area upgrading and
"progress", which evidently enliven and confirm very
generalized expectations of improvement and shape new
and specific expectations of change.
"I see some changes in some of the houses and the
place looks much better."
"Maybe the new buildings will make a change here."
"There may be a chance that we still could stay here."
"I didn't think they'd do anything to tell the truth."
"It's been like this so long, I thought it would
never change."
Two respondents note specifically the opening up of
the area and resultant new views of both neighborhood
and city, potentially useful and rewarding new per-
spectives or ways of visualizing relationships between
one's residence and habitual behavior pattern and
the larger context of the city. This may be a short
term phenomenon as in the case of Castle Square where
a greatly enlarged vista of downtown buildings from
the South End was provided for approximately a year,
or a permanent one, potentially controllable to some
degree by conscious design through the spatial
distribution and timing of both demolition and con-
struction events.
Responses indicating avoidance of certain places or
the reduction of general mobile activity in the
area during the last three years of the change process,
reveal differentials complementary to those of
increased activity and are negatively related to the
index of new building.
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TABLE 4-3 DISTRIBUTION AND REASONS WHY STREETS AND
PLACES ARE FREQUENTED LESS DURING LAST THREE
YEARS OF AREA FORM CHANGE, BY SAMPLE AREA
Distribution
Places frequented less
No place frequented less
Reasons
Area at night (drunks,
juveniles, prostitutes)
Generally unpleasant feeling
(fear associated with vacant
lots: less walking)
Removal or neglect of facil-
ities (recreation, sitting
places
Route disruption, blocked
streets, broken pavement
(less driving)
Fewer people to see
Sickness, disability or
ailing family
No answer
Total items 1
A B
2 17
8 3
C
9
12
T
38
23
6 7 7 20
8 0 14
1 4 1 6
0 1
0 2
1 1
0 (1)
4 23
3
2
2
(1)
47
Most concern is voiced about the night environment
which is perceived in each sample area to be relatively
more threatening, since form change began and
populated increasingly by generally unsavory characters.
And of the variety of "non-form" constraints on
exploration and range of activity, such as health
problems, pregnancy, the moving away of friends, and
fear of personal harm or injury, the latter is the
most frequent response.
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TABLE 4-4 DISTRIBUTION OF PERCEPTIONS OF CHANGE IN
AREA CRIME AND VANDALISM DURING FORM CHANGE
PROCESS
A B C T %
Crime has increased 13 11 11 35 58
Crime is the same
or has decreased 7 9 10 26 42
Among those who have restricted their range of area
activity (Table 4-3) nine out of ten in A, eleven out
of fifteen in B, and six of nine in C, report that
crime in their area has increased and note this
prominently as their reason for not venturing out in
the area more in recent years, particularly on foot.
Somewhat related is the second major concern regarding
the diminished quality and sense of security in the
area, voiced most in area B and least in area A.
Fear of crime is often implicit in the responses,
as well as anxiety and consternation concerning vacant
structures and unkempt open territory.
"Afraid to walk the streets because of the crime.
Used to sit on the stoop till all hours of the
morning. Now, I wouldn't dare go out after dark."
"I do less walking. I usually get a cab to go
places. Everything down. I'm afraid to go
out at night."
"I don't go out so much at night, because of the
wilderness of this place."
"I'm careful during the day."
"Falling brickst The bulldozers. And some streets
like Westminster Street have big holes. You
have to be careful, otherwise you'll fall into
them."
"I used to go to the park that isn't there anymore,
and there's no place to sit anywhere. I go
downtown now more, because there's nothing left
here."
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"Take drives less. Everywhere you go the streets
are torn up; bumpy and uncomfortable."
Whether apparent or real, crime is perceived by a
slight majority of the total sample (58%) to have
increased markedly since the commencement of form
changes and is in these data (bearing in mind the all
female sample) directly responsible for reductions in
individual range of activity, particularly at night.
Further, specific form change sites and situations
such as vacant areas, blocked routes and incompleted
construction are generally stereotyped negatively and
are associated with, and symbolic of a relaxation of
social control and a decline in environmental quality.
The salience of concern about perceived crime increases
during the process of change raises interesting issues
regarding social control during environmental transi-
tion. To what extent does a general reduction in
environmental quality or increase in ambiguous
territory during form development process facilitate
or encourage deviant behavior or relaxed standards of
property maintenance? Clearly evident in these data
is the fact that apprehension regarding safety may
substantially reduce an individual's range of
activity and thus,potentially, his participation in
community affairs or experience of new or altered
environmental choices. When transition states
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persist for several years and involve substantial
populations, important public policy issues are raised
which may bear upon the programming of form change
processes (see Chapter 5).
Based on a five point scale of range of activity,
extending from those who report greatly increased
behavioral activity in the local area in absolute
terms and relative to any decreases, to those who
have reduced their activity the most and report no
activity change during transition, the correlation
between range of activity and new building is .51.
When crime is controlled, that is, focussing solely
upon those who report that crime has not increased
or has decreased, the correlation is .67, and the
hypothesis may be considered to be substantiated.
However, despite this substantial correlation (one
of the highest in the study), it is evident in the
data that additional factors and variables, initially
underestimated, are operative particularly regarding
decreases in an individual's range of activity and
which must eventually be accounted for in any
predictive or explanatory scheme.
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TABLE 4-5 DISTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE IN-
CREASED AND DECREASED THEIR RANGE OF
ACTIVITY DURING THE LAST THREE YEARS OF
AREA FORM CHANGE, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
General range of activity increase 6 3 10 19 31
I o " " decrease 12 17 9 38 62
Range of activity net increase 4 1 6 11 18
"f "o " decrease 10 13 6 29 48
Range of activity net increase
(control for crime) 2 0 3 5 8
Range of activity net decrease
(control for crime) 1 4 2 7 11
In gross terms, a comparison of those who report
increases and decreases in range of activity during
transition (Table 4-5) indicate that, with the excep-
tion of area C, individuals who have restricted their
range of activity exceed in number those who have
extended their scope of activity during transition.
Net figures (which exclude those who have merely
exchanged one route or destination for another)
duplicate the pattern but are more accentuated,
indicating that those whose range of activity has
decreased in absolute terms, with the exception of C,
far outweighs those whose activity has increased
absolutely, particularly in B. In C, where new
building is greatest and also where intensity is
greatest (and where form complexity has decreased the
most), range of activity has declined less relative
to areas A and B. When those who perceive that area
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crime has increased are omitted, a somewhat altered
situation emerges, indicating once again the importance
of perceived area crime changes upon range of activity.
Clearly, area activity has decreased in B, because of
circumstances associated with form change events and
has increased slightly in A and C relative to
decreases. Yet, in the total sample, in terms of both
numbers of individuals and items noted, avoidance
behavior exceeds the increases. However, since the
number is small, a conclusive judgement is not possible
nor does the data permit a more precise assessment of
range of activity with respect to a comparison of
distances, frequencies of travel, or fluctuations
during the transition process, for example.
Who are tho se whose range of activity is influenced
by form change events? The strongest and most con-
sistent finding is that younger age persons increase
their range of activity more and higher age persons
less, during transition. Also, in these data, but
less strong, is that there is a propensity to increase
activity among those who have resided in the area
longer, among those who own their property rather than
renting, among those who feel a strong attachment to
the area, andamong those who have had relatively little
experience with form change. There is an indication that
a slightly larger number of "lower" class persons
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increase their range of activity but this is the weakest
association of the group of variables.
It is plausible that younger age persons tend to
extend their range of activity more because of their
generally greater mobility. Longer term residents,
home owners and those attached to the area, that is,
those who presumably have a greater financial and
conceivably greater psychological stake in their
neighborhood area, investigate more. That those with
relatively little form change experience increase their
range of activity is consistent with Berlyne's
findings that low previous exposure to change seems
to operate to stimulate exploration.
Also, a consistent relationship appears between an
increase in range of activity and the reporting of
new elements of interest. 82% of those whose range
of activity has increased note new items of interest
compared to only 34% of those whose net range of
activity has decreased. Those who neither increase
nor decrease their activity during transition occupy
an intermediate position, 53% reporting an awareness
of new elements and interest in them.
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Although investigation of an "optimal" level of
stimulation is not of direct concern presently, the
moderately high figures in area A regarding new ele-
ments of interest (Table 4-2) and concerning things
learned (Table 4-36) indicate (not conclusively)that,
where new building has been moderate (and form change
in general moderate), as in A, range of activity and
exploration may be greater, in contrast to areas such
as B and C, where new building has been very low and
very high, respectively, and where form change has
been more intense and prolonged.
Finally, with respect to the influence of form
complexity decrease and form change intensity upon
range of behavior, these data do not support pre-
dictions that complexity decrease and accompanying
intensity increase necessarily restrict range of
activity. The correlations, bearing in mind the
difficulty in separating variables from new building
in this design, are .1 and -.02, respectively.
Effectively, no relationship exists. In area C, where
overall form complexity (including behavior settings
presumably) has diminished the most, despite the
relatively more complex spatial distribution of form
process events, range of activity increase is greatest,
due, undoubtedly, to the overwhelming influence of new
building and elements. It is difficult to ascertain
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the relative importance of complexity, since it is not
possible here to gauge how much more activity might have
taken place had complexity increased or decreased. A
longitudinal study would be most appropriate in this
instance. Yet a number of protocols record an aver-
sion of vacant lots and razed residential areas.
Obviously, a very great reduction in form complexity
and behavior settings regardless of new building would
likely reduce the occasions for normal or increased
activity. Area B protocols reveal such aversion and
reduction in activity most clearly.
"The wilderness of this place."
"Everything is down."
"In the immediate area it is less interesting, where
all the buildings have been torn down."
Evidently, a reduction in complexity (including
facilities), a tremendous increase in ambiguity, and
very little new building combine to reduce range of
activity and general scope of interaction with the
environment most in B.
in any case, these data confirm the important in-
fluence of new building, change in perceived crime
rates and any general change in environmental quality
(including form maintenance, route disruption, poor
lighting, etc.) upon individual (and consequently
upon neighborhood community) range of activity, and
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the minimal influence of complexity and intensity.
However, the latter variables may properly be in-
vestigated directly utilizing a different research
strategy.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE AND REPRESENTATION
Hypothesis 2a: An individual's representation effi-
ciency (knowledge extensiveness, accuracy
and predictability) of form change
information varies indirectly with the
ambiguity of the form change process.
Hypothesis 2b: Representation efficiency varies in-
directly with form change intensity.
Extensiveness of form change knowledge
Verbal categorization of form change events tends to
be simplistic, lacking in comprehensiveness and detail
and limited largely to the immediate neighborhood area.
In areas A and B, form change tends to be stereotyped
and defined essentially in terms of one dominant
characteristic such as "tearing down houses" or
"rehabilitation of homes". This is especially the
case in B, where three fourths of the sample labels
the entire situation simply "tearing down". More
subtle aspects of qualitative change such as lighting
improvements, clean-up projects and demonstration
remodelling are with few exceptions not noted. And,
if they are, they tend to dominate the response to the
exclusion of more dramatic changes such as new building
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or demolition. Most elaboration in terms of range of
types and detail of form change are provided in C
with the noting of specific items or projects such as
the new YMCA. The least amount of descriptive detail
is offered by the respondents in B. Also, stereo-
typing tends to be based upon dominant events in the
immediate neighborhood (within a range of approximately
four to six blocks) rather than upon a systematic or
comprehensive assessment of form changes identifying
those beyond the neighborhood (yet within a community
renewal area boundary) or to the limits of the
arbitrarily defined "local area" as indicated by
the area base maps.
This pattern is more clear in the responses regarding
the form changes which are judged to have been most
important in changing the character of the area.
Demolition, new building and rehabilitation in that
order are described as significant in all areas, the
most detailed and specific responses given by those
in area C. Yet the significance of on-going form
change events in the immediate neighborhood area is
again clear. Such judgement, based on extremely
localized information and transformed into a dominant
category tends also to provide the essential basis
for the prediction of future form change events, a
generalized knowledge of public renewal plans or
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other area-wide change notwithstanding. This generally
narrow scope of categorization may be highly functional
with respect to adaptation, reducing the risk of error
and awareness of unfulfilled expectations, yet
reliable generalization appears to be limited. The
tendency may be a function of personality organization
or an accumulated experience of disparity between
public plans and signs, and performance.
Characterization of area form change in terms of
spatial and temporal distribution again reveal the
narrow categorization or stereotyping tendency and,
at the same time, the potency and personal significance
of environmental change events.
TABLE 4-6 VERBAL DESCRIPTION OF SPATIAL CHARACTER OF
AREA FORM CHANGE, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
all over 10 9 5 24 39
scattered 7 5 10 22 36
clustered 4 6 5 15 25
VERBAL DESCRIPTION OF LOCUS OF
CHANGE EVENTS, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C
heart of area 13 10 8
don't know 3 7 5
edge 4 1 6
side 0 2 2
AREA FORM
T
31
15
11
4
51
25
18
6
TABLE 4-7
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Dominant in the responses (Table 4-6) is that change
is occurring "all over" (particularly in A and B), and
also that it is scattered. Combined, these responses
show clearly that form change is felt to be pervasive
and widely distributed spatially. But in actuality,
this is largely the case in B and C and least in A.
Interestingly, the majority of the respondents in each
area claim that change is occurring inor affects "the
heart of the area". This is especially the case in A
where form change is least extensive and the most
rapid. Here, the relatively moderate amount of change
in both the sample area and zone is felt to be very
prominent. This is further borne out in responses
regarding the possibility of avoiding or escaping from
the experience of form change.
TABLE 4-8 EXISTENCE OF AREA LOCATIONS WHERE FORM
CHANGE MAY BE AVOIDED, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
None 18 18 12 48 79
One or more 1 2 8 11 18
Don't know 1 0 1 2 3
In all areas form change is obviously felt to be
pervasive spatially. Remarkable is the fact that
such a majority feel this way in area A, where change
has been least intense and where form complexity has
diminished the least. However, judgement of the
temporal character of form change in each area varies
widely.
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TABLE 4-9 VERBAL DESCRIPTION OF TEMPORAL CHARACTER OF
AREA FORM CHANGE, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
Steadily 14 6 9 29 48
Intermittent 4 3 6 13 21
Slowing 0 7 3 10 16
Speeding up 0 2 2 4 7
Don't know 2 2 1 5 8
once again, an apparent "over-reaction" appears in
area A where two thirds of the sample perceives form
change to be proceeding steadily, in the area where it
is comparatively sharp and rapid, although the response
reflects the relative continuity of the development
process unlike B and C where form replacement has
been less continuous and consistent. On the whole,
verbal judgements of spatial and temporal form change
distributions are simplistic, exaggerated and often
inaccurate.
In contrast, map responses, encompassing extensiveness
ofgsneral area familiarity and form change familiarity
in both local area and city, and extensiveness of
individual habitual behavioral pattern in the local
area, are more explicitly detailed (and comparable)
than verbal descriptions and judgements.*
*All map analyses are based on a total of 58 (19 in A,
18 in B, and 21 in C), since three respondents did not
draw maps.
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TABLE 4-10 AREAL EXTENSIVENESS OF FORM FAMILIARITY,
BEHAVIORAL PATTERN AND FORM CHANGE PATTERN,
BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C
L* I S L I S L I S
Form familiarity
area 10 3 6 3 9 6 12 1 8
city 5 8 6 0 10 8 5 4 12
Behavior pattern
area 3 7 9 0 7 11 5 3 13
Change pattern
area 2 4 13 2 4 12 4 6 11
city 0 8 11 1 3 14 1 2 18
*L-large rating (over 50% of map area)
I-intermediate rating (10-50%)
S-small rating (less than 10% of map area)
With the exception of area B, where but a small minor-
ity of the respondents are familiar with 50% or more
of the local area (presented on the area base map),
a small majority in both A and C are familiar with a
relatively large portion of their respective areas.
(See also Appendix B). The pattern is consistent
with respect to central city familiarity but much
more modest. Those familiar with large portions of
the central city represent a fraction of those whose
familiarity is extensive in local areas and the number
whose city familiarity is relatively small are most
numerous in all of the sample areas.
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In each area, the behavioral pattern, that is those
streets and neighborhood sections regularly traversed,
is significantly smaller than the area known generally
and the areal extensiveness of the form change pattern
is, with the exception of B, smaller still. The pro-
gression is generally consistent in all areas, the
familiarity of the spatial change pattern being less
extensive than the behavioral pattern and that smaller
than the general area of familiarity, each roughly, but
not always neatly, nested within the other, with the
locus being the residence, block and adjacent streets.
(See Appendix B). In each sample area, a fraction of
the total number of persons has a very extensive areal
knowledge of form change and the majority has a rela-
tively small and limited conception. Most evident in
the maps is the fact that the world of sample population
B is most restricted in terms of both area and central
city familiarity, areal behavioral pattern, and
knowledge of central city form change.
As in the case of areal comprehensiveness, the greatest
number of respondents in each sample area record in
their maps an intermediate or relatively low amount
of detail relating to the form familiarity, behavioral
pattern and concerning change in the respective areas
as indicated in Table 4-11.
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TABLE 4-11 DESCRIPTIVE DETAIL OF FORM FAMILIARITY,
BEHAVIORAL PATTERN AND FORM CHANGE PATTERN,
BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C
L* I S L I S L I S
Form familiarity
area 0 8 11 2 8 8 1 6 14
city 1 7 11 2 6 10 2 5 14
Behavior pattern
area 1 8 10 3 3 12 1 8 12
Change pattern
area 2 3 13 3 8 7 4 6 11
city 1 5 13 1 8 9 2 2 17
* L-large rating (over 50% of map area)
I-intermediate rating (10-50%)
S-small rating (less than 10% of map area)
A very small minority in each area exhibits a high
level of detail or great intricacy. Unlike area
comprehensiveness, however, is the tendency for form
change to be more rather than less detailed than the
map representation of behavioral or areal familiarity.
It is evident, although not pronounced, in areas B and
C, where a greater number of persons provide more
detailed map representations of form change (see
Table 4-11 and Appendix B). This may be a function
of the recognized general objective and focus of the
interview (although it is not apparent in the A sample)
and a function of an increased range of behavior and
exploration, particularly in C, and conceivably
duration in the case of B. In any case, the largest
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number of detailed map representations of area form
change are provided in area C, an intermediate number
in B, and the least in A. Also, in this instance,
verbal responses are consistent, the richness of
descriptive detail of area form change (by item count)
being greatest in C and least in A.
In each of the sample areas, central city form changes
are depicted in the map drawing more abstractly and in
considerably less detail than those perceived in the
local area, reflecting the generally greater familiarity
of both form and form change events closer to one's
neighborhood and residence.
Accuracy
A pattern markedly similar to that of detail, exists
regarding the accuracy of map representation of form
change distributions in their present state. Although
the differences are not great, the largest number of
persons characterized as "high accuracy representers",
shown in Table 4-12,are in area C, the next largest
group in B and the least in A.
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TABLE 4-12 FORM CHANGE ACCURACY IN LOCAL AREA AND
CITY, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C
HA* LA HA LA HA LA
Area form change
individuals 8 8 10 3 11 3
notations 59 44 116 30 167 39
City form change
individuals 5 9 5 11 6 8
notations 59 89 80 88 89 89
*HA-high accuracy (four or more correct notations; no erros)
LA-low accuracy (two or less correct notations;
two or more errors).
This is substantiated by both a total count of high
accuracy (correct) notations and the differences in
each area between the sum of high accuracy and the
sum of low accuracy notations (errors and omissions).
Thus, in terms of both map detail provided about the
spatial distribution of form change and accuracy of the
knowledge, the largest number of respondents scoring
high reside in area C and the smallest in area A7 the
opposite of what hypothesis 2a indicates. In terms of
map representation accuracy alone (excluding verbal
responses and predictability generally) the lowest
accuracy was expected in B, where ambiguity is highest,
and the highest in A, where ambiguity is lowest. The
reverse is true in these selected data, and it is
further reflected in the positive value of the (low)
correlation between ambiguity and accuracy of area
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form change representation which is .21. Further,
in C, where rate and intensity of form change are
highest, knowledge of form change detail and accuracy
are highest, contrary to hypothesis 2b. The correlation
between intensity and accuracy of area form change
representation (.21) is identical, and again, inter-
estingly, the positive value indicates that the greater
the form change intensity, the greater the representa-
tion accuracy of form change states.
It is plausible that, despite higher indices of ambi-
guity in both B and C, a longer form change duration
and the influence of new elements (and process novelty
generally) and an increase in range of behavior,
particularly in C (and conceivably a different
distribution of personalities and representation styles)
account for the relatively higher number of high
accuracy responses in B and C. Additionally, a close
association appears between accuracy and rate of form
replacement. In area A rate or speed of rebuilding
has been most rapid and slowest in B. This gives at
least an indication that speed of form replacement or,
in other terms, form change continuity (as opposed to
rate of form change process) varies indirectly with
representation detail and accuracy: the more rapid
the rate of form replacement the less detailed and
accurate the representation of the changed form, although
this may be expected to be a relatively short-term
phenomenon.
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In the broader context of central city the number of
respondents exhibiting high change pattern detail and
accuracy is consistently less than that in the sample
areas, yet generally a higher detail and accuracy appear
in B and C than in A,and a progression is evidentT the
greater the distance from the core, the greater the
detail and accuracy. As in the case of detail, accuracy
of form change events is markedly less with respect to
central city form changes than those in local areas.
In each sample area, "low accuracy representers"
exceed the high scorers regarding central city
changes; and totals of omitted items and errors, with
the exception of C, exceed the totals of correct map
notations of form changes, in direct contrast to the
case in each of the local areas.
Prediction
of those who venture a definitive response, judge-
ments of the approximate "stage" of form change
development indicated in Table 4-13 are generally
"realistic" with the exception of half of the sample
in A, which feels that the change process is "almost
done", contrary to development plans and pronouncements.
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TABLE 4-13 JUDGEMENT OF STAGE OF AREA FORM CHANGE
DEVELOPMENT, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
Hard to tell 7 17 9 33 54
Almost done 10 2 9 21 35
Just beginning 3 1 3 7 11
Half finished 0 0 0 0 0
Significant is the number responding "hard to tell"-
the overwhelming majority in B,where ambiguity is
highest, an intermediate number in C and least in A.
In an essentially planned and relatively slow-moving
context, the estimation of overall progress of form
development events in the area is generally limited,
and incorrect estimations are common.
Similarly, conceptions of a concluded state of affairs
resulting from planned change are held by only a small
minority of the respondents in each sample area.
TABLE 4-14 JUDGEMENT OF COMPLETED CHARACTER OF FORM
DEVELOPMENT, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
Take things as they
come 17 19 15 51 84
Good idea of future
things 3 1 4 8 13
Don't know 0 0 2 2 3
Even though the "take things as they come along"
choice, as phrased in the interview question, indi-
cates adaptive technique or indifference, perhaps more
than a clear "have little notion of how things will
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be", the astonishingly low responses of confidence in
each sample area regarding the shape of future form
changes, particularly in B, indicates a general lack
of information and a minimal conceptualization of
future (planned) events. Least confidence is expressed
in area B, where ambiguity is greatest and where contro-
versy regarding Campus High School plans has been high
(although the issue was presumably concluded in
compromise form and publicized one week before the
commencement of interviewing). However, very general
predictions of imminent form changes in the local area
are ventured with greater confidence as indicated in
Table 4-15.
TABLE 4-15 PREDICTION OF MORE CHANGE IN THE LOCAL AREA,
BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
More change 14 13 15 42 69
Don't know 5 6 4 15 25
No more change 0 1 2 3 6
A majority in each sample expects more change. The
number of "don't know" responses is, however, signi-
ficant, the largest number being in area B. The
content of the responses where change is expected is
on the whole generalized and patterned upon events and
conditions of the present rather than upon specific
details of a plan or announced development. This
corresponds closely to the relatively small number of
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respondents who felt that they conceived clearly the
shape of future events. Also, numerous responses are
characterized by a hopeful vision based on the assump-
tion that, since a start is made, it must be finished
or, if an area is cleared, in some way, a cycle will
be completed and the area will be restored and
"completed" in some fashion.
"Can't be worse. More demolition, but then maybe
they Ill build something."
"Tear down more homes and maybe build some up."
"They've got to build."
At the same time, even when some change developments
are articulated (bearing in mind the large fraction
of don't know's" and the generally unrealistic "no
more change"), considerable uncertainty exists regard-
ing their materialization.
TABLE 4-16 CERTAINTY REGARDING THE MATERIALIZATICN OF
PREDICTED FORM CHANGES IN THE LOCAL AREA,
BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
Not sure at all 8 15 11 34 56
Fairly sure 8 2 7 17 28
Very sure 4 3 3 10 16
In B three fourths of the respondents are not sure at
all that their own predictions and notions will
materializel And over one half of the total sample
is not at all sure about the nature of any future
change events.
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The correlations between ambiguity and intensity and the
predictability of area form change events are -.41 and
-. 27, respectively, indicating the relatively greater
(negative) influence of ambiguity upon predictability.
Thus, the tendency to rely on conservative extrapola-
tions of an observed present results in considerable
uncertainty, where form ambiguity is high. Inquiring
directly about the future of vacant lots generated a
significant fraction of "don't know's" in each area,
ten in A, twelve in B, and seven in C. The most
uncertainty exists in B, where the exposure of vacant
territory over time has been the greatest in relation
to adjacent or nearby development. And of the responses
characterized by some content, these are phrased in
very tentative terms.
"I hope playgrounds."
"Probably parking as usual."
Form change ambiguity, then, has a significantly strong
influence upon the predictability of form change
developments but not upon representation of form change
states in terms of comprehensiveness of knowledge or
accuracy. In fact, indications are that ambiguity
serves to increase (slightly) representation effi-
ciency of form change states even where area familiar-
ity and behavior patterns may be relatively constricted
as in area B. But however accurate such representa-
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tions may be, uncertainty regarding the content and
timing of change events is high where ambiguity is
high and correspondingly, predictability is low.
Somewhat paradoxically, verbal judgements regarding
relative increases or decreases in area and city
legibility and "confusingness" indicate considerable
puzzlement where ambiguity is high, pertaining to
both process states and expectations of future
actions.
TABLE 4-17 JUDGEMENT OF CHANGE IN AREA COMPREHEND-
IBILITY SINCE FORM CHANGES BEGAN, BY
SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
About the same 13 13 16 42 69
Area more confus-
ing 2 7 3 12 20
Area easier to
understand 5 0 2 7 11
Despite the fact that approximately two thirds in each
sample area responded that the area is neither easier
nor harder to understand but the same, the distribution
of the remaining replies is revealing. In sample
area B, where ambiguity is the highest, the largest
number terms the area more confusing (over three times
that of A and over twice that of C). And in B none
terms the area easier to understand. Among the three
sample areas, differentials in expressions of confusion
and ease of understanding are consistent with the
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objective index of ambiguity. The correlation between
ambiguity and verbal expression of confusion in the
local area is .45. Aspects which have become less
familiar during transition (items mentioned in re-
sponse to direct questioning and those statements
recorded during map drawing) are areas of vacant
territory and route disruption.
"Castle Square area and around Broadway."
"All the buildings torn down, everything leveled.
A brand new project, think that's Urban Renewal.
A church in the middle of all this chaos. I
don't know who will be there."
"You get lost and puzzled, because right in the
middle of Madison Street it's blocked off. All
the streets around the park are blocked off."
"It's so confusing to me. I sometimes don't know
where I'm going right around this section."
"All of the changed areas."
Also, nine respondents, six in A, two in B, and one in
C, indicated on their maps the sections which have
become less familiar during the last three years of
area form change (see Appendix B). Reasons given for
an increase in confusion in each of the sample areas
indicates a prodominant uncertainty regarding the
ambiguous state of the area and a resultant difficulty
in anticipating future events.
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Spatial unfamiliarity
"it's certainly in a state of flux."
"Because there are no longer any buildings you don't
know where youIre going."
"You look out and you don't know where to look and
where to go."
"Everything is torn down. There are no street
signs. You was used to seeing something standing
there and now you don't see it at all."
"It is constantly changing. Streets are torn up and
new ones made. The streets get silly names,
Isquares, lanes, parks'."
"Not clustered. You don't see street after street
with nothing. You see little pin point sections."
"After I see a new place a couple of times, I realize
that's the place. It takes a while to get used
to it."
Temporal uncertainty
"They're tearing down and they ain't building and
you don't know what's going to happen."
"There is suspense. You don't know what to count
on."
Generally, as in the areas, approximately one half of
the total sample reported that their understanding of
the central portion of the city is about the same.
Yet, as indicated in Table 4-18, over one third feels
that it is more difficult to understand and one tenth
feels that it is easier to comprehend.
TABLE 4-18 JUDGEMENT OF CHANGE IN CENTRAL CITY
COMPREHENDIBILITY SINCE FORM CHANGES BEGAN
A B C T %
About the same 12 9 11 32 52
More confusing 5 9 9 23 38
Easier to understand 3 2 1 6 10
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Reasons given for an increase in central city comprehend-
ibility emphasize improved signs and,to a lesser
extent, new routes and landmarks, while those who are
more confused note the loss of familiar landmarks and
the generally vacuous and changing sections.
Easier to understand the central city.
"For anyone who can read the signs."
"Every place you go there are new signs."
"The expressways are wonderful."
"New methods of signs."
"I know the streets better from the new buildings."
More confusing
"You are used to your old ways and it takes time."
"Down in the Government Center. It's hard to find
my way around. I'm used to the old landmarks,
but it sure looks nicer now."
"I seem to get lost in the center of town. The
buildings I'm used to seeing aren't there anymore."
"In town with old buildings gone, I get a bit con-
fused by the tearing down."
"Where the buildings are torn down and there's no
street sign."
"There's no permanent landmarks for the present time.
If it wasn't for the Prudential building, you
wouldn't know it was Boston."
"It's difficult to drive around. Some streets are
not there now."
"Buildings that used to be up are all down; donIt
know where you are at."
"No usual landmarks around.*
"Well, you just don't know what it's all about and
you get to where you don't believe nothings."
Apparent also is the effect of proximity to the core
and presumably familiarity with it and form change
occurring there. More people in A find the central
city area becoming easier to understand and the
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fewest find it more confusing; the reverse is true for
the most distant group sampled, despite the fact that
central city familiarity is generally greater in C
than in B.
investigation of subject characteristics with respect
to areal familiarity of central city and area, and
form change at both scales, reveals that those
exhibiting a greater areal familiarity tend to be in
the younger age group and higher class. This is
particularly evident among those whose areal
familiarity is most extensive in both neighborhood
area and city. Also, the greatest proportion of the
respondents whose knowledge of city and area form change
is least, are lower class, in the highest age group
and Negro. Interestingly, length of residence bears
no relationship to either high or low areal
familiarity in these data.
Verbal judgements of relative change in the area and
city comprehendibility are at variance, then, with
map drawing responses which indicate that for form
process states, at least ambiguity and intensity do
not adversely affect representation knowledge and
accuracy. Clearly evident, however, is the gsneral
preference or need regarding the direction and out-
come of present events and to the extent that such
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information is not provided in relatively ambiguous
areas, regardless of whether knowledge of their present
state is accurate (in part a function of concern and
anticipation, possibly), temporal and spatial
"confusion" are reported.
Thus, the hypothesis 2a may be regarded as only partially
substantiated, that is, regarding the negative effect of
form change ambiguity upon predictability but not
clearly with respect to the extensiveness or accuracy
of form change representation. And, contrary to that
predicted, the intensity of form change in terms of
areal magnitude of development appears not to impair
representation efficiency unless ambiguity is also
characteristic. The ypothesis, with some qualification,
is not confirmed.
A detailed, longitudinal study would seem most
appropriate to clarify which form change elements
and configurations (spatially and temporally) are
most readily structured and which are problematical
both in the short term and over extended periods, for,
as shall be seen, stress responses relate significantly
both to the existence of vacant territory and dis-
continuous development.
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Communication
Findings regarding the acquisition of information
about form changes from communication media generally
support the earlier evaluation that directly observable
form changes (and implicit signs) are important in the
progressive articulation of generalized expectations
and regarding the prediction (or prediction difficulty)
of change events, even though generalized expectations
may be largely shaped by the communication media and
meetings, etc.
TABLE 4-19 MEMBERSHIP IN NEIGHBORHOOD "DEVELOPMENT
ORIENTED" ORGANIZATION, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
No 13 17 11 41 67
Yes 7 3 10 20 33
TABLE 4-20 SELF-ESTIMATE OF KNOWLEDGE OF URBAN RENEWAL,
BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
A little 9 7 11 27 44
None 6 10 4 20 33
Quite a bit 5 3 6 14 23
Less than 50% of each group of respondents belongs to
a neighborhood development-oriented organization, the
least being in B. A smaller fraction, approximately
one third, or less, in each area reports a sub-
stantial knowledge of urban renewal, again the least
being in B. Generally, the majority in each group is
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little informed and knowledgeable about the program and
those who are tend to be of "higher" social class and
hold local organization membership.
TABLE 4-21 INFORMATION SOURCES REGARDING FUTURE FORM
CHANGE ACTIONS, BY SAMPLE AREA (number of
mentions)
A B C T
Meetings 7 5 9 21
Newspaper 3 8 10 21
Friends 6 5 8 19
Pamphlets & letters 6 2 4 12
TV/radio 2 7 1 10
See lst hand 2 1 1 4
Don't know 2 1 1 4
Other 0 1 1 2
The significant role that relatively formal community
meetings (including neighborhood action, youth and
church gatherings) play in transmitting information
about area change events is clear. Further, three or
more sources are frequently noted; an array of channels
which presumably provide redundancy necessary for veri-
fication and specific channels for particular types of
information. "See first hand" responses are relatively
few, likely due to the fact that the question referred
to future events, specifically. Especially prominent
is the role of friends, neighbors and relatives in the
area, local and city newspapers,and radio and TV.
Meetings are utilized more in A and C than in B,
information obtained from television and radio being
comparatively higher in B, perhaps because of greater
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coverage in this area resulting from prolonged contro-
versy about Campus High school development plans.
Official pamphlets and letter notifications, flyers, etc.
are generally not prominent in these responses and,
further, are somewhat suspect particularly in area B,
where over half the sample reports feeling uncertain
with respect to official announcements.
Correspondingly, estimations of total information
accuracy regarding form change actions reveal consider-
able concern in the area B and least in C. Slightly
over one third of the total sample is unable or
unwilling to judge accuracy or has reservations about
the quality of information as indicated in Table 4-22.
TABLE 4-22 ESTIMATION OF ACCURACY OF FORM CHANGE IN-
FORMATION RECEIVED FROM MEDIA AND EXPLICIT
SIGNS, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
Accurate 16 10 14 40 65
Don't know 2 6 1 9 15
Inaccurate 1 4 3 8 13
Sometime accurate 1 0 3 4 7
A large majority of respondents in areas B and C (and
65% of the total sample) are desirous of knowing more
about form change actions, indicated in Table 4-23.
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TABLE 4-23 PREFERENCE FOR A CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
INFORMATION ABOUT FORM CHANGES, BY SAMPLE
AREA
A B C T %
Want to know more 8 17 15 40 65
Don't want to know more 12 3 6 21 35
These figures relate strongly to the indices of form
ambiguity, and the content of the responses reveal a
widespread preoccupation, particularly in B, with what
is to take place on vacant lots and when known events
or unspecified ones will occur. Common also is a
personal concern whether one's house or apartment
will beacquired and razed7 a quest for definitiveness
and accurate knowledge as much as for security. Some
indication is given regarding rumors of demolitions,
construction plans, etc. and, although not investigated
explicitly here, where information reliability is
often questioned, where knowledge of public programs
and participation in "official" community meetings are
minimal and where explicit change signing is generally
absent (as in B) or incorrect (as in C regarding the
commencement and completion of certain elements).
Those who don't wish to know more about area changes
and those who know little about urban renewal tend to
be lower class and renters and non-members of area
organizations as opposed to those who know a great
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deal (self-estimate), those who are generally higher
class and those who hold membership (participation
aside) in civic organizations.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE AND STR2ESS/ADAPTATION
Central to the discussion of adaptation and adaptation
requirement as formulated here in general terms, is the
concept of psychological stress, particularly that which
may be associated with environmental change. As
indicated in Chapter 2, stress is defined essentially
in terms of observable response and relatively simple
self report measures are assumed to be most appropriate
for this exploratory investigation, detailed behavioral
and clinical evaluations being presently infeasible.
Although subsequent evaluation is based on a set of six
questions specifically dealing with stress reaction,
responses to two questions indicate generally the
nature and distribution of stress responses in this
sample population regarding neighborhood and area
form change. These are shown in Table 4-24.
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TABLE 4-24 REPORTS OF ANXIOUSNESS AND ADJUSTMENT DIFFI-
CULTY RESULTING FROM AREA FORM CHANGES, BY
SAMPLE AREA
a. Considering everything, about how often would
you say that you worry or feel anxious about
what's happening in the neighborhood, often,
once in a while, hardly ever or never?
Worry often
once in a while
Hardly ever
Never
A B
6 14
7 3
1 2
6 1
T %
24 39
18 29
5 8
14 24
b. Overall, do you feel that you are in any
way having difficulty in adjusting to the
changes in this area or not?
Yes
No
A B C
2 7 2
18 13 19
T %
11 18
50 82
In the total sample, 39% (24 persons) worry or feel
anxious often and an additional 29% (18 persons)
worry or feel anxious once in a while. Not nexpectedly,
a majority of the total sample reports no problem in
adjusting to changes in the area, yet eleven persons
or 18% report difficulty in adjustment.
"I loved this place the way it was 15 years ago."
"It's hard to adjust to broken up homes and empty
lots."
"I ain't adjusting, I just take them until I can
get away."
"It's a ghost town. 1 don't quit worrying about it."
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3uch self-conscious expressions of adaptive difficulty
on the part of slightly less than one fifth of the
total sample are significant, for they may be assumed
to be a rough, if not conservative index of what
clinical evaluations might reveal, particularly
regarding severity of stress, coping problems and the
like. Similarly, those who worry often about the
changing area, comprising 39% of the sample as a
group or supplemented by those who report worrying
or feeling anxious once in a while (69% of the sample
in combination) indicate the extensiveness of stress-
ful responses which are related in some manner to
perceived or anticipated changes. Further, individuals
comprising approximately two thirds of the sample
population feel that they are unable to influence
change events in the neighborhood (see Table 4-28).
Although a subject for subsequent examination, it is
useful to recall that the sample population contains a
higher proportion of higher age persons, a slightly
higher proportion of Negroes than whites, and that
it also over-represents the proportion of "higher
class" persons in the local area population. Also,
the term "stress" is used in a neutral sense, as an
estimate and indication of adaptation and coping
requirement, and does not necessarily imply
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pathology or dysfunctional conditions, such judgements
and evaluations being beyond the scope of the present
investigation, in any case, in the total sample, a
significant number of individuals report worrying or
feeling anxious often and, to a lesser extent, having
difficulty adjusting to area-wide environmental change
events.
Marked differentials among the sample areas are also
evident which are highly consistent with indices of
form ambiguity. Of those who worry often, the
largest number are found in area B where ambiguity
is highest and the least in A where it is the lowest.
Correspondingly, in B where ambiguity is highest,
over three times the number in A or C, report adjust-
ment difficulties.
A detailed examination of this and other relationships
is made in the following on the basis of a three level
stress index combining the responses regarding feelings
of anxiousness and adaptive difficulty. The highest
level comprises those who report worrying or feeling
anxious often and/or having adjustment difficulty, and
the lowest, those reporting never feeling anxious.
The distribution of the total with respect to the
index are shown in Table 4-25.
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TABLE 4-25 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS INDEX 6CORES BY
SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
High stress index 7 14 5 26 43
Intermed.stress index 7 5 9 21 34
Low stress index 6 1 7 14 23
Again, the general pattern is evident and the sample
area differentials remain consistent, the highest
number of high stress indices being in area B and
the lowest in area A. The largest proportion of the
total sample experiences high stress (43%). Approximately
one third experiences an intermediate level of stress,
and less than one quarter of the total experiences
low stress or reports no conscious concern about
form change events. It is clear that a strikingly
large proportion of individuals in each sample area
experiences either an intermediate or high level of
stress; 70% in areas A and C, and 95% in area B.
of the total, 77% experience high or intermediate
levels of stress which is associated with environ-
mental change occurring in the area.
FORM CHANGE VARIABLES AND STRESS
Hypothesis 3a: Psychological stress varies directly
with ambiguity of the form change
process.
specific expressions of concern about the uncertainty
of area development are most numerous in the total
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sample and in each of the sample areas with the excep-
tion of C, where "no answer" is the most common, as
indicated in Table 4-26.
TABLE 4-26 ASPECTS OF AREA FORM CHANGE ABOUT WHICH MOST
CONCERN IS VOICED, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
What will happen & when 7 12 5 24 40
No answer 7 1 7 15 25
Social control 6 2 3 11 18
Condition of nbhd. 0 1 4 5 8
Relocation of people 0 1 1 2 3
Nothing 0 2 0 2 3
Where to move to 0 1 0 1 1.5
Condition of school 0 0 1 1 1.5
The area differentials are generally consistent with
the form ambiguity index, the largest number concerned
about the uncertain course of transition being in B.
Further, it may be assumed that these responses
indicate approximately the sources of stress, for in
the questionnaire this question was linked to those
concerning feelings of worry, anxiousness and self-
estimations of adjustment difficulty. The correla-
tion between ambiguity and stress is .76, the highest
in the study, and when crime is controlled for, it is
.51. The relationship between stress and verbal
expression of perceptual confusion in the local area
yields a correlation of .64. It appears obvious that
transition ambiguity and accompanying uncertainty
regarding form change events is more stressful and
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problematical than any other single aspect and, conse-
quently, the hypothesis appears to be clearly confirmed.
Significantly large is the group concerned about crime
increases and change in social control generally,
particularly in A. The group not answering is judged
here to comprise those unable to easily or quickly
articulate specific concerns rather than those who
are indifferent.
As in the case of range of activity, a perceived
decrease in the quality of environmental form (aside
from perceived crime threat) again emerges an aspect
of major concern, presumably because of a general
unsightliness in the neighborhood area and a perceived
threat to the safety of self and that of one's
children. Although not a subject of direct study,
it is apparent that children's judgements regarding
transition states (and ambiguous environment),
particularly the presence of machinery, on-going
construction operations, vacant lots, and the like,
offer, at least for a certain period, a world of
challenge and intrigue. Recreation and learning
potentials inherent in such transition environments
presently appear to be little appreciated by neigh-
borhood adults or public officials.
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Representative selections from the protocols eloquently
describe the major concerns.
What will happen and when
"What they will be doing with the rest of these
houses; when they'll do it."
"What's going to happen next. Wonder, if I'll have
to move with three young children."
"The building and when it will be fixed."
"Whether they are going to rebuild and when."
"What worries me the most is not knowing what is
going to happen."
"I wonder where we are going from here --- it's
a community thing."
Social control
"Whether the children would have a safe place to
play."
"Breaks in the neighborhood. The stealing and
the streets ain't safe."
"The drunk people, they do a lot of bad things."
"Crime and the bars. Crime is committed by people
who don't even live here."
"Police protection bad; streets too dark."
Condition of neighborhood
"Most concerned about the tumbling down property
that's left."
"Abandoned cars, trucks, dirty stores, boarded up
houses, fire traps."
"Empty lots."
"Unhappy, ghost-like feeling because so many places
have been demolished."
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Hypothesis 3b: Psychological stress varies directly with
the intensity and rate of the form change
process.
Since the form variables ambiguity and intensity vary
together to some extent, the relative significance of
intensity may only be inferred. The stress-intensity
correlation is -.23. This is very low in comparison
with that of ambiguity and stress. Further, if stress
indices were as directly related to intensity as
those to ambiguity or stronger, the incidence of high
responses in C would be expected to approximate or
exceed that in B and in A where cumulative form
change intensities have been less. In fact, the least
number of high stress respondents and the highest
number of low stress respondents occur in C where
intensity is far above that in the other sample
areas. The same relationship holds true among those
respondents who worry or feel anxious a great deal.
Additionally, the slightly higher number of high stress
respondents in A, where rate of form change is
highest but where intensity is lowest, may indicate
the effect of rate of form change and reflect
certain confusion and partial knowledge noted
earlier, regarding relatively more rapidly occurring
events. Thus, findings with respect to the hypothesis
remain inconlusive, but suggest that relative to
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ambiguity, stress responses are much less strongly
related to intensity. This is also indicated in the
foregoing selections from the protocols. Evidently,
it is the protracted and ambiguous transition environ-
ment, and in these sample areas the general decline in
environmental quality, which are most disconcerting
and not the extent of form change, especially, when
there is some certainty regarding the scheduling of
events and tangible evidence such as new building
indicating that an implicit "development cycle" will
be completed.
SUBJECT VARIABLES AND STRESS
Hypothesis 3c: Psychological stress varies directly
with attachment to the area.
individual attachment and sense of belonging to area
and neighborhood was gauged by a group of questions
relating to the number of friends and relatives in
the area, friendliness of the neighborhood, interest
in staying in or close to the neighborhood if a move
were to be made, and direct expression of attachment.
Enormous consistency is revealed. of the group
expressing the strongest attachment to their area
71% termed their area friendly and would want to stay
close in the event of a move. of the total, 86% have
many relatives and friends in the local area.
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Correspondingly, the fraction of the total sample
reporting no attachment is unanimously indifferent
regarding the choice of a future home location in
the same area and the majority has no friends or
relations nearby. Commonly they term the neighborhood
not friendly. The social component or "group identity"
is undeniably prominent and that dealing with brm
attributes or spatial identity is also revealed in a
variety of responses, particularly those describing
reasons for not wishing to move or move far.
"I really don't like to stay close, but it draws
me here. I've been here all my life. I want
to get away, but I can't."
"I'm satisfied, I'm used to this area."
"Because I know nothing but this neighborhood."
"Because of my daughter. She knows her way around
here and somewhere else she'd have to learn all
over again."
interestingly, the correlation between stress (per-
taining to area form change events) and attachment
is .12; remarkably low and insignificant. That the
relationship appears less marked than the one reported
by Fried with respect to grief response is understand-
able, for, unlike the relocation situation, the change
is not individual expulsion or movement of residence
but the perception of surrounding form change.
Although elements of both social and spatial frame-
works undergo change in the transition process,
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residence is more or less secure and the "framework"
remains relatively intact. The relative certainty of
neighborhood "tenure",,among high attachment individuals
particularly, likely outweighs concern about the transi-
tion process or the value placed upon general area
"improvement" by means of urban renewal. In any case,
the findings with respect to the hypothesis, though
modestly supportive, remain inconclusive.
Hypothesis 3d: Psychological stress varies directly
with areal familiarity.
Distributions of extensiveness of areal familiarity in
each sample relative to both the local area and the
city have been discussed and are based essentially
upon analyses of map responses. The correlation
between extensiveness of local areal familiarity
(as distinguished from degree of attachment) and stress
is -.13, again extremely low and inconsistent with the
hypothesis. The relationship is contrary to that
observed by Fried with respect to post-location grief
response. But again the more subtle character of the
change situation must be noted; that characterized by
essentially incremental shifts in the known world of
neighborhood territory rather than an abrupt juxta-
position of essentially different neighborhood forms
and populations. The negative relationship suggests
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that the less a local area is known, the greater the
stress associated with form changes occurring in that
area, and conversely, when changes are perceived with-
in the context of a relatively larger known world,
their import is presumably less threatening and
stressful. When stress is correlated with the
extensiveness of knowledge of area form change (in
contrast to extensiveness of general area familiarity),
a considerably stronger association is revealed, -.33.
Evidently, the greater one's knowledge of area-wide
change events, the greater is the opportunity to
fashion realistic expectations and judge the sig-
nificance of selected actions which may occur in
one's immediate neighborhood.
Further, correlations between stress and organization
membership and between stress and knowledge of urban
renewal (self-estimate) are -. 28 and -. 11, respectively,
which support the above findings and (modestly)
emphasize the negative relationship between form
change knowledge and stress. The implication regarding
the appropriateness of rich media communication, parti-
cipation, and change exposure programs is clear.
However, certain evidence suggests also that liability
or cost may accompany greater knowledge of form change
events. The correlation between form change accuracy
(map responses) and stress is .2. Although low, the
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relationship is positive suggesting an "ignorance is
bliss" phenomenon. Conclusive judgement is not
presently possible. In any case, the hypothesis that
stress varies directly with areal familiarity is not
substantiated. However, recognizing the possible
negative influence of certain aspects of form knowledge,
such as change accuracy, the extensiveness of form change
knowledge appears to be significantly more important
than the extent of areal familiarity, as hypothesized,
and neighborhood organization membership appears to be a
more influential variable than either attachment or
extensiveness of areal familiarity, in these data.
Hypothesis 3e: Psychological stress varies indirectly
with form change experience.
Based on an index of respondent's exposure to area-
wide planned change events up to a seven year period,
the correlation between stress and individual form
change experience is -.28. Presumably, the greater
one's experience in witnessing and adapting to new
environmental situations and the greater the temporal
exposure to neighborhood and area form change, the
more "realistic" one's expectations are likely to be
regarding the nature and pace of environmental change
in the urban environment. The hypothesis may be
considered substantiated, yet the correlation is, in
these data, modest.
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hypothesis 3f: Generally, stress and adaptation require-
ments will be greater, the higher the age,
the lower the class and the longer the
period of residence.
The distributions by stress index group and dichoto-
mized subject variables are shown in Table 4-27,
indicating the general trend of the data.
TABLE 4-27 DISTRIBUTIONS OF SUBJECT VARIABLES AGE,
SOCIAL CLASS AND LENGTH OF RESIDENCE, BY
STRESS INDEX GROUP
Stress Total
high med. low
Age high* 18 11 9 38
low 8 10 5 23
Social class "higher"* 10 11 6 27
"lower" 16 10 8 34
Length residence high group* 14 11 9 34low group 12 10 5 27
*See Chapter 3, Population Sample Characteristics and
Appendix D.
A numerically larger group of higher age individuals
are high stress scorers in comparison with medium and
low stress groups and their proportion in comparison
with the lower age group is higher than the other
stress groups. The case is similar with respect to
length of residence, but less marked. The lower
social class group in both high and low stress cate-
gories is larger than the higher class group. Slightly
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less than half of the lower class sample, is clustered
in the high stress category. That is, 47% of the lower
class group are high stress scorers and when high and
intermediate scorers are combined, over 76% are of the
lower class group. This is significant, for the lower
class group may generally be assumed to be representa-
tive of the majority of the population residing in
the South End and lower Roxbury. Also, it is useful
to note that, although accumulated life stresses, dis-
crimination and employment problems, personality dis-
position,and so forth, may compound the situation, the
stress scores were formulated with specific regard to
environmental form change in neighborhood and local
area.
The correlations among the subject variables and stress
are -.14, with respect to age7-.68, regarding social
classiand .09,with respect to length of residence,
the latter being the lowest and least consequential
of all the correlations. Additionally, there are
indications in the data that the high stress group
includes a slightly larger proportion of Negroes
than whites, owners more than renters and that certain
variable combinations such as high age and lower class
may combine (or cancel) one another regarding stress
generation, thus indicating the appropriateness of
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an additive model for predictive purposes. However,
the data are not ample enough nor refined sufficiently
to allow such determinations presently.
In any case, social class emerges clearly and
singularly as an important variable, confirming the
hypothesis partially, while the bulk of the subject
variables investigated appear to be less consequential.
The extent of area form change familiarity, neighbor-
hood organization membership and form change experience
yield significant but low correlations, while the
remainder of subject variables bear no significant
relationship to form change stress, largely contrary
to that predicted.
Dimensions of adaptation
Outlines of expectation.
As indicated earlier, a majority in each sample area
and of the total population (67%) expects more form
change in their area andwith the exception of a few
(5%) who believe that no more change will occur, the
assessment may be termed generally "realistic" in
terms of evident signs of transition and planned
urban renewal actions. At the same time, however,
25% of the total sample respond "don't know",
indicating the extent of general uncertainty. Further,
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with respect to the prediction of the content of
probable form changes and their timing, uncertainty
is pervasive and most characteristic in the areas of
high ambiguity. Given a generally low level of
information about change plans, a reliance upon
informal communication channels, an apparent restric-
tion of behavioral exploration due to ambiguous and
vacuous transition areas, and fear of increased crime,
it is not surprising that expectations are generally
diffuse, tentative and often hopefully romantic.
Surprises have been few, and expressions concerning
the rate of recently observed development are largely
in the form of resigned commentary upon expected but
unfulfilled action.
"I didn't think they'd do anything to tell the
truth."
"It's been like this for so long, I thought it
would never change."
"I'm surprised not more is being done."
"It seemed to me it took them so long to start.
They were always talking about it but not doing
anything."
"It has come as a surprise that they have even
started cleaning up some."
"They've knocked down nice houses that they told
us they weren't going to knock down."
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Sense of control
Understandably, a relatively conservative, present-
orientation is dominant and is revealed in the
response "I take things as they come along", which
is voiced by 84% of the total sample, and by nineteen
out of twenty in area B (see Table 4-14). Striking
also is the large proportion of the sample which,
due to indifference, resignation or a sense of
helplessness, feels that it is unable to influence
the course of change events in the neighborhood.
TABLE 4-28 EXPRESSION OF CAPABILITY IN INFLUENCING
THE COURSE OF FORM CHANGE EVENTS IN THE
NEIGHBORHOOD
A B C T %
No possibility 14 14 11 39 64
Some possibility 6 6 10 22 36
These figures are clarified somewhat, when the
respondents are pressed to elaborate their action
preferences given a hypothetical situation of
personal influence or authority.
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TABLE 4-29 SUGGESTED AREA ACTIONS, IF EFFECTIVE
INFLUENCE WERE POSSIBLE
A B C T %
Don't know 9 4 2 15 25
Nothing can be done 6 3 1 10 16
Build up 0 6 2 8 13
Same but faster or steadier 0 1 7 8 13
Remodel more 1 1 2 4 7
More voice in area programs 1 0 2 3 5
More playgrounds 0 1 1 2 3
Better notification 0 2 0 2 3
Better police protection 0 1 1 2 3
other 3 1 3 7 12
Among the numerous constructive suggestions, most
would build and continue the same type of construction
activity but at a more rapid rate. However, the
largest percentage has no opinion and over 16% feel
that nothing can be done. Combined, these represent
41% of the total sample population.
Affect
With the exception of area B, where form change has
been protracted and characterized largely by demolition,
the vast majority of the population in each area is
generally pleased regarding the fact and prospect of
neighborhood change and development despite serious
reservations regarding its scope, tempo and the
experience of uncertainty and disruption.
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TABLE 4-30 DISTRIBUTION AND CONTENT OF POSITIVE
JUDGEMENTS ABOUT AREA CHANGE ASPECTS,
BY SAMPLE AREA (number of mentions)
A B C T
No answer 4 6 2 12
Hope for improvement 2 6 3 11
General improvement (observed) 4 1 6 11
Demolition of derelict bldgs. 3 1 3 7
Remodelling 2 2 2 6
New homes 2 0 3 5
Nothing 0 3 1 4
New facilities 1 0 2 3
Road improvements 2 0 0 2
Street and lot cleaning 0 2 0 2
Don't know 1 0 1 2
New people moving in 1 0 0 1
Positive attitudes regarding change center largely upon
hopefulness of neighborhood improvement (mostly in B)
or observation of general improvement (in A and C).
Emphatically negative and sarcastic comments and the
lack of positive response are most prevalent in area B
and least in C, where, despite the pervasiveness of
form change, new building and rehabilitation are
distributed to some extent and the "transition" is
apparently felt to be further advanced.
Observed general improvement
"I see some changes in some of the houses and the
place looks much better."
"I like the way they are remodelling the place."
"That they have started building."
"As far as the projects here, there is better
housing. They are making this part of Roxbury
look much better."
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Hope for improvement
"Maybe the new buildings will make a change here."
"Homes coming down that weren't habitable and
possibility of better little homes going up."
"That the property's going to be improved and
cleaned up. There may be a chance that we
still could stay here."
"That they are going to change and remodel all
these houses. So far they haven't."
"I feel good to see the old buildings being out
of here and the promise of new ones."
"The idea of having things new, different or
cleaner."
Judgements regarding the qualitative movement or
direction of each of the areas in recent years reveal
the mixture of hope, confidence and apprehension in
transition environments.
TABLE 4-31 JUDGEMENTS OF RELATIVE CHANGE IN CHARACTER
OF NEIGHBORHOOD AREA AS LIVING ENVIRONMENT,
BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
Area improving 11 2 15 28 46
Going downhill 7 16 3 26 43
The same 2 2 3 7 11
Although the total sample is divided approximately
evenly as to whether form change represents "progress
or decline", the very small fraction responding that
conditions are the same even in A, indicates the
salience of change events and change prospects in
people's minds. Area differentials again show the
apparent influence of a protracted, relatively ambiguous
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transition environment, for the majority in B are
pessimistic and negative about the general direction
of neighborhood quality, while in C, despite the
intensity of development, the proportions are
approximately reversed.
Preferences regarding a hypothetical rate and spatial
distribution of area form change contrast markedly
with present transition experience and suggest impli-
cations for both design and programming policy.
TABLE 4-32 GENERAL PREFERENCE FOR RATE OF AREA FORM
CHANGE, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
Fast 11 15 14 40 65
slow 7 4 6 17 28
Other 2 1 1 4 7
Fast "if people have to move, then they know what
they're doing; now it's uncertain."
"Because want to get out of the mess we're in."
"People wouldn't wonder."
"I have two vacant apartments here and can't
rent until they do something."
"Very fast; I'm not getting any younger."
"Well, if it's going to change, get it over
with."
"Because, if you're going to improvem people
will know, you mean it."
"so people involved in the neighborhood could
adjust quicker. If the area is empty two
or three years, there is no advantage."
"After three years of stagnation I'd like to
see the changes fast."
"It looks so naked around here now with the
tearing up."
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Slow "Easier for people to adjust that way."
"Well, people would know where they can live,
when they're thrown out."
"A rapid change brings more confusion, where a
slow process doesn't."
"Just to make sure it would be lasting."
"If you rush them too much, they won't do all
they've planned."
TABLE 4-33 PREFERENCE FOR INTENSITY OF AREA FORM
CHANGE (SIZE OF CHANGE AREAS) BY SAMPLE
AREA
A B C T %
Small areas 12 11 10 33 54
Large areas 8 4 7 19 31
Both 0 1 1 2 4
Don't know 0 4 3 7 11
Small areas
"Easier to find out why and where and over all
picture. If they make a mistake, it could be
fixed before it's too late."
"one small area at a time to get one thing done
right."
"There is no sense in tearing everything down and
nothing going up."
"Small areas. Then it wouldn't look like a
ghost town."
Large areas
"Small areas may be spread out, having effect on
large area."
"They're doing little spots. I don't think they
know, what they're doing. It would be better,
if they'd start something and complete it."
"I really don't know, maybe make it better all at
once."
"I think the entire area should be cleaned up."
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Although reasons differ, the majority of the total and
of each sample area population prefers relatively more
concentrated and rapid form development. A faster rate
would presumably reduce uncertainty (psychological as
well as economic) and smaller or incremental action
would reduce ambiguity and enhance quality, at least
insofar as a given development might be fully
completed, used and judged.
These responses generally demonstrate a widespread
constructive interest in renewal activity and qualify
the somewhat resentful and antagonistic picture noted
earlier. This is further evidenced in responses
regarding feelings about the prospect of the continua-
tion of form change as indicated in the following
tables.
TABLE 4-34 PREFERENCES REGARDING THE CONTINUATION OF
FORM CHANGE, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
Look forward to it being over 7 12 13 32 52
Could get used to it 13 8 8 29 48
TABLE 4-35 JUDGEMENT REGARDING THE EXPERIENCE OF
RELATIVELY LITTLE CONTINUOUS OR FUTURE
FORM CHANGE, BY SAMPLE AREA
A B C T %
No form change would seem dull 14 11 8 33 54
No form change would feel
secure 6 9 13 28 46
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Interesting is the fact that, although a small majority
of the total in each area looks forward to the change
being over, a very large minority feels that its con-
tinuation would be tolerable. Further, lack of form
change or physical stability is not valued by the
majority as being necessarily secure. A slight
majority of the total sample feels that no change over
an extended period would be dull. Although there is a
tendency,for those who have experienced change am-
biguity and intensity the least (in A),to be less
concerned about stability and security, these data
confirm evaluations made earlier to the effect that
it is not necessarily the rate, intensity or duration
of form change which is most stressful and generally
problematical, but that which is discontinuous,
ambiguous and unpredictable. A surprisingly large
proportion of each sample and of the total population
feel that they could become used to continuous change
events and feel that neighborhood environments, which
did not change, would be uninteresting or dull.
"I think it would have a depressing feeling."
"This area has to change. It's very bad."
"People would become stagnated."
"Wouldn't have a secure feeling7 would be very
depressing."
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Finally, considerable evidence indicates that exposure
to area form changes has heightened individual awareness
of community institutions and development objectives
and techniques.
TABLE 4-36 JUDGEMENT OF INCREASED COMMUNITY AWARENESS
OR PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE SINCE THE BEGINNING
OF AREA FORM CHANGE
A B C T %
Nothing 4 7 6 17 28
Area improvement possible 7 2 5 14 23
Don't know 3 5 2 10 16
Rapidity of demolition 1 4 0 5 8
Rapidity of building & change 3 0 1 4 6.5
Rapid demolition, slow new
building 1 0 3 4 6.5
Awareness of new choices 1 0 2 3 5
Slowness of demolition 0 2 0 2 3
Power of city authority 0 0 1 1 1.5
Corruption 0 0 1 1 1.5
A large minority of the total population has presumably
learned nothing or has no opinion. Yet the remainder,
56%, report a variety of illuminations, notably
concerning the realization that area change and
"improvement" are possible and regarding aspects of
construction operations. Significantly, 23% of the
total have as a result of various transition experiences
realized that area-wide physical transformation and
"improvement" are possible. Judgements are invariably
based upon locally observed form change events,
particularly new building and rehabilitation or some
form of participation in local community decision making.
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"The city is taking an interest in the area.
The new buildings 1 see are the best i've seen."
"I think, if people work together as a neighborhood,
more can be accomplished. We've proved it here
with the neighborhood association."
"it can be improved."
"We found out, if we stick together in the area and
had Mr.Logue listen to us7 had him agree, what
we wanted."
"They can make a place look much different."
Obviously, the experience of area form transition is
rich (or potentially rich), varying widely among
individuals,but invariably demanding attention and
influencing behavior. And it is commonly characterized
by frustration as well as stimulation.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
SUMMARY
Although generalization may be somewhat limited,
numerous insights into the experience of environ-
mental transition in a relatively planned urban
context are gained from both the substantiated and
unsubstantiated hypotheses of the investigation.
These can usefully inform the re-examination of
theoretical and policy issues and guide exploratory
speculation.
The implementation process of planned form change is
important. Transition experiences of local residents
are vivid and are characterized variously by elation,
hope, stimulation, learning, indifference, uncertainty,
confusion, helplessness, anxiety and resignation.
Both area and city form change events invite attention
and they invariably induce adaptive behavior
consciously and unconsciously. Change events are
important not only as environmental information, which
requires "processing" and which influences behavior,
but as meaningful symbols of area and community
improvement or decline.
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The observed and potential changes in individual range
of activity during transition are significant. Such
may be properly defensive and protective in the face of
threat and result in both individual and community
withdrawal. They may also be expansive and educative.
It is probable that environmental and social program-
ming, which affects major variables, can decisively
influence both kinds of behavior. The change in
overall environmental quality and area livability has
in these areas been dramatic during transition,
extending over a period of several years. Notable
is the perception of a reduction in social control and
an increase in crime and deviant behavior, often
associated with vacant lots and structures, construc-
tion sites, etc. Unmistakably, a decline in area
form maintenance (parks, open lots and streets) is
common, and widely scattered distributions of street
construction and re-routing greatly affects habitual
patterns.
However, causal relationships are not obvious, and it
is not apparent that decline or deterioration of social
control and form maintenance are inevitable, or that
transition sites and temporarily ambiguous areas need
be stereotyped negatively and avoided. Policies and
actions can be directed specifically to the maintenance
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or enhancement of environmental quality during transi-
tion. The active, temporary use of vacant territory,
involving, for example, experimental institutions,
structures, etc., can be fostered from within and
without the community and may conceivably merit
permanent status on site or in the neighborhood.
In any case, the issue of perceived changes in environ-
mental quality during transition is interesting
theoretically (concerning, for example; the influence
of ambiguous, "incomplete", or changing environment
upon social behavior) and potentially crucial with
respect to planning objectives and program "success",
whether an attrition of "old" residents and property
owners is encouraged or discouraged during several
years of plan implementation, whether new residents
and investors are attracted and lend support, whether
community knowledge and participation are effectively
enhanced or restricted, whether a community esprit de
corps is maintained, and so forth.
Among the residential population experiencing form
transition, judgements of environmental "security"
and well-being are not, according to these data,
dependent upon environmental stability, contrary to
that implied in findings and conclusions of Fried
and others. There is evidently more certainty in
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consistent (rather than discontinuous) form change and
development regardless of intensity, that is, where
predictability, as judged by environmental events, is
relatively high. When ambiguity is great, the
predictability of future events is low and anxiety
about the imminent but uncertain course of form change
events is a consequence. Indications are that vacant
lots andareas are first stereotyped as part of a
change process, a judgement based upon observed
demolition and a general expectation of imminent
construction. In time, perhaps a year or less, if no
development occurs, initial predictions are contra-
dicted and bewilderment and consternation result.
Later still, if no action takes place, such ambiguous
territory is symbolic of inaction and government
indifference or deceit.
The "present orientation",commonly ascribed to lower
class individuals and the poor, and evident in this
sample in the reliance upon observable environmental
cues and signs, may be functional with respect to
certain conflicting information about form change,
for example, but dysfunctional with respect to pre-
diction in ambiguous situations. And the common
quest for certainty and consistent development further
reveals a need or interest in present-future pro-
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gressions, at least where form changes are observable
and anticipated. Urban residents evidently view their
environment in "process" terms more than is generally
realized.
These findings are consistent with evidence that the
incidence of stress responses and coping problems is
higher among lower class individuals, and suggest that
form change stress may well intensify or complicate
other common "life stresses" such as joblessness,
illness, etc. Given more precise knowledge, form
change process may be geared to minimize environmental
discontinuity or maximize apparent environmental
stability, where significantly large minority
populations are involved. Implications of life-cycle
and youth exposures to repeated or protracted
environmental transition invite investigation with
respect to varieties of health behavior, the stimula-
tion of exploration, problem-solving, and the like.
Finally, communication (or lack of communication)
about change events and plans during environmental
transition is significant. Media information and
explicit signs need to be adequate and sufficiently
redundant and, very importantly, accurate with respect
to change events. Given a "credibility gap", a greater
amount of information about planned changes, emphasizihg
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as is common, content rather than the timing of events,
is likely to intensify stress and resignation.
Communication accuracy and development consistency
are essential. Correspondingly, the quality of implicit,
observable environmental signing is exceedingly
important. In fact, the data suggest that it is not
unrealistic to conceive of large portions of the area
population as having no effective fore-knowledge of
urban renewal programs, illustrative site plans,
acquisition schedules, etc. Information is gleaned
from secondary sources and observable local actions
which, if contradictory, insufficient or ambiguous,
becomes problematical. Design strategies geared to
the sensitive management of past and future environ-
mental traces are indicated in conjunction with
computerized answering systems, participation in
certain decision making, strategic TV coverage, and
the like.
The investigation of environmental transition in
urban areas appears to be fruitful and promising.
Form change events, and the implementation process
generally, influence human behavior significantly and
differentially. Public policy and design can control
or influence numerous variables and aspects of form
transition, particularly in urban renewal areas.
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Realistically, then, transition planning may relate
to social goals and be instrumental, at least in part,
in the formulation and realization of general social
policies. However,there is a need for greater
administrative coordination of development plans and
actions than is currently the nor, as well as invest-
ments in environmental design programming (systems of
urban change accounting and sets of "process alter-
natives) which are responsive to the (changing)
interpretations, needs and behaviors, of urban
populations..
THEORY AND NEW QUESTIONS
As in the case of the hypothese, the outcome of the
predictions which related specifically to the sample
areas, is splendidly various, producing a number of
confirmations and some surprises. All are revealing
and potentially useful. The greater range of
activity increases in area C (where new building is
greatest), campared to those in B, were true to
earlier expectations. Yet the activity decreases
in all of the sample areas were not clearly anticipated
at the outset of the investigation. They are due large-
ly to an increase in perceived threat to personal
safety. Although net decreases were most evident in
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B, as expected, they were also relatively high in A,
(where perceptions of increased crime were numerous),
contrary to that predicted.
The results are also somewhat mixed with regard to
form change representation. Although the prediction
of change events were articulated best in A and least
in B, as anticipated, the extensiveness of knowledge
and accuracy regarding current form actions were
superior in B and C,,where both intensity and
ambiguity were relatively higher. These were clearly
contrary to predictions, Additionally, while verbal
reports tended to confirm -predictions generally, map
responses revealed clearer and often contrary evidence.
The many stress responses, reported in sample area B,
were consistent with predictions and remarkably
vivid. A greater number was reported in area A than
expected. Perceived crime increases were noted most
prominently, and a lower than predicted incidence of
stress response was observed in area C, despite the
relatively greater incidence of ambiguity and intensity.
Consistent with the prediction, social class emerged
as the most prominent subject variable. The remainder
of the subject variables investigated yielded uniformly
low correlations, largely contrary to that predicted.
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Unfortunately, the data were not sufficient to ascertain
reliably the effect of variable combinations.
In brief, major unexpected illuminations have been the
following:
a. The widespread perception of increased crime
and a general reduction in social control
during form change transition7
b. The salience of concern about the general
deterioration of environmental quality;
c. The apparently greater importance of form
change ambiguity and discontinuity than the
shear intensity or magnitude of development7
d. The relatively vivid perception and experience
of form change events and their role in the
temporal organization of environmental knowledge7
e. The very generalized role of communication media
and the importance of directly observable
environmental signs duringtransition7 and
f. The magnitude of stress responses in both
general terms and with respect to lower class
populations.
Unquestionably, the experience of environmental change
in a relatively long term, planned context is important
to resident central city populations. As evidenced in
this investigation, range of behavior, representation
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and stress behavior are affected and the implications
are manifold, whether environmental change is conceived
of as a temporary phenomenon spanning several months
or a relatively "permanent" one which is characteristic
of an urban area.
Given the fact that an individual's range of behavior
may be influenced by distributions of form change
events during transition, which in turn may affect
one's scope and quality of interaction with the
environment (potential knowledge of choices, parti-
cipation in local affairs, etc.), it is pertinent to
explore issues and strategies which might inform
continued investigation.
Range of behavior, defined in terms of the number of
new or alternate routes or destinations during transi-
tion,is a useful but gross index of behavior variability
during environmental transition. obviously, behavioral
changes may be fleeting or of a long term nature,
functional or dysfunctional, and either individually
unique or widely shared in the neighborhood and
community. A more precise monitoring of change in
behavior would properly include distances travelled,
fluctuations during transition and varying modes of
travel utilized. Such data might then be aggregated
for population subgroups, a neighborhood, or particular
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environmental change situations. Although not examined
directly in this study, indications are that the per-
ception of a general decline in environmental quality
in each of the areas, influenced travel by foot
negatively (safety, area vacuousness) and by auto
(obstructions, broken pavement),and that some sub-
stitution of vehicular travel for that on foot was
made, particularly at night.
In addition, a consideration of exploratory behavior
appears to be justified. Although explicit references
in the protocols were few, numerous remarks indicated
great interest in new construction, large machine
operations,and the like. It would be interesting to
learn to what extent exploratory behavior,during
transition, was essentially a cautious surveillance
100
and estimation of potential threat, or a heightened
environmental reconnaisance and search resulting in
increased awareness or learning. It is likely also
that differentials would be observable among popula-
tion groups. Children and younger age males, for
examples, may well be more adventurous in form change
environments, even though some may also be constrained
to a certain extent by (female) adult norms, concerning
100 Berlyne, D.E. Conflict,Arousal and Curiosity, p.220.
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visits to vacant houses and lots101. In any case,
behavior variability during transition is a fruitful
area of inquiry and may be expected to yield useful
facts for predictive purposes, for policy formulation
and, potentially, as criteria for the evaluation of
plans and their implementation.
The form variable "new building" is obviously but one
of a number of form aspects which can be grouped
under the heading "relative change in environmental
quality." The strong correlation between this variable
and increased range of activity directly reflects
Berlyne's findings regarding the relationship between
novelty and exploratory behavior. A refinement in
terms of selected cdlative variables is indicated.
Both short and long term novelty might be studied
with respect to a succession of form change states
with particular attention directed to the pace,
distribution and character of form change events
which affect exploration and arousal.
Although the findings were inconclusive regarding the
variable form complexity, it is evident that large
variations or fluctuations such as increased or
101 Eugene Darwin Cizek, "Children's Perception and
Values in the Urban Environment" (unpublished
Master's thesis, MIT, July 1966).
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decreased activity, large variations in structural
densities, types of land uses, etc., would inevitably
affect behavior. This raises the question as to what
extent variations in range of activity and exploratory
behavior relate to changes in general neighborhood
activity patterns as opposed to physical form elements.
Normally, these vary together in some predictable,
manner 102 , but hypothetically variations in one need
not accompany those in the other. Despite the
formidable classification and measurement problems,
Barker's conceptualization of environment as hierarchies
or systems of behavior settings appears to be most
103
relevant1. This investigation suggests the utility
of transition environment conceived of as a network
of (slowly) changing behavior settings.
Regardless of the conceptualization, it is clear that
variable definitions such as novelty and complexity
cannot be simply transferred from the laboratory to
the field contexts. Perceptions of threat to personal
safety and security as well as subtle changes in form
102 Carl Steinitz, "Congruence and Meaning: The
Influence of Consistency Between Urban Form and
Activity upon Environmental Knowledge" (unpublished
PhD. dissertation, Dept. of City and Regional Plan-
ning, MIT, 1967).
103 Roger G.Barker. "On the Nature of the Environment,"
Journal of Social Issues, XIX (October 1963),pp.17-38.
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attributes (changing distributions and rates of form
maintenance, lighting, etc.) must be taken into
account and should either be carefully controlled in
future investigation or handled with multivariate
techniques. Optimal stimulation or arousal, due to
environmental change, remains an open question.
on the whole, representation efficiency concerning
form process states appears not to have been adversely
affected during transition in these sample areas.
However, since time series comparisons are not
available, a conclusive determination is not
presently possible. In fact, the saliency of form
change events, including the presence of vacant
territory, has evidently heightened awareness regarding
the local area and about continued action. This is
particularly notable in B and C, where ambiguity and
intensity are highest, respectively. on the other
hano, despite the tendency toward gross verbal
stereotyping of change areas ("all tearing down")
fragmentary evidence from the respondent maps indicates
that relatively detailed form change knowledge is
accumulated and slowly integrated into larger schema.
In Bruner's terms, the enactive mode may be used
initially until which time greater familiarity permits
the enrichment and integration of structuring in
sequential and symbolic terms.
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A longitudinal examination of representation strategies
employed (categorization, etc.) is likely to clarify
the manner in which relatively discrete change events
are integrated into an existing general structure and
to what extent a coherent spatial patterning of
numerous form change events is achieved. Both verbal
and map expressions indicated an increase in "confusion"
and lack of familiarity with certain change areas in
both city and neighborhood. Most often, these were
associated with the removal of familiar symbols,
particularly in the downtown area, with route dis-
ruptions, and apparently also with relatively rapid
form changes. Research should be undertaken to
ascertain the relative significance of each of these
variables upon structuring and upon behavior.
Unquestionably, expectations of local form changes
are diffuse, and observable environmental signing is
relied upon a great deal. It is not clear, however,
whether this results largely from inadequacies in
secondary communication (media) or may be attributable
to life style patterns and preferences of the popula-
tion groups, or both. Despite the utilization of
many information channels (newsletters, meetings, etc.),
no comprehensive strategy, particularly with respect
to selected population minorities, has been employed
by local public agencies, nor have communication
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effectiveness studies been made 104. Indeed, a large
minority of the interview sample expressed concern not
only about the adequacy of information, but about its
accuracy.
Apparent also is the importance ofthe communication
source. official pronouncements are generally
regarded with great skepticism and consequently the
"image of the change agent" may properly receive study
and consideration in the formulation of any communication
policy dealing with populated transition areas. Further,
evidence fram crisis situations indicates the powerful
role of "appropriate" ccmmunity opinion leaders in
facilitating understanding of change events and
adaptation to them05 on the other hand, barriers
to effective communication, particularly among lower
class groups, are considerable.
...West Enders found it hard to think far ahead.
Even if they could admit to themselves that the area
might eventually be "thrown down" as they put it --
it was still difficult to think about what might
happen years hence, especially in the absence of
incontrovertible evidence. As already noted,
Housing Authority announcements were not considered
reliable. Nor were announcements and newspaper
stories generally accepted as evidence7 people had
104 interview with Mr.Erik Erikson, Information Officer,
Boston Redevelopment Authority, Information Center,
September 10, 1966.
105 H.B.Williams, op.cit., p. 16.
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to see more concrete examples of the city's plans
before they would believe that the city was in
earnest.
As a result, life in the West End went on as always,
with relatively little overt concern about the
redevelopment, and with even less public discussion
of it. On the days following the announcement of
another decision in the process, people would talk
about it heatedly, but then it would be forgotten
again until the next announcement. There had been
so many announcements, and so many meetings, and
nothing ever seemed to happen afterwards. Surely
it would be safe -- and easy -- to assume that
nothing would ever happen. As a result of this
attitude, the oncoming redevelopment had little
impact on the lives of most West Enders until the
very end. 106
Yet it would seem that "the end" need not be large
scale, dramatic and continuous change which literally
engulfs large portions of the total population. To
what extent can the predictability of area development
be increased by providing accurate and sufficient
information about relatively discrete and distributed
change actions?
For lower class men, life is almost totally un-
predictable. If they have sought stability at
all, it has slipped from their grasp so quickly,
often and consistently that they no longer pursue
it. From childhood on, their only real gratifica-
tions come from action-seeking, but even these are
few and short-lived. 107
106 Herbert Gans, op.cit., pp.2 92-2 93.
107 Ibid., p. 246.
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Despite the fact that a low or "rough" predictability
of events by individuals and groups may be characteristic,
these data confirm a general quest for greater certainty
which may in part be provided by communication media,
certain of which are readily accepted 108, and by
consistent, well signed form change actions. Related
issues which invite study are the effects of too much
or irrelevant secondary information about change events,
particularly, when events may not be precisely programmed,
and the role of peer and family structures upon the
formation of expectations.
In general, individual adaptations to change in urban
spatial form in both the local area and city have
evidently been sufficient and manageable in these
cases at least in the short term, there being little
evidence of severe coping problems, breakdown, or
major disruptions of behavior. Clinical and
psychiatric evaluations have not been available, nor
has it been possible to determine, if any persons
have moved (or have withdrawn) fram the area because
of the nature of spatial form change. However, these
data indicate clearly that environmental form change
is indeed stressful to a significant number of
108 Ibid., p. 237.
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individuals of the resident population. In this respect,
these data are consistent with many studies which reveal
a greater association of stress, impairment of health
behavior, etc. among individuals of low class status
than among those of higher classes.109
Also, judgements of environmental "security" and well
being are not according to these data, entirely
dependent upon the stability of local area environ-
ment, contrary to that implied in findings and con-
110
clusions of Fried and Schorr . There is evidently
more certainty in consistent and predictable (rather
than discontinuous) form change development regardless
of intensity, at least to the extent observed in these
sample areas. When media communication is insuffi-
cient or inaccurate and when ambiguity is high, the
predictability of future events is low and anxiety
about an imminent but uncertain course of form change
events is a consequence. Problems arise not only as
a result of direct threat situations (What will
happen to me and to my house?), but where expectations
are contradicted by actual events and when the inter-
109 T.S. Langner, and S.T. Michael, op.cit.,
S.Parker, and R.J.Kleiner. Mental Illness in the
Urban Negro Community (NY: Free Press, 1966).
110 Fried, op.cit.
A.L.Schorr, op.cit., pp. 68-71
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pretation of observed events are not guided by more
than very general expectations (What is happening?
Who is responsible? etc.) On the other hand, the
considerable interest voiced by the respondents in the
process of area-wide change and in its long range
continuation, casts same doubt upon the "present"
and "possession" orientations commonly ascribed to
111
lower class life styles
The findings, which indicate a negative relationship
between form change experience and stress, and between
the extensiveness of foreknowledge of events (urban
renewal plans, etc.) and stress are consistent with
those from extreme situations and suggest the
desirability of enhancing both training and communication
programs in transition situations. On the other hand,
the extremely low correlations between area attachment,
length of residence and areal familiarity do not support
the findings of Fried and Demerath regarding the 11 2
import of environmental change in familiar and valued
local territory. Such a variability of evidence
suggests the potentialimportance of additional
111 T.S.Langner, and S.T.Michael, op.cit., p. 446.
112 Marc Fried, op.cit.
N.J.Demerath, op.cit.
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variables such as intelligence and family resources
(concerning adaptation) and personality dispoition
(regarding the toleration of ambiguity). Also, it
is clear that the slight amount of available evidence
is not truly comparable, and that long term or pro-
tracted environmental change situations may generate
different types or intensities of stress than in
relatively short term or abrupt situations as in the
case of disaster or relocation. It is likely also
that an individual may experience different types of
stress during various stages of a development cycle
or transition process forming a stress sequencell3
Related is the question of the significance of a
continuously changing environment upon young children
who may spend the first several years of their life
in central city transition areas. Assuming that early
environmental experience affects later behavior
importantly 114, what may be the consequences of a
continuously shifting environmental world?
Prominent in the experience of these respondents
during form change transition (particularly those of
lower social class) is a sense of helplessness and
113 S. B. Withey. "Sequential Accomodations to Threat,"
in The Threat of Impending Disaster, ed. G.H.Grosser,
H. Wechsler, and M. Greenblatt (Cmabridge, Mass: The
MIT Press, 1964), pp.110
114 Fiske and Maddi, op.cit., pp.86-87.
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powerlessness. Although opinions were voiced and ideas
were generated regarding the handling of hypothetical
change situations, few in the sample felt that their
judgements or actions were relevant or could be
relevant in shaping the future of the own area.
This is consistent with considerable evidence con-
cerning low income culture. obviously, frustration,
anxiety and defensiveness are, at least in part, a
product of a sense of lack of environmental control
and of a decision making system (and establishment)
perceived to be impersonal and unresponsive.
It is not clear in this data whether such stresses
and attitudes have for many, in fact, been intensified
as a result of environmental transition and, if so,
whether these have contributed to resignation and
withdrawal or have complicated other life stress
problems. Have they stimulated same kind of con-
structive action? Undoubtedly, some have become more
resigned and defensive ("What good would it ever do?")
But for others, form change activity in the local
area has demonstrated that "they are doing something"
and that changes are possible. A few have discovered
that individual and community expression may influence
decisions, if not always to the satisfaction of
residents. An investigation of potential innovative
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behavior resulting from environmental change merits
intensive study, as well as characteristic forms of
group response to environmental stress. May group
integration or disintegration be influenced, for
example?
An intriguing issue is that of the relative social
status of environment in transition and the apparent
relationship between a perceived relaxation in social
control and a decline (or change) in environmental
quality. At the scale of the vacant lot or construc-
tion site, for instance, conventional norms seem to
be either suspended or "stretched", as structures and
activities are altered or removed,and when ownership
is transferred. While children may create new worlds
of adventure and indulge in varieties of experimenta-
tion, adults (and the females in this sample)
invariably associate such territory with deviant
behavior, and they stereotype the sites negatively.
Undoubtedly, a reduction in neighborhood activity
(and vigilance) around vacant property or construction
sites and an interruption of regular property mainte-
nance, creates opportunities for deviant behavior.
But is this inevitable?
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one common manifestation is an accumulation of junk,
and debris and a progressive unsightliness. Another
is an opportunistic fascination with incomplete or
process environments, such as stealing at construction
sites and the razing of a half-built wall.11 5
Observable also is vicious aggressive behavior
released upon environment as in the case of the
ravaging and burning of vacant structures, etc.
To what extent does "ambiguous" territory and
changing behavior settings allow or foster deviant
behavior? Do certain personality dispositions tolerate
poorly, incomplete or ambiguous territory at the
neighborhood scale? What patterns of spontaneous
"ownership" or possession (such as youth "turf"),
and what possibilities for both individual and
community development of neighborhood environments
rendered "neutral" even for short periods?
Finally, notes are in order regarding the inter-
pretation of the findings of this exploratory investiga-
tion. Associations indicated by correlations do not
reveal causal relations. However, generally reliable
predictability may be expected in the case of strong
correlations. Generalization of the findings poses
115 Robin Moore, "An Experiment in Playground Design"
(unpublished Master's thesis, Department of City
and Regional Planning, MIT, 1966). And
Personal observations in the sample areas.
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certain problems in that only residential form change
in a central city urban renewal context was investigated.
Also, since a marked differentiation of social classes
was not feasible in the sample areas, both the "lower"
and "higher" classifications in this study occupy a
lower portion of conventional stratification scales
and are not to be considered comparable to other
studies using the same terminology. Findings with
respect to the adult female sampke,which was chosen
largely for control purposes and to facilitate
interviewing, may not necessarily be similar to the
perceptions and behaviors of males and children, for
example.
Additionally, it should be noted that an interest in
representation problems, deviant behavior and stress
does not represent a morbid pre-occupation but is
essentially a reflection of the state of the art;
negative and "extreme" formulations usually being
more readily researchable than positive, "normal"
or optimal conditions, particularly regarding health
behavior. In any case, the utility of environmental
transition as a problem area and as topic of investiga-
tion appears to be confirmed as well as the neighbor-
hood as an appropriate areal unit of study.
unquestionably, continued research is warranted, and
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should be directed toward the modelling of transition
environments and the understanding of behavioral
adaptation processes. Longitudinal experimentation
in both laboratory and field and the use of multi-
variate strategies appear to offer great promise in
contributing to the realization of a science of
environment.
PUBLIC POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Since substantial populations are affected by environ-
mental form change, which in varying respects is subject
to community control or influence, the relevance of
the findings to public policy formulations is
generally clear. However, even assuming that such
findings are conclusive and generalizable, a web of
issues invites examination and certain speculative
exploration. Public strategies may be quite diverse,
depending upon the nature of community needs, resources,
development goals and so forth.
For example, the transition experience of resident
populations might be ignored because the costs in
resources are not felt to justify individual or
general welfare. Essentially, remedial and responsive
public action might be taken, when conditions exceed
some threshold of severity regarding individuals or
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groups, such as those of lower class. Public action
might include the manipulation of communication flows
and form change distribution or encourage the use of
tranquilizers, pep pills, psychiatric counselling,
temporary relocation, and the like. Policy might
favor smooth transition. Environmental disruption may
be minimized so that behavior variations during
transition,for example, would deviate as little as
possible from"normal" levels or configurations. Or
to exploit educative potentials of transition,
objectives might be to maximize group and community
range of behavior and to minimize stress (although
these may also conflict). An extreme conception
(worthy of consideration in hypothetical terms) is
policy designed to demoralize or disorganize groups
or a community perhaps by maximizing environmental
hazard, disruption and discontinuity. Not only do the
implicit value orientations differ widely, but the
presumption that knowledge and control are entirely
adequate to the task is easily challenged. It is
apparent also that a fundamental issue is the identi-
fication and fostering of behavior and health optima
for individuals and groups during transition. But so
little is presently known about what constitutes health
optima, for example, or how coherent social goal sets
may be forged and "rationalized", it is wise to explore
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some issues on a more modest basis --- notably ones
evident in the institutional and community context
from which the findings of the investigation emerged.
As evidenced in these data, the experience of planned
environmental transition is for many vivid and stress-
ful, particularly among those of lower socio-economic
class. A sense of powerlessness and helplessness
prevails. Predictability is remarkably low and a
greater certainty is sought. Despite selected
improvement in the local areas and the promise of
further development, neighborhood livability has in
general deteriorated. In same cases, behavior has
been restricted and apprehension about crime has
generally increased.
obviously, the administration of environmental transi-
tion leaves much to be desired and these outcomes,
at least in part, are associated with problems and
conflicts inherent in the functioning of both muni-
cipal and professional establishments.
Increasingly, the "client" is plural, remote from
decision centers, and anonymous, despite negotiation
and bargaining among "representative" interests.
inevitably, decision making is diffuse. Also,
middle class value orientations are characteristic.
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Despite the change and action orientation of responsible
professionals and the wide institutionalization of
planning functions, a great volume of plans, projects
and regulations,designed to guide and prescribe
action, is conceived two-dimensionally and statically.
These are evaluated largely in visual rather than in
behavioral terms. The master plan and the project
plan, while useful as legal instruments, usually
perpetuate an illusion of certainty and definitive-
ness which is seldom congruent with subsequent
environmental conditions and behaviors.ll6 The
implementation of plans, with the exception of
single structures and small projects, if often
characterized by a relatively expedient allocation
of actions in space and time, and is usually managed
by a loosely coordinated class of operators and
constructors.
Sensitive feedback systems regarding the implementa-
tion process and objective, public evaluations of
completed programs are at present little institution-
alized. It is evident that implementation means can
negate or compromise given development ends. Transi-
tion stresses and hardship, for example, may speed
residential attrition or affect esprit de corps
negatively. Behavioral restriction may reduce
116 Langley Keyes, op. cit., pp. 495-496.
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knowledge of environmental choices or participation
in local decision making on the part of individuals
or an entire community. More than an issue of
implementation speed it is one of the adaptability
and "behavioral appropriateness" of given physical
form actions to the flux of behaviors, purposes and
expectations of resident populations at any point in
time. Implicit are the assumptions, currently, that
the communication of imminent actions is sufficient,
that expectations are lucid, and that, in any event,
people will embrace the completed work and a new
order. But are urban areas ever "complete" and do
neighborhood transformations, in fact, cease?
The intent here is not to embroider an indictment of
current practice which most would agree might be
refined and enriched in innumerable ways. Nor is it
implied that planning and designing in and for a
dynamic pluralistic community can be accomplished
without excruciating labor, conflict and compromise.
However, as governmental authority and control over
urban development increase, so should public re-
sponsibility. At the least, policy should be
directed to amelioration of salient problems, and,
when possible, to the exploitation of opportunities.
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The predictability of form change events in space and
time should be greatly enhanced, especially for lower
class populations. Both the programming of environ-
mental change actions and communication strategies
are called for. It is tempting to recommend that
predictability be maximized using all available tech-
niques, since the problem is so apparent in this
sample. Yet an information rich situation, approach-
ing one hundred percent certainty (and the absence of
surprise) would likely create new problems. In any
case, priority should be given to lower socio-
economic groups. Demolition and new building
policies should be articulated and coordinated so
that temporal breaks between demolitions and new
building are in most instances minimized. Such
a policy should not preclude the constructive use
and exploitation of temporarily vacant territory.
Generally, development actions should be clustered
and should move or unfold in some systematic manner,
such as "wave action" along a route or outward from
a symbolic core, or as pulsations in activity and area
patterns. Correspondingly, it is important to consider
the character of environmental stability (which may
involve the manipulation of different rates of change)
so that essential environmental values are not
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endangered or overpowered and that opportunities for
choice (between rapidly changing and unchanging
environment) are guaranteed.
Communication policy should accurately anticipate
events and report their progress. Currently, the
outcome of urban renewal bargaining processes and
preliminary plan formulation are rarely summarized
in concise form. Controversies and crises are
usually reported out of context. Illustrative site
plans are static and unintelligible to most people
and the temporal framework of planned development
is unspecific. Feedback or response channels to the
local development agencies are underdeveloped and
formal. Although the outcomes of local democratic
bargaining and the timing of federal funding decisions
are seldom predictable, every effort should be made to
communicate a schedule of form change events in time
as well as in space. After a certain period, a mora-
torium might be placed on bargaining and a system of
agency incentives established, where certain funds,
developments or "decision units" might be paid to the
community if schedules are not maintained. Television
programming, comic books, carnivals, and various
simulation techniques should be utilized in addition
to more conventional plan presentation methods. Target
populations should be carefully identified and
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communication effectiveness studies should be under-
taken periodically. Also the systematic sampling of
community responses and behavior during transition can
inform planners and the community of representation
problems, shifts in activity, anxieties, and so forth.
Although strict control is not feasible or desirable,
individual and community range of behavior might be
maintained at approximately pre-change levels by paying
careful attention to the maintenance and enhancement
of environmental quality during transition. The
interim maintenance and use of vacant lots, adequate
police protection and the provision of a reasonable
choice of routes and areas where change may be both
experienced and avoided, should insure sustained
activity levels. Activity flows and concentrations
may be influenced experimentally by means of inducements,
route changes, etc.,so as to expose groups to unfamiliar
neighborhood territory, change areas and new elements.
In general, environmental choice and manipulability in
transition should be increased. The interim use of
vacant lots holds vast potential. Aggressive and
destructive behavior might be allowed in some locations
or at certain stages. Recreation activity, temporary
businesses and community institutions are obvious
candidates for temporarily vacant land. A significant
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percentage of these might be developed as experimental
environments and experimental institutions such as
neighborhood operated TV communication centers and
portable industries, for example. "New" neighborhood
territory may be a focus for common problem-solving
among diverse groups, and relatively"neutral" territory
can foster racially integrated settings, where none
may have existed previously. A variety of opportunities
for local contribution to the development process
should be maximized during transition.
The resource demands of these types of policy directions
are greater in terms of the administration and the
management of environmental change than with respect to
public expenditures. Mechanisms of administrative
coordination and policy formulation are required
which permit the sensitive scheduling of form change
actions in space and time while, at the same time,
allowing for changing circumstances, changing
behaviors, etc. The essential task is one of fostering
adaptability, experimentation and manipulability
within a framework of relative predictability and
comprehendibility. obviously, such an integration of
objectives should pertain both to physical and insti-
tutional systems and need not be confined to sharply
delimited project areas. Given the prospect of an
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increase in the structural fluidity of cities and
rising population mobility, development planning
should desirably include the formulation of transition
policies and the appropriate institutions to
sensitively program and monitor environmental
change, across entire urban regions.
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The foregoing public policies are also "design"
policies. Given sane formulations of objectives,
countless "design" techniques may be employed and
experimentated with and there is no need to enumerate
such strategies. However, the exciting opportunities
afforded the designer in situations of environmental
transition deserve emphasis. Although essentially
suggestive in nature, the findings of this investiga-
tion do expose some dimensions of the behavioral
significance of environment in transition. It is clear
that transition may be more than the moving from one
environmental state to another or the sensitive
management of an implementation process.
When considered as the leading edge of continuous
environmental development, enormous potentials are
revealed. Possibilities for increased individual
choice, control and participation can be fostered.
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The imaginative use and exploitation of temporarily
unused or little used territory can create new
opportunities for movement, discovery and social
experimentation. Environmental transformation may
invite manipulation and "mastery" and stimulate
individual growth and development rather than
intensifying a sense of helplessness or threat.
Obviously, the designer can reach beyond a simple
product orientation and extend his responsibility to
embrace program-making as well as plan making. These
findings dramatize the importance to individuals of
extended temporal experience and suggest the relevance
of "designing" or influencing that experience by
attending to the temporal location and ordering of
activities and forms. For example, a steady rythm
or progression of form change may ease a development
process for some, enhancing predictability and a sense
of "stability". On the other hand, complex or over-
lapping patterns of events in both space and time
may challenge and delight certain individuals and
groups.
Inevitably, this type of design activity demands not
only a more explicit formulation of goals but a
supply of information and knowledge beyond that
currently available. A real-time census system which
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collects selected behavioral and spatial form data is
indicated, as well as systematic distributions of
research-action experiments at the scale of neighbor-
hood and city. Similarly, administrative mechanisms,
legal techniques and inducements, etc., need to be
devised and experimented with concerning individual
and group participation in design and construction
processes, for example. A most intriguing issue
concerns the aesthetic implications of such broad
scale dynamic form, where a multitude of designers
and decision makers help to shape development. Con-
tinued research in experimental aesthetics is justi-
fied, particularly in relatively complex living
environments and with respect to diverse population
groups and personality types.11 7 A greater under-
standing and mastery of environmental change processes
may lead to the appreciation of development rythms
or "scores." To what extent might the essentially
pluralistic clientele of communities, self-help contri-
butions, adaptable forms, and responsive environments
foster new aesthetics -- development aesthetics?
117 C.W. Valentine. The Experimental Psychology of
Beauty (London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1962).
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Insights into systems of expression which convey the
dynamic, open and "afocal"qualities of contemporary
societyll8 may be obtained by examining and experi-
menting with human environment in relatively con-
tinuous transition.
NOTES ON ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSITION IN BOSTON
In the light of these findings and evaluations, an
assessment of certain aspects of the Boston Urban
Renewal program is possible. The time lag between
demolition and rebuilding, resulting in extensive
vacant territory, and the decline in environmental
maintenance and quality have been prominent irritants
in all of the sample areas. Recognizing the challenges
of inter-agency coordination, federal funding problems,
and requirements of "action visibility", the situa-
tion in both areas B and C can be characterized as
being one of prolonged environmental crisis, from the
standpoint of resident populations. In addition to
problems created by discontinuous temporal patterns
of area "development", fine grain spatial distribu-
tions of events, particularly route disruptions, have
exacerbated the problems regarding range of activity
118 Jesse Reichek. "on the Design of Cities," Journal
of the American Institute of Planners, XXVII
(May, 1961), pp. 141-143.
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and presumably stress. With the exception of two
basketball courts in C, little interim use has been
made of vacant areas and the reasonable maintenance
and protection of such territory has been lacking.
on the other hand, relatively well designed (but
little distributed) new housing and facilities,
particularly in C,have positively affected transition
experiences in both functional and symbolical terms,
as have numerous private and institutional actions
involving remodelling and property maintenance.
What currently feasible alternative implementation
strategies might have been employed? Specifically,
public facilities, particularly schools, may have
received initial priority, emphasizing a public
commitment to generally valued and needed insti-
tutions. Insofar as possible, new building,
particularly in C, should have been more closely
coordinated with demolition operations, and confined
to relatively small (2-5 acres) visible clusters,
preserving at the same time areas where changes could
be avoided. Similarly, route sections might have been
completed relatively quickly (the case with the eastern
portion of Washington Boulevard only). These could
have been distributed so that high quality alternatives
and ease of access were virtually guaranteed to all.
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An increase in police protection and form maintenance
(streets, parks, vacant lots) would have been desirable
prior to major form change, additions being made during
the transition process particularly in areas of
demolition and public institutions.
Communication programs may have utilized a wider array
of channels, being directed to specific minorities
(such as females, children, the elderly and the poor)
and have solicited representative responses to area
development events. In the event of unavoidable
delays and setbacks (as in the case of the Washington
Park completion), these may have been directly reported.
Where vacant areas were prominent, for periods of a
year or more, extensive up-to-date signing and
temporary facilities might have been provided. The
visibility of inmigrants from Scollay Square to Dover
Street and the number of hazardous vacant structures,
particularly in area B, pose a difficult problem.
Special welfare, police, and code enforcement measures
might have been employed as well as the liberal sub-
sidization of interim rehabilitation or the provision
of prefabricated housing units.
An environmental maintenance program geared to
progressively improve the project areas during transi-
tion, might also have extended considerably beyond
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their borders to "soften" the many boundary distinctions
which are often visibly intensified between change
areas and surrounding residential neighborhoods.
Communication programs directed to various groups
within and near project areas as well as inducements
to promote direct observation may have facilitated
a generally greater comprehension (but not necessarily
acceptance) of city developments and a greater
appreciation of central city - neighborhood relation-
ships in both areal and political terms.
What can be done at the present stage in these sample
areas to increase the population's range of activity
and to reduce uncertainty and stress with respect to
present and imminent developments? Immediate attention
should be given to the maintenance and use of vacant
areas and to the enhancement of a feeling of personal
safety. A policy of systematically cleaning vacant
lots and streets, utilizing benefit assessment tech-
niques, when appropriate, would in actuality and
symbolically enhance the quality of the neighborhood
living environment. Portable recreation and educational
facilities, gardens, etc. might be installed directly,
subsidized partially, or leased on a yearly basis.
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Low maintenance types of landscaping (conifers, stones,
plastic grass, etc.) can quickly transform open lots
and may be either discarded or incorporated into
subsequent development or used again in other locations.
Similarly, the temporaty installation of utilities such
as water and electric power should stimulate a variety
of neighborhood activities (crafts, automobile repairing,
etc.). The design of local "night scape" holds vast
promise in transition areas not only in relation to
safety but to direct attention and to dramatize
events and activities.
Although an increased visibility of police personnel
is likely to create new problems in riot-prone areas,
improved street lighting, numerous telephones and
protable police stations (perhaps sharing construction
or demolition site offices)should markedly enhance
a sense of pedestrian security, if not reduce opportu-
nities for deviant behavior. Schools and public
facilities should be immediately refurbished and main-
tained at high quality levels, to serve as focii and
symbols of area improvement.
Small but systematic sample surveys (utilizing local
interviewers) recording perceptual, behavioral (and
social) problems should preceed a program of environ-
mental signing. "Temporary" elements on vacant land
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may remain, perhaps being incorporated into subse-
quent landscaping and architectural development (gardens,
structural test bays, meeting places, etc.). Even in
general terms, implementation goals and policies
(or process plans) should be articulated and communi-
cated. Contingency planning and the rapid deployment
of local development teams should receive special
attention.
Such priorities and actions need not necessarily be
expensive. Essential, however, is an evaluation of
goals and practices regarding implementation, and
some administrative collaboration, for the issue is
more than one of dirty streets during construction.
Although a "temporary" phenomenon, people in three
or ten year residential transition environments
evidently do not reliably form nor maintain positive
expectations of planned development, nor are they
indifferent to their environment as it changes, as
many urban planners and designers implicitly
assume.
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COMMUNITY RESEARCH PROJECT
OF METROPOLITAN BOSTON
72 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass. 02110 Tel. 542-8532
January 1967
Dear Friend:
Your address has turned up as one of several hundred
at which an interviewer may call within the next few
days to ask about changes in your neighborhood and
the city and what you think of them.
We are interviewing many people in the community in
order to get a clearer picture of how different
people and groups are affected by building developments
in the last two or three years.
This is important to everyone in Boston and your
cooperation will be very helpful.
This is an independent study and there is no connection
with the Redevelopment Authority or any other state or
city organization. Of course, the information is kept
confidential and no individual's name will be mentioned
in this scientific study.
Your help, when the interviewer calls, will be appreciated
very much, and if you have questions, please feel free
to call upon us.
Yours sincerely,
Erik A. Svenson
Director
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COMMUNITY RESEARCH PROJECT
OF METROPOLITAN BOSTON
72 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass. 02110 Tel. 542-8532
January 6, 1967
Sirs:
During the next four weeks, several members of an urban
research project will be interviewing several people in
this area.
This is to notify public authorities, agencies and
community organizations which may receive inquiries
regarding these interviewers and the authenticity of
this -scientific study.
it deals entirely with people's perception of physical
change and building developments in their neighborhood
and the city and does not probe controversial subjects
or involve personality tests and the like.
Within each area a small, randomly selected sample will
be interviewed by qualified, professional staff. A
letter is sent to each household in advance describing the
study and letting them know that an interviewer will call
upon them to take an interview. Names and information
on an individual basis are kept entirely confidential;
and results will be utilized only in combined and general
form.
Should you have any question regarding the interviewers
or the scope of the research we will gladly answer
inquiries and you will be notified of any significant
changes.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Erik A. Svenson
EAssis Director
AREA GAMPLE COVERSHEET
ADAPTATION TO URBAN CHANGE
Project No.A-23
Interviewer:
SAMPLE AREA:
Interview No.:
Total take time:
1. Address:
SCREENING QUESTlONS:
2. How many years have you lived at this address?
E OVER THREE YEARS - (PROCEED WITH INTEAVIEW)
E LESS T14AN THREE 'EAR9 - (ASk QUESTION 3)
3. Nave you lived in this neighborhood over three years, say
within five blocks of here?
E1 YES (PROCEED WITH INTERVIEW)
C3 NO - (NOT ELlGlSLE)
4. CALL RECORD
a. Call Number 1 213 4 5 6
b. Time of Day
c. Date
d. Day of Week
e. Result
5. NON-INTERVIEW FORM
K
(J HV
J AND
Li NAH4
L RAr Ref.0 OTHEA
14ouse or apartment vacant, not being lived in
(DESCRIBE ON REVERSE SIDE)
Address not a dwelling. (DESCRIBE SlTUATION, eg.
HOUSE BURNED DOWN, DEMOLISHED, ETC.)
No one at home after required number of calls.
Someone at home, but Respondent absent.
Refusal (EXPLAIN ON REVERSE SIDE)
No interview for other reasons (EXPLAIN ON REVERSE SIDE)
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1.
QUESTI3NAIRLAA O TURBAOR CAGE
ProjeCt No. A-23
Date:
Time:s
I am (YoUR NAME) from the Comunity ReseaXch Project. We
are studying the quality of the city as a place to live.
And we axe especially interested in the areas that are
changinig, how people are affected and what it means to
them.
We are not connected in any way with the Redevelopmt
Authority, o with any other state or city orge4ization,
of course, the intormatton is confidential.
We axe calling on a number of people who live here
and we would like to talk to you and get your i4eas
about the attuation.
CITY MAP 1. here is a map of central boston, Would you please tell me
ULO which areas ox parts of the city shown on this map you are
iARFSR) most 0amilla: with?
You can outline them or shade them in riqht on the map with
this l
M- mom --- _on
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CITY MAP 2.
ORANGE;
MARKER)
Now and in the last few years some parts of the city and some
neighborhoods seem to be changing a great deal, with buildings
being torn down and repaisd and various kinds of construction.
Others haven't changed much or at all.
Where in the city have things changed the most? Please mark
them with this orange marker,
3. Which of these kinds of changes in the city have affected you
or are affecting youjpersonally?
4. And in what way have these changes affected you?
5. Do you think that the city has become a more interesting
place to live in during the last few years oiITtE iut
the same or less interesting?
C MORE INTERESTING
L ABOUT THE SAME (SKIP TO 7)
C] LESS INTERESTING
Mw
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6. why is that?
7. Is the city getting easier to understand and easier to find
your way about, more confusn or is it about the same?
L EASIER TO UNDERSTAND
O MORE CONFUSItiG
[] ABOUT THE SAME (SKIP TO 9)
8. Why is that and in which areas in particular?
9. FXcm here on, I'd like to learn more about the physical
changes in this area and how they have affected you.
This map shows the part of the city where you live.
(SOUTH END)
It goes roughly from Broadway to Massachusetts Avenue and
from the South East Expressway to Boylston Street. Union
Park is about in the middle and we are here,
(MADISON PARK)
it goes roughly from Dudley street to Massachusetts Avenue
and from Albany Street to Huntington Avenue. inadison Park
is about in the middle and we are here.
(WASH INGTO14 PARK)
It goes roughly from Columbus Avenue over to Blue Hill
Avenue and from Dudley Street down to Franklin Park.
Washington Park is about in the middle and we are here.
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AREA MAP
YELLOW
NhRKER)
AREA MA. 10.
GREEN
MARKER)
AREA MAP
o"GE
MARKER)
What part of this whole area do you know fairly well?
Could you mark the outlines roughly with this yell marker,
say over to certain places or streets?
And would you kindly mark with this green pencil the streets
that you usually use the most and the piaces that you go to
most, for example to visit friends, go to school, to work,
or to church? Please take your time and be as detailed as
you can.
ll.What parts of this area have changed the most in the last
three years including places that have been torn down, built
up, changes in roads, or other things you think are impor-
tant?
Please take your time and mark them in as much detail as you
can with this orange marker.
AJEA NAP 12. Are there any parts of this area or places that you don't know
BLUE as well or are less familiar with now because of the changes
MARKSR) that have taken place during the last few years?
YES
[] 140 (SKIP TO 14)
If you can, please mark them with this blue -marker.
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13. Why has that happened?
14. That takes care of the maps.
Do you think of your home here as part of a neighborhood?
[] YES OR QUALIFlED POSITIVE ANSWER (SKIP TO 16)
[]1 N O
15. Why is that? (SKIP TO 18)
16. What makes this area a neighborhood to you?
17. And roughly, how far does your neighborhood go in each
direction; to what streets?
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18. Is this area very friendly, fairly friendly or not friendly?
1 VERY FRIENDLY
I] FAIRLY FRIENDLY
] NOT FRlENDLY
19. Do you have many friends or relatives in the area or not?
] YES
E NO
20. Do you feel attached to this area very much, quite a bit,
a little or not at all?
L] VERY MUCH
[] QUlTE A BIT
SA LTTLE
LJ HOT AT ALL
21. What are some of the good things about living in this area?
(Suppose you were talking to a newcomer or someone
interested in moving into the area).
22. And what are some of the reasons why this area might not
be considered such a good place to live?
23. During the last few years, has this area been improving,
going downhill, or staying about the same?
[] IMPROVING
Li GOING DOWNHiLL
LJ STAYING ABOUT THE SAME (SKIP TO 25)
24. When did this begin to happen?
25. During this time have changes in the area been going on steadily,
in spurts, speeding up or what?
26. Would you say that this area is now at a particular point of
being settled or finished, such as half way, almost done,
just beginning, or is it hard to tell?
[] HALF WAY
L] ALMOST DONE
[] JUST BEGINNiNG
[] HARD TO TELL (SKIP TO 28)
27. How do you know?
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28. what different kinds of physical changes in the area do you
notice now, including little things as well as the big
things?
29. In particular, which physical changes more than others have
made this area look and feel different from what it used to
be?
30. Do you have a pretty good idea of how things will be when
things arc done and count on that pretty much, or take
things as they come along?
] GOOD IDEA OF HOW THINGS WILL BE
l TAKE THINGS AS THEY COME ALONG
31. Do you
area?
think that there will be any more change in this
L] YES
[l No (SKIP TO 34)
[] DON'T KNOW (SKIP TO 34)
32. What kind of change do you think might take place?
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33. How sure are you that these things will happen, very sure,
fairly sure, not sure at all?
L] VERY SURE
[ FAlRLY SURE
J NOT SURE AT ALL
34. And what will be done with the vacant lots in this area?
35. Durirg the last three years, have any physical changes such
as consfruct.ieon, Learing down or fixing up or other happen-
ings come as a surprise to you?
[] YES
1 .o (SK IP ro 37)
36, How is that?
37. What is your best guess about how long it will take for this
whole area to become settled or stable, about a year, two or
three year5, over five years, never or what?
38, in general, as changew have taken place in the area during the
last few yearv, would you say that these are happening all
over the area, are scattered or are pretLy much clustered,
or what?
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39. Right now, would you say that things are happening mostly
in the heart of the area, on one side or at the edges or
what?
. I HEART OF THE AREA
D ON ONE S1DE
12 AT THE EDGES
40. Is there some part of the area where you can get away from
what's changing or be less aware of it there?
I YES
L[] No (51<1P TO 42)
41. Where?
42. And do the things and places that haven't changed much in the
neighborhood seem different to you now?
[] YES
NO (SKIP TO 44)
43. vwould you say they seem nicer than they seemed before,
less desirable, or about the same?
L NICER
[ LESS DESIRABLE
L] ABOUT THE SAME
44. Generally, as the area changes, does it seem to get
easier to understand, or more confusing, or is it about
the same?
LI EA51ER TO UN1DERSTAND
[] MORE CONFUSING
C-1 ABOUT TRE SAME (Pl TO 46)
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45. Why is that?
46. if anything, what do you stay away from or do less these days
because of the way the area has changed?
47. and what streets do you use more or places do you go more
than before?
48. why is that?
49. If any, what kinds of new views or new things in the area
are especially interesting to you?
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50. And what have you really learned during the last two or
three years, maybe about construction and the way things
can be done or the way they can happen?
51. Are there more places to go and things to do for childrenaand
teenagers in the area now, compared to two or three years ago?
52. And how about older people?
53. What are the vacant lots good for as they are now?
54. In general, do you think that crime or vandalism has increased
since changes in the area have been taking place or not?
L] CRIME HAS 1NCREASED
C'14oT INCREASED
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55. Mostly, how do you find out about things that are probably
going to be happening or changing in the area?
56. is the information and are the signs that you see usually
accurate?O YES
0 No
57. What would you like to know more about?
58. Do official announcements about changes taking place in the
area usually make you feel better or make you feel uncertain?
O FEEL BETTER
L FEEL UNCERTAIA
59. How much would you say that you know about urban renewal or
other plans in this area, quite a bit, a little about them,
don't know about them at all?
E QUITE A BIT
L A LITTLE ABOUT THE4
E DON 'T KNOW ABOUT THEM AT ALL
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60. Do you belong to any group or organization which is
interested in the problems of this area and its future?
[~] NO:
61. Have any of your friends or relatives in the area moved
away or been relocated, because of changes taking place?
Li YES
L NO (SKIP TO 65)
62. Do you see them less than before, about as much or more?
n LESS
~ ABOUT AS MUCH
L MORE
63. And do any of your friends and neighbors who have moved
miss the neighborhood?
Y ES
(~ 00 (SKIP TO 65)
64. What do they miss?
65. What things or places would you really miss mostly, if you
moved away?
14
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66. If you moved, would you want to stay close to this neigh-
borhood or wouldn't it make much difference?
[] STAY CLOSE
O WOULDN'T M4AKE 4UCK DIFFERENCE
67. Why is that?
68. Has the change in the area during the last few years affected
any of your personal or family plans?
69. Considering everything, about how often would you say you
worry or feel anxious about what's happening in the neigh-
borhood, often, once in a while, hardly ever or never?
[] OFTEM
ONCE 1W A WHILE
[] HARDLY EVER
(]NEVER (SKIP TO 71)
70. What things are you most concerned about?
71. Have you felt happy or relieved that some things have
changed or probably will?
() YES
[] NO (SKIP To 73)
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72. in particular, what do you feel good about?
73. Overall, do you feel that you are in any way having difficulty
in adjusting to the changes in this area or not?
[ YES
I] NO
74. Do you feel that there are many things that you can do to
influence what is done in the neighborhood by taking part
in things or going against them?
[~} YES
LINO
75. if you could, how would you handle things differently here
than is being done now?
76. %buld you prefer to see changes completed very fast, take
place little by little over time, or what?
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77. why is that?
78. And about the parts of the neighborhood that are affected,
do you think that changes should take place over big areas
at a time, or in small areas or what?
79. What kind of things would give more class to this neighborhood
area, making you more proud of it or that would set it apart
from others?
80. in general, do you feel that things in this area today are
really better than they look or worse?
O BETTER
[ WORSE
81. Do you look forward to this period of change being over or
do you think that you could get used to it?
[) LOOK FORWARD To IT BE1NG OVER
[] COULD GET USED T IT
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82. Do you think that most people feel about the same or not?
83. Would an area like this which didn't change for years and
years be pretty dull or would it have a nice, steady, secure
feeling or what?
That's about all on this.
84. Is there anything else that you feel is important that you
would like to mention or add, perhaps scething I haven't
asked about?
85. And so my record is complete, about how long have you lived
in this neighborhood?
86. lf any, how many times have you moved during the last ten
years?
88. Was that area like this one or different?
87. Where did you live before moving to this area?
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89. Do you rent here or do you own the house?
El .RENT_
I OWN 'mE. ROUSE
90. Is the head of the household employed?
O YES
N so
91. What sort of work does he (she) usually do?
92. Roughly, what is your (family's) total annual income range?
(CARD A)
n UN)ER p3000 per year
] 3000 to 5000
J 5000 to 7000
E 7000 to 9000
L] 9000 OR OVER
93. What is your age?
94. And how many grades of school did you f.nish?
95. Do you or anyone in the family have a college degree?
Y ES
LINO
96. Row many adults live here?
97. And how many children?
98. Do you own a television set or have access to one?
L YES
1 -jI4
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99. Would you say that your health is excellent, good, fair or
poor?
pr EXCELLENT
5 GOOD
FAIR
0 POOR
100. Finally, how suitable is this apartment (house) for your
needs, very, just fair, not really?
5 VERY SUITABLE
[] JUST FAIR
D NOT REALLY
Thank you very much.
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INTERVIEWER'S NOTES
A. R's CHARACTERISTICS
1. Race: U Negro 0 white
2. Appearance:
[ Neat
fjj Casual
(J Untidy
3. Physical Health
O Robust - strong
Q Average
f Frail, Feeble
H 1andicapped
B. MANNER DURING INTERVIEW
4. Cooperation
O Eager
J Willing
j Uncooperative, Suspicious
5. Map Drawing Abi1X
[:] Competent
E Needed coaxing
j Needed help
] Refused
J Physical Handicap
6. Feeling
Q Relaxed and Assured
Tense or agitated
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7. Situation of Interview
[] Few Iterruptions
[] Significant Interruption or Interference
C. CONDITION OF APARTMENT INTERiOR AND FURNISHINGS
8. General Character
[ Excellent Condition
[] Generally Sound
2 Deteriorating
O Dilapidated
9. Cleanliness
() Very Neat
[] Average
[] Unclean
D. CONDiTION OF HOUSING EXTERIOR
10. General Character
[] Excellent Condition
[] Generally Sound
[] Deteriorating
[] Dilapidated
E. PERSONALITY SKETCH AND OTHER COMMENTS
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COMMUNITY RESEARCH PROJECT
Project No. A-23
E. A. Svenson 1 Jan.1967
INTERVIEWER'S INSTRUCTIONS AND NOTES
CONTENTS:
A. NATURE OF STUDY
B. PRESELECTION STRATEGY AND SAMPLE AREA SUBDIVISION
C. INTERVIEW MATERIAL CHECKLIST
D. SKETCH OF EACH SAMPLE AREA
E. RULES ON USING THE ADDRESS LIST
F. NOTES ON THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
G. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND TIME AND EXPENSE FORMS
H. SUMMARY OF MAJOR POINTS
A. NATURE OF STUDY
1. This rairly selective research attempts to clarify
how people perceive and respond to changes in their
external, largely physical environment. The title
is: "Differential Perceptual and Behavioral
Response to Change in Urban Spatial Form: An
Exploratory Study in the Psychology of Environmental
Change." It is a doctoral dissertation to be sub-
mitted to the Department of City and Regional
Planning at MIT.
Fundamentally, while recognizing the crucial importance
of social relations in our environment, the physical
"reality" that we perceive (or construct) as a frame-
work for our social relations and actions is also
important, but we know very little about it.
Architects and city planners continue to use rules
of thumb regarding bothflnctional standards and ideas
of design which largely derive from vaguely defined
historical notions of "artistic beauty" and form.
Mostly, they are middle class oriented design
conceptions and they are largely untested.
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Recent extensions of psychological theory in both
perception and behavior appear to be promising in
understanding better the role and "value -of our
environmental world(s) and importantly, in the
designing of urban and other environments which
more truly and sensitively relate to personal and
social needs, purposes and plans.
2.Generally, the task in this study is to seek a
clearer understanding of how people interpret
change in perceptual form, how they structure and
restructure their conceptions of environmental
"reality", in the face of certaintypes and
distributions of physical form change, utilizing
various techniques of information selection, reality
testing and adaptation.
From this, it is hoped, we will understand more
how much environmental stability and continuity
appear to be optimal for lower and "higher" social
classes and lower and higher ages and how much
environmental variety, change and discontinuity
(spatially and in time) are tolerable and functional.
3. The three sample areas (see SAMPLE AREA MAP) differ
as to the kinds of physical changes that have been
going on during the last five years. Sample area A
(Union Park area) has changed the least and C, the
Washington Park area, the most under urban renewal.
Area B (Madison Park area) has been declining
steadily and changing (thus far) largely in an
unplanned way.
4. The social aspects of major concern are social class
and age. The psychological and behavioral aspects
(or variables) which the interview instrlment and
the maps are designed to cover are: exploratory
behavior (during neighborhood change), perception
and knowledge of change and any stress or anxiety
associated with the way things are believed to be
changing.
Thus, the interview schedule consists of parts
dealing with the following:
a. Extent of action area and familiarity
(behavioral map).
b, Expectations and predictions.
c. Communication and signs.
d. Influence on behavior.
e. Affective response and adaptation.
f. Personal questions.
g. Interviewer's notes.
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5. What the study is not. Though urban physical
changes necessarily result from public, private
and public decisions which in turn cause often heated
controversy and crisis, this is not a study dealing
with the politics of urban renewal or is it a
criticism of the BRA, for example. This is important,
because some R's may be very emotional or have fixed
positions about what's going on or not going on. We
are interested in what the changes inpeople's neigh-
borhood mean to them in detail, where they get their
information from and so forth. It is not an evaluation
of Mr.Loguets policies in relation to Negroes or the
poor, for example.
It is a scientific study for which I assume sole
responsibility. No public agencies or institutions,
or political organizations are involved.
B. PRE-SELECTION STRATEGY AND SAMPLE AREA SUBDIVISION
1. The population sample (see CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS LIST)
was drawn largely from police lists and the character-
istics of the names listed are as follows:
a. All female.
b. lower, h "higher" social class indicated by
occupations.
c. between ages of 20 and 357 over 50.
d. Selected randomly across each sample area
yielding several groups of names and
potential R's.
2. The sample areas (see SAMPLE AREA MAP) noted A, B
and C are divided each into four quadrants, numbered
(clockwise) 1-4. A total of 20 interviews are to be
taken in each sample area (grand total of 60) and 6
each in 2 quadrants of each sample area, 4 each in
2 quadrants. Thus there are 4 address lists (one for
each quadrant) for each sample area. The rules for
selecting addresses from the lists are noted generally
on the address list and address checklist, but in
detail in section E in the following.
C. MATERIALS CHECK LIST
1. Each interviewing assignment will include at least one
SAMPLE AREA QUADRANT "PACKAGE". Please check that
yours is complete. Each should include:
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a. 1 address list (noting SAMPLE AREA AND
QUADRANT) and including names of potential R's.
b. 1 interview completion checklist (relates to
address list).
c. 4 or 6 interview schedules plus 2 extra.
d. Approximately 25 cover sheets (including
screening questions and for recording all calls).
e. 1 CARD A (blue card, indicating income range
figures).
f. 15 copies of letter to Respondent.
g. Map drawing unit:
1) 2 maps glued to single cardboard (city on
one side, sample area on other).
2) 4-6 plastic overlays plus 2 extra.
3) 4 marker pencils: yellow, orange, green, blue.
4) Two small clamps for holding on plastic.
5) Manila envelope for map and overlays.
h. Envelopes for sending R letters (office supply).
i. Envelopes for returning completed interviews to
office.
D. SKETCH OF EACH SAMPLE AREA
1. Area A (centered on Union Park) is within a planned
urban renewal area but will be largely unaffected.
A new housing project known as "Castle Square" just
being completed has replaced a deteriorating section.
Please note the distinction between "Union Park"
(between Tremont and Shawmut) and "Union Park Street"
(east of Shawmut Ave.).
2. Area B (centered on Madison Park) has been declining
physically for several years largely due to uncertainty
about future developments- notably the route of the
inner belt and the location (and character) of a
new all city "Campus High School". During the last
year there has been heated controversy among the
BRA, local residents and some interested outsiders
regarding how much land should be devoted to the
school and how much (if any) to new housing.
Evidently, things have been resolved with the City
Council approval in late December of an amended
BRA plan.
3. Area C (centered on Washington Park) has been under-
going extensive demolition, construction and rehabili-
tation under urban renewal for approximately five
years.
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E. RULES ON USING THE ADDRESS LIST
1. Note that each address list is for a particular
quadrant of a particular sample area. It may
require a total of 4 interviews or 6. Check that
an INTERVIEW COMPLETION CHECKLIST (of the same
number of interviews) accompanies the address list.
2. Using a four interview quadrant as an example, note
that boxed addresses are by group vertically (part
of the sample area quadrant) and column.
3. Column 1 contains "higher social class" names and
addresses and Column 2 lower class.
4. As indicated on the INTERVIEW COMPLETION CHECKLIST,
the ultimate objective or total is (in this case)
2 interviews from each column, and an interview from
each group box.
5. Column one names and addresses (higher class) are
fewer and,thereforeshould probably be tried first
in each group.
6. In the case that all in a particular group in
Column 1 are impossible to obtain, proceed downward
in the column until the required number (2 or 3)
are obtained. If it is absolutely impossible to
obtain the required number in Column 1, it will be
permissible to transfer to Column 2.
7. As in no.6, if all in a particular group in Column 2
are impossible to obtain, proceed to the next group
downward. If these should similarly be impossible,
it is permissible to proceed up and down that column
until the required number is obtained.
8. Circling the totals in the INTERVIEW COMPLETION
CHECKLIST (along with the yellow coversheets entered
for each name and address) should help record keeping
and facilitate accuracy.
F. NOTES ON THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
1. Please make out a (yellow) coversheet for each call.
2. Two screening questions (Nos.2 and 3) are indicated
and are designed to select the R who has lived in
the immediate area (but not necessarily at the exact
address) for three years. (All addresses and names
provided show residence for the last two years, so
the probability that she has lived there for three
years is fairly high).
3. The introduction is brief. You ma wish to supple-
ment it with all or part of the fTollowing:
During the last three or four years, some parts
of the city and some neighborhoods seem to be
changing a great deal (buildings being torn down,
streets changed, construction) others not so much
or not at all. We are interested in what you
think about changes in this area and the city and
how they have affected you and other people. At
this time, we are focussing mostly on changes in
the "look and feel" of the neighborhood as a place
to live and not so much on tax, welfare or educa-
tional changesfor example.
It won't take long and I think you will find it
interesting. The map will help us talk about
some areas and places.
The results, when completed, will we hope be
helpful in understanding people's feelings about
the city and the way it is changing and possibly
be helpful in advising interested leaders.
4. Question notes and objectives (major ones only).
Q 1-2 These initial questions use the city map side
of the board. Check that a clean plastic
folder fits exactly over it and that four of
the markers are ready. These are very
important questions.
Q 1 Amplifications of "part of the city you are
familiar with" are: "Know well" "travel in or
through a lot", "could describe pretty well
to a stranger". You may encounter resistance
at drawing. Coax R by saying how easy it is
and encouraging the attempt. When possible,
note the major verbal comments while R draws.
If R absolutely refuses to draw, take detailed
verbal description, probing "how far does that
go?" and "over to what street"?
Q 2 Shifting to the orange marker, on the same
side (same map) obtain a map of where things
have changed the most. Definition of change
(for all questions): though predominantly
physical rather than social, it is not
necessarily just buildings being demolished,
constructed or repaired. Streets and trees
may change in character as may their maintenance.
Physical flows of cars and people may change in
intensity. In short, we are talking about the
"look and feel" of the environment which includes
the dimension of personal use and meaning. we
are interested in the perceptual quality of the
city and area environments.
Q 9 Same as 0 1 using reverse side of board and area
map. The objective here is discover the parts
of the area known best generally. R uses yellow
marker.
Q 10 This is a behavioral map --- the routes, streets
and places most used. Names of stores, churches
and addresses, etc. are not necessary unless only
a verbal description is obtained. Probe with:
"Where else do you usually go --- in other
directions." R uses green marker.
Q 11 Same as Q 2 but want more detail here. Note
verbal comments. R uses orange marker.
Q 12 "Less familiar with" means any places or areas
which "you don't know as well now", "haven't kept
up with" or "don't go there anymore". Take
verbal description in detail, if not drawn.
Q 14 Remove maps. Do not use as reference for
remaining questions.
Q 23 Speaking of the quality of the area as a place
to live.
Q 28 "Physical change". Remember that this refers to
qualitative environmental change as well, to
include painting, noise,dirt, etc. and buildings
being built, vacated, etc. "There is more crime
now" or "Chinese are moving in and the Lebanese
are moving out" are primarily social perceptions
and do not meet the question's objectives.
Q 46 Probe for areas of fear, confusion, discomfort.
Q 47 Probe for exploratory behavior; new activities
and ways of using the neighborhood.
Q 53 Take responses about illicit behavior, don't
know and/or constructive suggestions about their
potential use.
0 55 objective: to discover the primary media used
in relation to direct observation.
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Q 56 "Signs" may include subtle indications as well as
billboards.
Q 64 Miss physical aspects and meanings in preference
to purely social responses such as "our basket-
ball coach".
Q 68 Such as moving or going out of business (long
range and/or short range).
G. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND TIME AND EXPENSE FORMS
1. Assume "the standard practice" including the sending
of the completed interviews to the office.
H. SUMMARY OF MAJOR TASKS
1. Mail respondent letters.
2. Call at address seeking named individual(s) in
household.
3. Ask screening questions.
4. Fill in cover sheet, even if no response.
5. Obtain one interview from each group on address list.
6. Obtain required number from each column.
7. Mail in interviews promptly.
If there is a question or a problem, please call
Erik Svenson at home, Tel: 926-2811.
Thank you.
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6AMPLL AREAt
ADRAN T:
INTERVIEW COMPLETION CHECKLIST
Pro ject A- 7 3
Interviewer:
1. REQUESTED: 3 INTERVIEWS FROM EACH COLUMN, INCLUDING ONE FROM EACH
GOUP. TOTAL: 6.
2. WhLN LACH INTzERVlIEW -IS COMPLETED, CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX, AND CIRCLE
ThE NO.1 TOTAL IN RIGIT HAND GROUP BOX.
3. uA 60N A.- THREE CHECKS APPEAR IN EITHER' COLUMN, CIRCLE THE NO.3
TOTAL AT BOTTOM OF THAT COLUMN.
4.0 CONTiNUE UNTIL 'liREE CHECKS (COMPLETED INTERVIEWS) APPEAR IN THE
OTHER COLUMN AND CIRCLE ITS NO.3 TOTAL AT BOTTOM.
5. WHEN ALL NUMBERED TOTALS AT RIGIT OF PAGE AND AT BOTTOM ARE CIRCLED,
ThiS QUADRANT 1 COMPLETE. THANK YOU.
Group Column 1 Column 2 TOTAL INTERVIEWS
PER GROUP
a
b
c
d
e
f1
Total
interviewE
Per
Column
6 TOTAL
COMPLETED
Ii -
11
11
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6ANPLE AREA:
Q LARANTx
INTERVIEW CO4PLETION CHECKLIST
Project A-23
interviewer
1. REQUESTED: 2 INTERVIEWS FROM EACH COLUMN, INCLUDING ONE FROM EACH
GROUP. TOTAL: 4.
2. WHEN EACH INTERVIEW IS COMPLETED CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX, AND CIRCLE
THE NO.1 TOTAL IN RIGIT HAND GROUP BOX-.
3. AS SOON AS TWO CHECKS APPEAR IN EITHER COLUMN, CIRCLE THE NO.2
TOTAL AT BOTTOM OF THAT COLUMN.
4. CONTINUE UNTIL TWO CHECKS (COMPLETED INTERVIEWS) APPEAR IN THE
OTHER COLUMN, AND CIRCLE ITS NO.2 TOTAL AT BOTTOM.
5. WHEN ALL NUMBERED TOTALS AT RIGHT OF PAGE AND AT BOTTOM ARE
CIRCLED, THIS QUADRANT IS COMPLETE. THANK YOU.
Group Column 1 Column 2 TOTAL 
INTERVIEWS
PER GROUP
a1
b1
c1
d
TOTAL
Interviewi 4 TOTALIer 2 2 COMPLETED
Per
Column
T
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CARD A: used in conjunction with question #92
TOTAL ANNUAL INCO4E RANGE
A under $3000 per year
B $3000 to $5000
C $5000 to $7000
D $7000 to $9000
E $9000 or over
RESPONDENT REPLY CARD
I am interested in receiving a copy of the final
report of the Boston urban research study.
Name
Address (apt., street)
City
1/1967
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APPEND1X D: NOTES ON MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
The pre-selection of higher and lower social class
groupings were made on a judgemental basis, largely
considering occupation as indicated in the police lists.
Upon the completion of interviewing these were
re-classified into "lower" and"higher" groups on
the basis of income, occupation and education. A
rating of one was assinged to annual incomes of $5,000
or under, and two to those above. Similarly, non-
professional and non-managerial occupations were given
a value of one. Incompleted secondary school education
or those households with no college degrees were
assigned a value of one and those who either completed
secondary school education or had college degrees
received a rating of two. Summaries were tabulated
and those whose total was four or less were considered
to be of "lower" socio-economic class. As indicated
earlier, the intent was to obtain a workable dichotomi-
zation according to social class and not to attain
comparibility with other studies or stratification
scales.
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Dichotomizations made tor the purpose of certain of
the stress evaluations (p.145) are as follows:
A B C T
Length of Residence
"High": 19 years+ 10 9 11 30
"Low" : less than 17 years 10 11 10 31
Age
High: 50 years+ 11 15 6 32
Low : less than 49 yrs. 9 5 15 29
The quantification of new building demolitions and
alterations were made in terms of acreage and
"event-years" in each sample area. Event years
totals in each category (and of vacant territory)
were calculated on the basis of the estimated
environmental sign exposure of each type of form
change action over time. The following estimated
values were used:
Demolition 1 week/unit = .0192 yr.
New building 6 mos./unit = .5 yr.
Alteration 3 mos./unit = .25 yr.
However, since the outcomes of the calculations closely
approximated those for acreage, particularly regarding
ambiguity, the simpler acreage calculations were
used exclusively in compiling the summary indices.
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APPENDIX E: SOME ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE SIGNS*
Sound: Noise of hammers, nailing, tacking, pounding
Instructions from policemen
Blasting
Heavy trucks, engines, compressors
Pile driving equipment
Bulldozer
Thunder of lumber being unloaded
Clank of pipes
Foreman's instructions, workmen
Whine of powersaws
Crunch of material breaking - glass, bricks,
cracking timber (demolition, loading)
(Quiet at night)
Welding
Fire
Steam
Sight: Crane, pile driving tower
Darkness at night
Warning lights, fences
Detour signs
Dirt truck tracks on street
Broken pavement
Water leaks
Traces of fire
Peeling paint, weeds
Billboards, signs of urban renewal or private
development
Little pedestrian activity (vacant lots)
Groups or crowds peering into hole or through
fences
NOTE: This partial list of environmental change signs
is illustrative only and,although classified
according to sound, sight, etc., most are nor-
mally perceived in some combination. Invariably,
significance and meaning are derived from their
perceived temporal distribution or character.
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Sight
cont'd Police, traffic congestion, regulation
Construction equipment, scaffolding
Moving vans
Workers, surveyors, construction hats
Stored material, supplies (bricks, pipes,
roles of wire)
Flags on stakes
Man looking at plans
DPW cars
Telephone, utility crews working
Building frames, new or old
"Closed for Alterations"
Garbage cans on street full of lath and plaster
X's on windows
Scaffolding
Fire, steam, smoke
Cut trees, new trees
Vandals, abandoned cars, garbage
Smoke and fire
old posters
Unrepaired damage to public buildings and
property
Unpainted white lines
Smell: Garbage
Sewer gas
Smoke
Dust - of demolition
Raw earth, mud
Urine
Hot tar
Paint, raw lumber
Taste: Gasoline, natural gas
Kerosene lamps
Garbage
Smoke, dust
Steam
Touch: Broken, bumpy pavement, cracks in sidewalk
Temporary sidewalks, fences
Broken glass on sidewalk
Weeds
Sand, mud, water on sidewalks and street
Dust, soot
Bump over supply hoses, cables.
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APPENDIX F: DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH CONSTRAINTS AND
PROBLEMS
The availability of appropriate data posed a problem.
Building permit data were a major source, yet required
laborious manipulation, since none were mapped or
prepared for computer handling. information on change
in environmental quality are gross at best. Virtually
no data is available on changes in activity flows at
the neighborhood scale and accounts of maintenance
operations (parks, etc.) are usually not sufficiently
detailed. Available census data were not current and
aerial photography could not be assembled in a time
series for recent years. A systematic organization
of information relating to environmental change
should be undertaken Consideration should be given
to the regular (and perhaps technically automatic)
collection of environmental data utilizing aerial
photography, remote sensing techniques, etc.
The change analyses of both central city and neighbor-
hoods proved to be an adequate first approximation.
Yet the findings indicate the desirability of scru-
tinizing very subtle environmental changes at the
neighborhood scale, particularly those in behavior
settings and activity flows.
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Compromises were necessary in order to limit the
interview to one hour. The rough balance between
map responses, open-ended questions and structured
questions proved to be quite satisfactory, yet some
verbal responses were quite general. Extensive
probing, supplementary questioning and the use of
photographs, films, field trips etc. are indicated,
when detailed information is desired about form changes.
The map responses were especially revealing and,
somewhat surprisingly,the exercise proved to be
generally entertaining and stimulating. No specific
questions were asked about the motives or operations
of the BRA for fear that,in the Madison Park area
particularly, where intense controversy had raged,
such questions would bias other responses. Virtually
no problems were encountered in this regard.
As in most small field investigations, the issue of
variable control looms large. For example, stresses
which may have been due to changes in the social en-
vironment (moving away of friends or relatives) could
not be neatly separated out in this investigation. A
constant focus, however, upon spatial form changes was
maintained in the interviewing and the protocols were
carefully evaluated as to whether essentially
"physical or social" events were being referred to.
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As indicated in Chapter 3, some potentially significant
variables, such as personality type, intelligence,
direction of social mobility, ego strength, etc., were
not controlled for. And these should be considered
in further research dealing with "transition stress",
particularly.
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APPEND1X G: RECOMIMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Extensions of the present investigation are clearly
indicated in both field and laboratory contexts.
Generally, multi-variate and longitudinal studies
would be advantageous. As indicated in Chapter 5,
a wider range of subject variables (personality, etc.)
deserve consideration as well as the role of family
and community resources in interpreting and coping
with transition stress, for example. Changes in
activity patterns and flows and in networks of
neighborhood behavior settings deserve special
attention. Functional types of change (industrial,
commercial, etc.) might also be explicitly differen-
tiated. Although neighborhood scale investigation
appears to hold considerable promise, the implications
of metropolitan and regional form changes are likely to
be considerable. Laboratory experimentation carried
on independently or in conjunction with field studies
appears to offer great potential. The advantages of
lab experimentation are considered to be threefold,
in terms of economy, control and replicability. A
real problem, of course, is to convey a sense of
reality economically so that the results might have
some validity and reliability.
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There might be a familiarization with a gridded
air-photo map with selected eye-level visual and
other information available on request. Portions
of the"map environment"may be changed or "erased"
and way-finding or "explanation" problems posed.
Expectations of change (information flow being
regulated) as well as stress responses to hypothe-
tical change situations and problem solving
capability might be observed and measured.
Alternatively, a gaming situation might replace
specific tasks with a number of game variables
controllable by the players (such as building,
blocking or opening new routes, etc.). Other
variables, such as public policy (changes) and
the flow of information,might be controlled by the
investigator. if adaptation to change is conceived
of as a "game" involving an array of "response
choices", playing behavior,coping ability and
learning might be profitably examined in relation to
variables such as social class, pre-selected personality
types and age.
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